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Abstract

Children have the right to fulfill and expand on all their potentials and desires to learn. In 2010, the Ontario Ministry of Education introduced Full-Day Kindergarten (FDK) in Ontario and aimed at providing quality Kindergarten programs for children. FDK is expected to be implemented in all Ontario public schools by 2015/16. The literature and research (McCain, M.N. & Mustard, J.F., 1999; McCain et al., 2007; McCain et al., 2011) on early years education affirms that children benefit from quality early years educational programs as they are important in developing neurons in the brain before the age of six. This qualitative study focuses on understanding early years educational philosophies, and examining teachers’ perspectives on FDK teaching and learning practices. The case studies are informed by the narratives of eight Kindergarten teachers through data collected from interviews, observations, classroom visits, and artifacts. The most significant findings of the study are that quality FDK teaching and learning practices are based on the following features: (a) learning through play-based, inquiry-based and experiential-based exploration; (b) making the educational experiences child-centred and authentic; (c) building on children’s past experiences, nurturing self-expression and identity; (d) strengthening relationships and connections; and (e) creating stimulating environments, both indoor and
outdoor, for children’s learning and development. Teachers’ perspectives and specific practices are described, analyzed, and discussed. Theory informed practice and practice informed theory, as models were developed and designed during this research journey. The theoretical framework served as a lens and was instrumental in examining FDK practices in each case study. The Integrated Child Development Model was created, later modified, and named the Early Years Education Model (EYE Model). The EYE Model, focused on integrated and comprehensive child development, identified important aspects of quality FDK and named developmental domains. The model served as a tool and conceptual framework in evaluating and analyzing classroom practice. Research implications that resulted from this study included improving class size and providing more teacher training. Greater opportunities for quality and varied play experiences were identified as being essential moving forward. The Kindergarten years lay a strong foundation for success in future schooling, and looking closely at teaching and learning practices in the classroom brings awareness to best practices.
Play is the purest, the most spiritual product of man at this stage and is at once the pre-figuration and imitation of the total human life, of the inner secret, natural life in man and in all things. It produces, therefore, joy, freedom, satisfaction, repose within and without, and peace with the world. The springs of all good rest within it and go out from it.

(Froebel, 1889, p.25)
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The aim of education is to enable individuals to continue their education ... [and] the object and reward of learning is the continued capacity for growth.

(John Dewey, 1916, p.117)

Education, as Dewey describes, must be focused on enabling individuals to build a love for learning. This starts with giving children the best possible childhood and early years education. Over the last decade, research on early childhood education and brain development has focused on the importance of laying a solid foundation in the early years of a child’s life for improved learning in the later years (Mustard, 2006; Pascal, 2009a, 2009b; Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000). As a result, the government of Ontario has made some policy changes that have affected Kindergarten programs in public schools in Ontario. The Full-Day Kindergarten (FDK) learning model was introduced after a new law amendment was passed. In September 2010, Bill 242—Full-Day Early Learning Statute—Law Amendment Act (Legislative Assembly of Ontario, 2010)—came into effect and started the process of changing Kindergarten learning in Ontario public schools from a half-day to a full-day program. The Ministry of Education (MOE) updated the Kindergarten curriculum document and named it FDELKP—The Full-Day Early Learning-Kindergarten Program (Draft Version-2010). The FDELKP outlined the vision, purpose, and goals of the new FDK curriculum. According to Leona Dombrowsky, then Minister of Education, Full-Day Kindergarten learning was part of an overall plan to help more children have a strong start in school. She asserted that “[b]y giving them more opportunities at a young age we’re giving our children a brighter future” (Ministry of Education, 2010, p. 1).
In Ontario, the *Early Learning for Every Child Today* (2006)—also called ELECT—was a framework for the Ontario early years childhood settings written by the Best Start Expert Panel on Early Learning. The researchers from this expert panel compiled brain development studies and compared early years programs from around the world. Mustard (2006) conducted studies showing that early brain development sets the foundation for lifelong learning, behaviour, and health. Research findings in Mustard’s report were based on detailed evidence from the neuroscience, developmental psychology, and educational fields of study. Evidence showed that a child’s brain development is connected to early years education and experience. Furthermore, Mustard found that:

> There are critical periods when a young child requires appropriate stimulation for the brain to establish the neural pathways in the brain for optimum development. Many of these critical periods are over or waning by the time a child is six years old. These early critical periods include: binocular vision, emotional control, habitual ways of responding, language and literacy, symbols and relative quantity. (2006, p. 5)

According to Mustard (2006), the brain’s architecture is built from the bottom up, and although the sequence of development in a child’s brain is similar from one child to the next, the rate of development and the variety of pathways vary. Understanding how children learn best will optimize the early years learning. Shonkoff (2010) showed that genes set the parameters for the basic structures of the developing brain, but a child’s interactions and relationships with his or her parents and significant others establish neural circuits and shape the brain. Many brain research studies (Greenspan & Shanker, 2004; Mustard, 2006; Shonkoff & Philips, 2000) have also revealed that opportunities for children to learn through play assist with the development of multiple pathways in the brain. Over the last decade, child brain development research studies
(Rushton & Larkin, 2001; Rutledge, 2000; Washington, 2002) have produced more knowledge about neuro-scientific data than in several centuries. Clearly, the scientific evidence points to the importance of quality early years education programs. It also shows that we need to better understand what is actually happening in the classrooms.

In addition, the American Association of Pediatrics released a report in 2007 about the importance of play in the early years (American Association of Pediatrics, 2007). The report showed that starting from birth, play serves to strengthen the synaptic connections in the brain, especially the motor and sensory areas. It stated that there are also areas of rapid growth in the frontal cortex (cognitive thinking, problem-solving, and logic skills), and that it is through play that children can demonstrate their abilities (Bergen, 2007; Bodrova & Leong, 2007). Thus, this report showed that a wide variety of play experiences is necessary in order to develop a complex and integrated brain. Research studies (Bergen, 2007; Diamond, Barnett, Thomas & Munro, 2007; Kostelnik & Grady, 2009) also affirmed that play is important in the development of self-regulation, cognition, language, social, emotional, and creativity skills.

This current research seeks to investigate FDK teaching practices. Through conversations with FDK teachers and visits to their Kindergarten classrooms, this study gathered information that would help one better understand how the Kindergarten practices were taking shape. The Ontario Ministry of Education’s FDK curriculum document outlined specific expectations and embedded a play-based philosophy in Kindergarten programs. Teaching practices in the FDK classroom started to take a new direction. Learning through inquiry, learning in real-life contexts, and learning through exploration proved more and more important. Early childhood development takes place in the context of families, communities, and schooling and is shaped by the day-to-day experiences and environments of early life.
The Ministry of Education (2010) states that children learn best through activities and develop their knowledge by building on past experiences. “Children are naturally curious. The new Kindergarten program, therefore, is supposed to feed this curiosity by providing opportunities for learning, self-expression, self-regulation, and self-discovery in a variety of ways” (Ministry of Education, 2010, p. 6). This could be through talking, reading, predicting, inquiring, exploring, pretending, experimenting, building, role-playing, and socializing. Each child should grow and develop in a number of interrelated areas—social, emotional, communicative, cognitive, and physical. In fact, the United Nations has recognized play as a specific right for all children (UNICEF, 2010). Furthermore, according to the Canadian Council on Learning (CCL), “[p]lay nourishes every aspect of children’s development—it forms the foundation of intellectual, social, physical, and emotional skills necessary for success in school and in life. Play paves the way for learning” (2006, p. 2).

While the idea of Kindergarten—a program of education for young children, usually four to six years of age—was first brought forward more than a century ago, the continued focus of the program has shifted among educators. The type of play materials in the classroom was examined more closely to see if that made a difference. The specific practices and analysis of how children were helped to attain higher potentials were considered. The question of the length and quality of day also became a topic of further interest and discussion. All of these topics remain important in examining Kindergarten practices today. At this point in time, it seems that both the quantity of time and the quality of the program make a difference. Furthermore, in recent decades, increased emphasis has been placed on the need for educational opportunities for children at the earliest possible age. Therefore, it is imperative to research how to maximize children’s learning experiences at the Kindergarten level.
Learning happens when a child can explore and experiment in a friendly, safe, and exciting environment. Finding the best teaching approaches for young children requires looking at what all the different philosophies of education highlight. These will be discussed in this research study. Does the new Full-Day Kindergarten (FDK) model follow one specific philosophy, or is it a combination of best practices from several theorists? Which teaching approaches and practices are adopted in the FDK classrooms? The section below provides some general information on the Full-Day Kindergarten program, and more details can be found on the Ontario Ministry of Education website (www.edu.gov.on.ca). The main benefits of the FDK include improved literacy skills (Vanderlee et al., 2013, NCES, 2004), greater independence (Plucker, 2004), school readiness skills (Pelletier, 2012a, 2012b) and improved peer interaction (Walsten & West, 2004), especially for at-risk children, and greater school success in Grade 1 (Cryan et al., 1992) resulting in building an overall stronger foundation for children. Therefore, the more time children spend with classmates and exposed to the school environment, the better their self-regulation, academic, and social skills. A seamless and integrated day makes the day smoother and easier for parents and children. This flow and consistency can really help with the child’s confidence and security.

The relationship children develop with their peers as well as with their teachers is an important part of learning to build trust with others. Aside from parents, other relationships can add value to a child’s development. The Ontario Ministry of Education’s Full-Day Early Learning—Kindergarten Program (2010) emphasises the need for interrelated systems that include family, the school, the broader community, and the world. The assumption is that partnerships with families and communities strengthen the ability of an early childhood setting to meet the needs of young children. Meeting their needs includes respect for diversity, equity, and
inclusion. These are prerequisites for optimal development and learning. Teachers can proactively build positive affirming relationships, connect families with services in the community, and collaborate with outside agencies when needed. Good communication can foster good relationships. This increases awareness about ways to meet students’ needs and will eventually improve student success.

In the policy vision, the Ontario Ministry of Education proposed that “early childhood settings can organize programming to use diversity of the participants as an asset that enriches the environment for everyone” (2010, p. 42). Making a concerted effort to integrate and represent learning in a meaningful context to the community of learners helps deepen connections for children and supports the integrity of their families. Is this policy vision a reality in the classroom? Are we truly integrating and considering cultural identity in the curriculum and the classroom? These are concerns that will be brought to light throughout this thesis.

Lastly, the FDK program is built upon the partnership between the teacher and the Early Childhood Educator (ECE). This is a significant shift from the half-day programs’ classroom management model. The government established this partnership between the teacher and the ECE as part of the policy change and stipulates that each FDK classroom in Ontario be managed accordingly. The idea of two educators in one classroom was intended to improve the teacher-student ratio and the quality of the Kindergarten program. This was a significant change for teachers, who in the past solely managed their own Kindergarten program.

Now that the new Full-Day Kindergarten program has begun taking shape, we can learn from the implementation phase. Each teacher is unique in his / her own way. By hearing the stories of Kindergarten teachers and how they went about adapting to the educational policy
changes, we can gain a better understanding of the pedagogical implications and specific
teaching practices as well as the outcomes of the changes proposed in the FDK curriculum.

**Background on Kindergarten in Ontario**

The history of early years education in Ontario is important background information for
this research study. The political debates on the topic of education for children under the age of
six started back in the 1960s and 1970s, and the pendulum has swung back and forth with
regards to support for funding for the Kindergarten years. However, in the 21st century, there
have been significant shifts, and the public debates on early years education have intensified as
the Ontario Liberal government invested over a billion dollars in this endeavor.

There were many significant events over the years that characterized the nature of child-
care and Kindergarten programs in the province of Ontario. The Best Start Expert Panel on Early
Learning, which consisted of professionals from the early childhood education in Ontario,
introduced the document entitled *The Early Learning for Every Child Today*. Published in 2007,
this document presented a framework to guide the development of Ontario early childhood
settings. It considered many early childhood settings such as child care centres, regulated home
child care, nursery schools, Kindergarten, Ontario Early Years Centres, family resource
programs, parenting centres, and child development programs in the community. Through the
research conducted by academics, government agencies, unions and educators, it is possible to
outline some key documents, government decisions, and the general path that led to where we
are today with FDK initiatives in the province. This present study aims to focus on the section
relating to the Kindergarten years. In a document entitled *Kindergarten Matters: The Importance
of Kindergarten in the Development of Young Children* published by the Elementary Teachers
Federation of Ontario (ETFO), there is a brief summary of historical facts about Kindergarten in Ontario, presented as follows:

Kindergarten first took root in Ontario in the early 1870s. Kindergarten programs developed in communities in different parts of the province during the early 1900s and expanded significantly during the Second World War and afterwards. The first junior Kindergarten programs were established in Ottawa in 1943–44 and then in Toronto four years later. By the late 1970s, close to 100 per cent of five-year-olds were enrolled in Kindergarten programs. By 1995, about 95 per cent of four-year-olds were attending junior Kindergarten programs.

(ETFO, 2001, p. 3)

The social movements of the 1950s–1970s brought awareness to the public about early years education. However, it was only after the 1980s that the Liberal government introduced policy to expand Junior and Senior Kindergarten programs. The Liberal policies were continued and enhanced into the 1990s by the succeeding New Democratic Party (NDP), resulting in the government considering greater infrastructure and funding to support the development of early years educational programs across Ontario. In fact, there was a pendulum shift during those years as the political parties changed powers, which influenced the history and development of the Kindergarten program in Ontario. With the change of government again in 1995, when the Progressive Conservatives took office, this new government tried to undo most of the policy initiatives and cut funding for Junior Kindergarten in half.

By the late 1960s, Half-Day Kindergarten was well-established in Ontario cities, and it was increasingly available in rural communities as the result of school consolidation. In 1979, close to 100 per cent of five-year-old children in Ontario were enrolled in Kindergarten programs while 39 per cent of four-year olds attended Junior Kindergarten. The mid-1970s also marked the development of Montessori programs and schools in Canada. The Montessori environment was a
unique classroom setup with specific materials. The classroom environment was prepared with small shelves for ease of access to learning materials that would encourage children to become independent and move freely. Children were taught how to use materials correctly, often in a particular order and as they were developmentally ready.

In 1989, the Liberal government announced that school boards would be required to offer Half-Day Junior and Senior Kindergarten programs. The concept of requiring school boards to offer Junior Kindergarten programs had recently been proposed in the Report of the Early Primary Education Project commissioned by the Progressive Conservative government of Bill Davis. The 1989 Throne Speech also committed the government to funding full-day Senior Kindergarten programs where classroom space permitted. The policies were to take effect over the next five years.

A general election in September 1990 when the New Democratic Party led by Bob Rae took office. The NDP government, however, implemented the Liberal policy and even supported the policy with additional funding. The Education Ministry provided 100 per cent funding for Junior Kindergarten students, regardless of school boards’ level of provincial grants. In 1994, the government also established a $35 million capital fund to assist boards to build or renovate Junior Kindergarten classrooms. School boards were given until September 1997 to fully implement the Kindergarten policy.

It was not only until the late 1990s that the Liberals once again gained power and pushed forward the early years program development in the Province of Ontario and in 1998 introduced The Kindergarten Program, the first policy document for Ontario Kindergarten curriculum development (ETFO, 2001). The Kindergarten Program (1998) provided specific expectations for children’s learning in Kindergarten and the knowledge and skills that children should develop
by the end of Kindergarten. Within the provincial levels, there was a significant gain that got the ball rolling. Not only was this early years educational movement a political and provincial phenomenon, but it was also a national and global one. Other provinces and countries were also looking at early years educational policy changes. Additionally, in 2003, expert panels on early reading and early math released reports in Ontario (Ministry of Education, 2003a, 2003b) and other Ministry documents were released (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2006a, 2006b). For a summary of titles of main reports and for further information, see Appendix B.

However, according to the Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario (2001), the PC government moved quickly to undo most of the policy initiatives of its predecessors, including the policy to expand Junior Kindergarten. In November 1995, the government announced that it would be cutting $400 million from elementary and secondary education grants, including a $100 million cut to Junior Kindergarten, a reduction of about 50 per cent. The change of provincial government in 1995 meant more changes for early childhood education. Reversing the 1989 policy, the government announced that school boards no longer were required to provide Junior Kindergarten for 4-year-olds and changed the amount of grant funding per child. When 22 boards exited the program, communities lost more than 20,000 Junior Kindergarten spaces, with an accompanying loss of 1,400 teacher jobs. The early childhood pilot project initiative was cancelled, as was the capital funding for child care space in new schools. Start-up grants are no longer available, replaced by a health and safety fund to take care of only urgently needed repairs. The Education Act was amended once again to prohibit education spending on child care.

Moving into the 2000s, there was revised hope for the early years movement that would lead to changes that would stay and be supported by the Ontario government. Studies such as the Early
Years Study and Best Start Initiatives were taking shape, and integrated and play-based learning programs were getting attention. Also, other provinces were moving forward with significant changes in early years programs. The government supported Early Years Centres and free access for families with children from birth to the age of six. Investing in the early years seems prudent as it offers children a better foundation for learning. Once children were in public school programs this also meant more parents could go back to work with seamless child-care arrangements. In 2003, The Ontario Early Years Framework began to guide the plan for early years program development and delivery for families and children. This included a comprehensive plan for early years initiatives across the province. With greater priority and initiatives from the government for high-quality family-centred programs and services, accompanied with greater support and resources, early years education made considerable progress.

In 2006, The Kindergarten Program (1998) was revised and replaced by a new curriculum document. The national and international early years development programs were researched and studied more closely by the Ontario government and finally, with greater collaboration and support, early years development started becoming a reality. The biggest gains were in the 21st century with the introduction of Full-Day Kindergarten for both Junior and Senior Kindergarten. The Full-Day Early Learning Kindergarten Program—Draft Version (2010–11) was released to begin the implementation of the FDK program across the province of Ontario. It is interesting to note that we moved from a twenty-page curriculum document to one that was almost two hundred pages in length. There is no doubt that the importance and value of early years education was being provincially recognized.
The Half-Day Kindergarten program integrated more formal teaching and teacher-directed classroom practices. The children were involved in centre-based learning, which may have been more formally organized by having the teacher and children rotate through various centres throughout the week. There was more of a requirement that all children would complete certain activities each week. Therefore, there was a more formal structure with direct instruction, and the rules and routines were more rigidly enforced. The FDK program shifted the learning in Kindergarten to less formal and more organic with flexibility, choice, and variety for the child and less teacher-directed learning. Not only did the amount of time that children were involved in the school environment change, but the way they were being taught also changed as FDK was established in Ontario schools.

On September 7, 2010, Ontario made history when Premier Dalton McGuinty moved ahead with FDK and as Boards launched Full-Day Early Learning Kindergarten in 600 schools across the province. Approximately 35,000 four- and five-year-old children benefitted from the first phase of full-day learning as part of the province’s plan to build a stronger school system and a well-educated workforce. The province has made a commitment to fully implement the Full-Day Kindergarten Program in all schools by 2015–2016. The introduction of FDK in 2010 has resulted in increased enrollment each year in Kindergarten. In Table 1 below is a summary of Junior Kindergarten (JK) and Senior Kindergarten (SK) public school enrollment in Kindergarten in Ontario.
Table 1  
*Public Schools Enrolment in Kindergarten in Ontario*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Junior Kindergarten (JK)</th>
<th>Senior Kindergarten (SK)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012-13</td>
<td>117 829</td>
<td>124 576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-12</td>
<td>87 120</td>
<td>90 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010-11</td>
<td>84 254</td>
<td>87 991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009-10</td>
<td>81 598</td>
<td>86 903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008-09</td>
<td>80 617</td>
<td>85 359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>79 025</td>
<td>83 769</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Looking Across Canada: Provincial Comparisons**

Seven provinces and one territory in Canada have implemented FDK programs. Some only have FDK for five-year-olds. The province of Ontario introduced FDK in 2010 along with British Columbia (BC) for both four- and five-year-olds. In the past, Quebec and New Brunswick have developed an FDK program for five-year-olds. In addition, Nova Scotia has had FDK since 1995 for five-year-olds. Prince Edward Island and Northwest Territories (NWT) are piloting some FDK programs, but Manitoba has yet to get on the bandwagon for FDK. Class size is highest among Ontario schools. Below in Table 2 is a summary of class size limits in different provinces.
Table 2  
*Summary of Statistics on FDK Plans across Canada*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>FDK start</th>
<th>Maximum Class Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>1999 for 5-year-olds</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Brunswick</td>
<td>1999 for 5-year-olds</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nova Scotia</td>
<td>1995 for 5-year-olds; some sites piloting JK programs</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>2010 for 4- and 5-year-olds</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia</td>
<td>2010 for 4- and 5-year-olds</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Edward Island</td>
<td>2010 offers some FDK for 4- and 5-year-olds, primarily in child care. (15 with one teacher and 24 maximum with two qualified teachers)</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manitoba</td>
<td>Only some (Francophone schools)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest Territories</td>
<td>FDK for 5 year olds (16 for one teacher in Education Act) Note: Phasing in for 4-year-olds in Sept. 2014).</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Justification and Significance of the Study**

Since the mid-1980s, a great deal of public attention has been focused on educational systems, and the importance of early years educational programs for four- and five-year-old children across Canada. Questions about the length of the program and the content of the curriculum were raised (Best Start Expert Panel on Early Learning, 2007). Controversial issues that have also been raised over the years include inappropriate formal teaching techniques for young children and an overemphasis on the achievement of narrowly defined academic skills (Canadian Council on Learning, 1996, 2006; McQuail, Mooney et al., 2003). This all influenced
the shift in Kindergarten practices in Ontario schools at the turn of the century. Dr. Charles Pascal, the Premier’s Special Advisor on Early Learning, released a report, *With our Best Future in Mind: Implementing Early Learning in Ontario* on June 15, 2009. The advice and consultation with Dr. Pascal was instrumental in moving Ontario forward with FDK.

After the introduction of the draft version of the Full-Day Kindergarten (FDK) policy change, there has been growing attention on understanding what is actually happening in the Kindergarten classrooms. Thus, it is valuable to talk to those who implement the change—the teachers. Teachers can share perspectives on the implementation phase, its impact in the classroom, and the overall outcome of the policy change. Furthermore, in light of current knowledge of child development and play-based Kindergarten learning programs, there is a growing body of emerging research affirming that children learn more effectively through concrete, play-oriented approaches to early childhood education. By looking more closely at how young children learn in Kindergarten programs, we can see that programs should be more tailored to meet children’s needs (e.g., play-based learning) rather than expecting them to adjust to the demands of adult-tailored programs. The trend now seems to be moving toward actually observing children in classrooms and thereby gaining a better understanding of how they learn best.

There is a shift in mindset among some Kindergarten teachers from the ‘old’ instructivist way of thinking to the ‘new’ constructivist way of teaching, which includes more play-based learning pedagogy. For some teachers, there is a lack of clarity about what the new model really looks like in the classroom. As such, they feel that they are not familiar with what is actually supposed to be done. Many FDK teachers are still experimenting with curriculum changes and are learning as they go. Consequently, as the policy change is recent and implementation is new,
there is a need for more evidence, research, and discussion on Kindergarten teaching practices and the ‘High Scope’ path as we move forward. The ‘High Scope’ curriculum is based on active learning through key experiences that can be adapted in countries around the world. ‘High Scope’ curriculum has been extensively researched and demonstrated positive results over the long term (Best Start Expert Panel on Early Learning, 2007). It is widely used in Ontario and adapted for use in Quebec. The overall vision is that children learn best at all ages with active experiences with people, materials, events and ideas rather than through direct instruction. It has a strong constructivist focus. It is used in many Kindergarten programs throughout Ontario. The present research study provides some insight into this educational policy change.

By gathering qualitative data through interviews and observation, one can get Kindergarten teachers’ perspectives and actual examples of classroom practices. Each teacher interprets, focuses, and develops a Kindergarten program in his / her own way. Thus, the different teachers’ voices will be based on their own personal experiences. In the future, we can redesign, rethink, and even remove practices as we get a clearer picture of FDK classroom expectations and experiences. Improving quality in education means understanding existing teaching practices thoroughly before reshaping and improving upon what already exists. We need to see exactly what exists in FDK classrooms. What does it look like in the classroom when teachers implement the FDK model? What specific activities or centres are present in the Kindergarten classroom? The research was intended to gain a better understanding of current pedagogical methods such as play-based learning in Kindergarten.

The internalization of theory and its application and practice synthesizes our beliefs and inspires our vision of what should be. The purpose of this research study was, in part, to gain a better understanding of Kindergarten teaching practices. It was driven by the desire to understand
the early years development and the life of the child in his / her formative years. It is crucial to start with what children know and to understand more about how they learn at this age. Therefore, reviewing literature, studies, and educational philosophies informed my research. Talking to different Kindergarten teachers who are developing their classroom practices to integrate FDK would shed light on what teachers are thinking and how they can help policy-makers better understand the ways in which they want to improve the Kindergarten learning experience for children. Further, by using the teachers’ accounts and to understand what students want to know and what motivates them, teachers’ can be more aware of how to make the environment more conducive to meeting the needs of children. This research is intended to be of value to all stakeholders in education: parents, students, teachers, principals, board employees, researchers, academics, and policy makers.

The problem examined in this study is directly linked to the quality of teaching and learning practices in the classroom and the need to clearly articulate the key elements of quality FDK. A quality program needs to be comprehensive and integrated. In the past, research has focused more on quantitative research and the impact of the FDK program on children. This qualitative research study fills a gap by providing rich descriptive data and insight on the learning process itself from the perspective of the teachers. The focus is on the approaches, practices, and key elements of building an FDK program. This research is highly significant and relevant at this crucial time of honing the FDK model. The study is important and timely in informing others within the province, but also across Canada as some provinces are still moving in the direction of FDK.
Research Goals

This qualitative study explored the rich dialogue with Kindergarten teachers through semi-structured interviews. Open-ended questions provided for free-flowing discussion. By looking closely at teachers’ experiences in the classroom and their understanding and development of play-based instruction and learning, the research highlights how some teachers have planned their program in the Kindergarten classroom, particularly in terms of play-based instruction and learning. Using the case study methodology, examples of FDK teaching practices are shared. The study reveals how teachers facilitate and scaffold learning in FDK. The focus of the research is the following: (a) the Kindergarten teachers’ teaching experiences; (b) the understanding of teachers’ interpretation of play-based instruction and learning; (c) the exploration of Kindergarten teachers’ teaching practices in their own classroom; (d) finding out teachers’ opinions, perspectives, and personal teaching style; (e) discussing early years educational philosophies.

The main objective of the research is to provide insight on FDK through teachers’ perspectives, examining and analyzing teachers’ interview responses, exploring FDK planning, and looking at the implementation of play-based and more traditional learning activities in the FDK classroom. The teachers’ perspectives provide invaluable insight for policy-makers, researchers, administrators, and other teachers. By sharing teachers’ examples of lived experiences in the FDK classroom, their opinions and ideas, their interpretations of policy, and their understanding of improvements for FDK, this research study will guide future Kindergarten classroom practice.
Key Research Questions

In formulating the research questions, I reviewed early years’ years education literature and incorporated educational theories. As a result of this research, I also designed and developed a conceptual framework that included models (i.e., the Integrated Child Development—PIE Model and the Five Key Elements in the FDK program—The PIECE model). At the end, after data analysis, I modified the PIE model, merged it with the PIECE model, and created the EYE (Early Years Education) Model—a comprehensive integrated child development model. This research study focused on the following research questions:

1. What kinds of teaching practices are evident in the Full Day Kindergarten (FDK) ‘play-based’ learning classroom?
2. What are the key elements for consideration in setting up of the FDK classroom?
3. What are teachers’ perspectives of and challenges with the implementation of the FDK program?

In this qualitative case study, I explored the Ontario Full-Day Kindergarten (FDK) curriculum. The phased-in implementation plan for FDK meant some schools were moving to FDK earlier than others. In accordance with Bill 242, by 2015/16 all schools in Ontario should be providing FDK learning. In this study, teachers share their FDK experiences, which will inform others who are still planning, and developing Full-Day Kindergarten learning and programs in schools. Furthermore, teachers’ insight and perspectives give us a better understanding of the reality of the classroom. Teachers who directly experience the policy change may have a different perspective than the policy-makers who plan for it. This current
research study seeks to highlight the different perspectives of Kindergarten teachers and share various classroom experiences.

Situating Myself

It was during my travels to India that I started to take interest in international models and systems of education, and I was fortunate enough to have the opportunity to see different types of schools and educational programs in other countries. This led me to join various educational project committees, and since 2006, I have been supporting educational school development through charitable projects, raising money to help educate the poor in India. During my visits to India in 2006 and 2013, I learned how even schools abroad were honing in on best practices in the early years, and how child-centred learning approaches were evident in these schools.

In India, many children were taught under trees at times. They were often involved in planting fruits and vegetables to build self-sustaining and self-regulating lifestyles. Children also engaged in the daily practices of yoga and meditation as a way to practice focus and do exercise. At a very young age, children were taught the power of settling within, building strength, and improving flexibility. My experiences in India broadened my perspectives, encouraged me to look deeper at Gandhi’s philosophies (Gandhi, 1929, 1938) on the power of human intellect, and allowed me to compare educational approaches on a more global level as well as connect with my roots. It was a way of knowing and learning from my home country as well as taking pride in and appreciating simple traditions as effective practices. Sometimes we get lost in the new and forget to go back to the old. Thereafter, as a teacher, during my visits to places around the world, I would look for opportunities to read or observe educational systems. This became a very interesting and enlightening undertaking. I also began to appreciate the traditional as well as the
modern ways of knowing, both Eastern and Western educational-philosophies and approaches. As a contemplative practitioner, I could see how all these experiences informed my way of knowing.

Since 2007, as a teacher and researcher, I have continually shifted my approach by re-evaluating and re-examining my work. In the process, I have discovered that it is valuable to have experiences in both teaching and research as one informs the other. I have created a balance between my academic work and my classroom work. This is important to me. Over the years, during the process of questioning and discovering, I began to make meaning of what I observed. Having teaching experience informed my perspectives on how children learn. I also divided the role of teacher and researcher. Starting to wear the hat of an academic researcher challenged me to yet another perspective, and I focused on my researcher role for the purpose of this study.

In addition, as a mother of two children, the parent perspective informed my work. During the time of making decisions for educating my own children in the early years, I began to evaluate different educational approaches. I began to examine the way that classrooms were managed, the opportunities the children had, and the best methods of teaching and learning for 3–6-year-olds. I considered the deeply-rooted moral and philosophical orientations when choosing a school for my children. It was insightful to have the parent perspective and see first-hand the value and importance of investing in quality early childhood education programs in the formative years. At that time, I was on the path to observe, compare, research, and read more about educational philosophies.

Teaching was not only a job for me but also a personal interest and a journey for defining best teaching practices, as I deeply embedded myself in finding the optimum approaches for child development through study and practice. The inner desire and search for the ideal
educational system continued to resonate with me, and the yearning to learn about different educational philosophies incubated within me for years. There often seemed to be something unique that each had to offer, but finding the one ideal educational philosophy was not easy. Looking at both theory and practice was insightful. Raising my own children and working as a classroom teacher in Kindergarten allowed me to deepen my understanding of child development. Both my teacher role and parental role informed my researcher role. This led to my doctoral journey of learning more about the early years educational movement and exploring integrated child development approaches. Then I realized how this research was taking shape before my eyes.

**Shaping My Research**

As my children grew up and completed the Kindergarten years, I too became qualified as a teacher and completed my Bachelor of Education. I then entered in the education sector as an elementary school teacher. It was in my first job as a Kindergarten teacher that I felt I had an opportunity to develop a Kindergarten program that would combine the different educational philosophies that I had been reading about over the years. Although at the time it was very new to me, I realised that I was gaining experience while I experimented with teaching practices. With more experience, I became aware that I could hone my own understanding of Kindergarten teaching practices.

The relationships and connections I have with others and the personal feelings I have for the people around me help define who I am. Therefore, through my journey as a schoolteacher, I met different teachers and educators and worked in five different schools. I learned a lot by working with so many wonderful professionals, and connecting with others really inspired me to
begin and then to continue my journey. It was the connections with students and seeing them develop that inspired me the most. The quality of early years practices made a difference in childhood development. Educational experiences before the age of six set a foundation for life-long learning abilities (Mustard, 2006; Pascal, 2009a, 2009b; Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000); this fact also reinforces the importance of quality Kindergarten programs.

During this journey, I also deepened my spiritual perspectives and developed interests in the roles of spirituality and holistic perspectives in education. The courses I enrolled in throughout my doctoral thesis work also inspired my reading and interests in different educational philosophies in education, and I began to discover the topics of spirit and soul in education. The young minds in front of me each day in my Kindergarten classroom were forming, and I felt a greater sense of responsibility for the search and development of best Kindergarten teaching practices. Thereafter, the importance and calibre of my work took on a new meaning. Finally, the governmental shifts and the introduction of FDK were also emerging, and I began to hear more about Ontario’s plans to shift to FDK.

With the educational policy changes that were happening around me, I could feel the burning sensation within to map out a clearer path moving forward. I wanted to connect more deeply with teachers and find out more about their thinking on such topics as early years education. Taking on the researcher role began to take priority. Professionally, I felt the need and responsibility to learn about the new trends and shifts in Kindergarten teaching philosophies and practices, make sense of the new FDK curriculum, and then share my findings.
Laying the Framework for the Research Study

This research study connects what is important to me, and that is giving teachers a voice. Building awareness of what teachers actually do in the classroom and observing different teaching styles gives one a chance to gain insight into areas that we often do not share. Nowadays, children are sent off at an earlier age to a learning environment for many hours of the day, thus, it is vital to give teachers a voice to determine how best to foster learning for children.

In this study, there was a focus on understanding the Kindergarten program in public schools in Ontario since the implementation of FDK. By having conversations with the different Kindergarten teachers and gathering information from them during interviews, I gained much insight on how teachers were adapting to the new FDK model. This was informative and enlightening. Although historically, making a presence and place for Kindergarten in the educational system was initially the challenge, the shift is now in not only looking at the number of children who have access to early years learning but also looking for the high-quality instruction that sets the foundation for future child development and growth.

The outline below provides an overview of the various chapters of my thesis. The introduction in Chapter One has provided the background information, including a brief history of Kindergarten in Ontario; the context of the research, with some details on the general focus of this research study; the statement of the problem; the research goals; the framework; and most importantly, the key research questions.

Chapter Two develops a literature review and theoretical framework for this research. This chapter will explore the body of literature that speaks to my topic of research. The literature review focuses on seminal scholars and theorists on child development, educational
philosophies, and play. This research inspired the design of three models: i) PIE Model (Play, Inquiry, Experiential Learning), ii) PIECE Model (Play, Inquiry, Experiential, Child-Centred, Environmental Education), and later the iii) EYE (Early Years Education) Model was created.

Chapter Three highlights the qualitative methodology employed to collect data for this study. I explore the literature on qualitative research, in particular the case study approach. I describe the design of the research, data collection methods, and data analysis. I also discuss some of the ethical considerations and limitations of the study. Furthermore, there are details on the teacher participant profiles as well as each teacher’s classroom demographics and routines.

Chapter Four identifies the key findings from the research study. It identifies specific quotes, teaching practices, and opinions from different teacher participants. There are more specific details from each teacher participant’s classroom practices and a summary of teaching styles. I also highlight the significance and implications of the key findings according to identified themes derived from the coded data. Overall, data results are summarized in this chapter.

Chapter Five makes connections to the data findings, with discussion and data analysis. The key themes are identified, and the weaving of data findings with the literature review ties the research to the key research questions. I present and analyze the experiences of the teacher participants in the FDK classroom, their teaching styles, and specific classroom practices. I connect the scholarly theories and concepts with classroom practices, examining it as a researcher and reporting on how it connects with the Integrated Child Development Model and the development of the EYE (Early Years Education) Model. Key elements of FDK teaching practices and the integrated approach in the Kindergarten classrooms are highlighted. Finally, I discuss the overall teachers’ perspectives and the research process itself; I also present the
various implications and limitations of the study, along with some thoughts on future direction for research. Overall, this personal journey as a researcher inspired me to build a breadth of knowledge, awareness, and insight into teaching practices, as I pieced together thoughts, data, and scholarly work I embraced my work, persisted ahead in a cohesive and passionate way.
Chapter 2
Literature Review

Introduction

This literature review summarizes various educational philosophies, theories, and concepts that guided my research work on FDK. While conceptual theories guide the research and establish a base to look at child development theories, some thoughts on creating a new model to directly address the needs of children as learners is developed. By reviewing schools of thought on child development and deepening the meaning and understanding of Kindergarten pedagogical approaches, this chapter brings awareness to key elements in the FDK program.

The key elements of FDK learning are discussed and identified in the PIECE (Play, Inquiry-based learning, Environmental education, Child-centred learning, and Experiential learning) Model. The new FDK curriculum showed evidence of more constructivist teaching approaches and the FDK practices have shifted from traditional teaching approaches to more contemporary ones as teachers open up to new pedagogical paradigms. There was a greater sense of experimentation with combining pedagogical approaches in classrooms today. Therefore, understanding the different teaching practices, FDK focus in Ontario schools, and early learning philosophies informed this research study. The identification of specific scholars and their works on early years development shed light on and guided the discussion. Understanding the background and various details related to concepts, ideologies, and theories gave more insight into this research study. In the next section, I begin to elaborate on literature of Froebel (1887, 1889), the ‘Father of Kindergarten,’ and then follow with an examination of influential child development theorists.

**Froebel as the ‘Father of Kindergarten.’** Freidrich Froebel, known as the ‘Father of Kindergarten,’ was a German educationalist who believed that humans are essentially productive and creative. Froebel (1887, 1889) thought it was important to encourage creativity, free self-activity, motor expression, and social participation in the educational setting through the direct use of materials. He also believed that it is through engaging in the world that understanding and learning unfolds, hence the significance of play as both a creative activity and a means through which children become aware of their place in the world. Children would develop creativity if they were given proper play materials and were instructed on their use. A rich environment that provided a variety of learning materials and equipment would contribute to the development of children’s intellect.
Froebel (1887) advocated for ‘free play’ in childhood using special ‘gifts’ and ‘occupations,’ which demonstrated certain relationships and led children to compare, test, and explore. According to Froebel, each ‘gift’ (or Gabe) given to a child was designed to provide material for the child’s self-directed activity (1887, p. 285). The ‘gifts,’ or special materials, consisted of a series of natural wood play materials. Two examples of ‘gifts’ included four geometric wooden blocks and six crocheted woolen balls consisting of 3 primary and 3 secondary colors. Three common solids (sphere, cube, and cylinder), suspended in such a way that children could examine their different properties by rotating, spinning, and touching, were also a common gift. In total, there were over twenty types of ‘gifts.’ “The ‘gifts’ led to discovery…the ‘gift’ gives insight” (1887, p. 287). ‘Occupations,’ according to Froebel, move from three-dimensional to two-dimensional surfaces and are more activity-based. ‘Occupations’ consist of weaving, drawing, and clay modeling, which are recognized as traditional components of a Kindergarten program. Initially, Froebel (1889) thought both ‘gifts’ and ‘occupations’ were taught through educational games in the family, and later in his life, his work was linked to provisions in educational centres for the care and development of children outside of the home.

Froebel’s (1887) philosophy of educational play rested on four basic components: (a) free self-activity; (b) creativity; (c) social participation; and (d) motor expression. As Froebel (1887, 1889) asserts, Kindergarten signifies a ‘garden’ for children; it signifies a location where they can observe and interact and where they themselves can grow and develop in freedom. In the 1880s, when the Froebelian approaches to Kindergarten were first introduced in Canada, only Senior Kindergarten (SK) was established, as many believed the younger children (under 5 years old) should be at home with their mothers. Moving forward through the 1900s, European influences on education continued in Canada and then eventually more awareness of world-wide
philosophies in early years education brought a more global realm of approaches. In Canada it was not until the 1940s that the Kindergarten began to extend to include three- and four-year-old children, which came to be known as Junior Kindergarten (JK).

The Kindergarten classroom in public schools began to become more widely accepted and developed based on the Froebel philosophy. Froebel’s (1887) main methods included circles, singing games, art activities, and child development through play. We are fortunate to have had Froebel’s Kindergarten ideas in our heritage as, once it took root, it grew and flourished. The Froebel ‘play-based’ learning was grounded from centuries ago and this approach nurtured and cultivated thousands of young minds. This continues to be a key component in the new FDK model today. Froebel’s methods also inspired various schools of thought including the works of Montessori (1973, 1995), Steiner’s Waldorf philosophy (1994), and Malaguzzi’s Reggio-Emilia curriculum (1993), which were later developed.

Dewey’s principles of education. Scholars such as John Dewey, one of America’s most famous educators and philosophers, believed that one learns by doing and that children’s play is a primary vehicle for mental growth. Therefore, child-initiated, child-directed, and teacher-supported play is an essential component of developmentally appropriate practices in the early years (Bredekamp, 1987). Dewey (1929, 1933, 1938) asserts that children learn through experience and that they each have particular individual interests. Dewey, who can be considered more of a philosopher for progressive education than an educational theorist, described educational excellence as helping each child become self-directed and getting children involved in learning. Dewey (1916, 1929) influenced Kindergarten programs (especially from the 1920s to 1950s) and created classrooms where there were many different areas; daily routine was stressed, but formal reading and math were not taught as an isolated skill. Dewey (1929, 1933, 1938)
believed that children should be engaged in scientific inquiry in all subject areas in order to develop into good communicators and thinkers, and he created an atmosphere that was more relaxed to make children comfortable in the school environment. Whether traditional or progressive, Dewey’s (1929, 1938) principles of carefully developed philosophy of experience examined a true learning situation as orderly and dynamic, and as employing a progressive organization of subject matter. It is important to look at the present experience. Dewey (1938), in his book, *Experience and Education*, states:

Give the pupils something to do, not something to learn; and the doing is of such a nature as to demand thinking; learning naturally results…experience arouses curiosity, strengthens initiative, and sets up desires and purposes that are sufficiently intense to carry a person over dead places in the future, continuity works in a very different way. Every experience is a moving force. (p. 38)

Dewey (1929, 1933, 1938) believed that education is a process of living and advocated that curriculum should be connecting the child’s past experiences and interests to develop the present experience to greater satisfaction. The environment and the social actions, dialogue between teacher and learner were important. The child is credited for bringing prior knowledge to the world of learning and the teacher encourages reflective capabilities as a way of fostering understanding. Dewey’s work (1938) has influenced Piaget’s work (1950, 1969) and has reinforced the importance of the social aspect of education and the necessity to connect home life with school life, in order to enrich the overall learning experience. Furthermore, these works raised awareness that children’s learning does not occur in narrowly defined subject areas. The process of interacting with materials and people results in learning.
Child Development Theories

**Piaget’s Constructivist Theory and thoughts on play.** Jean Piaget, Swiss Psychologist, was interested in the ‘cognitive developmental theory.’ Piaget (1927, 1950) believed that children think differently from adults, and he opened the way for educators to explore how children come to learn new knowledge. He unveiled that cognitive behaviours evolved through stages of mental development called ‘cognitive schemes,’ and he focused more on individual contact with objects than with people. Piaget (1950, 1952) also viewed language and thought as significant cognitive processes. He theorized that mental development took place through three periods from birth to pre-adolescence. Overall, Piaget (1950) set many developmental milestones and developmentally-appropriate practices in early years. Piaget (1962) reinforced that adults can facilitate a child’s learning schema by verbal encouragement, physical proximity, and focused attention as well as by opportunities for social interaction and trial and error. Piaget (1962, 1969) also thought it was important to provide activities and an environment to support growth corresponding to the developmental level of the child. Piaget (1972) believed that the social support and opportunities for interactions and communication enriched the overall learning experience.

Piaget’s Theory of Cognitive Development (1950, 1972) is a cornerstone for understanding how children think and learn. During the preoperational stage (2 to 6 years of age), children develop the ability to think in ‘symbolic form’ and use language to name symbolic representation or to make meaning of objects. At this stage, children are developing proficiency in the use of language, and are able to think logically and reason in one direction. They also have a sense of adaptation or ongoing interaction with the environment and new experiences add to the child’s organization schema. Thus, it is important to allow children to explore objects and
learn by interacting with their environment as they make sense of the world by feeling, seeing, and categorizing objects.

Within the Theory of Cognitive Development (Piaget, 1950, 1952) lie four stages, each one containing the processes to adapt assimilation (transform the environment) and accommodation (change thought process and accept something in the environment). Piaget’s (1950, 1972) four cognitive development stages are as follows: i) Sensorimotor stage (birth to age two), ii) Pre-operational stage (ages 2-7), iii) Concrete operational stage (ages 7-11), and iv) Formal operational stage (age 11+). It is the ‘Pre-operational’ stage that affects the Kindergarten years and this is when children start to use mental imagery and language. Children are very egocentric and view things around them with one point of view—theirs. Only in the ‘Concrete operational’ stage are children capable of taking another person’s point of view and reasoning with concrete knowledge as the egocentric stage diminishes. During the ‘Formal operational’ stage, children can think logically, abstractly and theoretically. Understanding these child developmental stages informs classroom practice.

Piaget (1969, 1972) studied the mental processes of perception, memory, judgment, and reasoning and the stages a child moves through in order to acquire this ability. Piaget’s contributions in understanding children’s cognitive development and the different stages outlined major windows of opportunities. Piaget’s ideas are utilized today in the set-up of Kindergarten and his theories of thought and cognitive development have no doubt influenced the philosophers who followed in his footsteps.

**Vygotsky’s Social Constructivist Learning Theory.** Lev Vygotsky (1934, 1978) took the omission of social world of the child from Piaget and paved the social constructivist theory of child development. Learning and schooling have a highly complex and dynamic relation with
Vygotsky’s (1934, 1978) main concept, referred to as the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), paved a new road in working with the child as a learner and understanding that each child has areas for potential development. Vygotsky’s (1978) emphasis on the historical, social, and cultural aspects of development and learning supported a more meaningful involvement of the child, teacher, school, and community. The child is a social being, and Vygotsky’s work (1934) looked closer at how we, as humans, naturally engage in our world. The relationship between play and cognitive development is described differently in Piaget’s cognitive development theory and Vygotsky’s social constructivist theory which dominate early childhood education. Piaget and Vygotsky both proposed an ideology that shaped the early years movement. The differences will be explored below by examining play and cognitive development.

Vygotsky’s (1934, 1978) thinking and approach had holistic elements in that he rejected the view that what is to be learned can be broken down into small subcomponents and taught as discrete items and skills. Instead, Vygotsky argued that meaning should constitute the central aspect of learning. The notion of ZDP enables cooperation and positive interdependence. Rather than rote learning and paper-and-pencil approaches, there is an awareness and appreciation for the use of other forms of learning, including the incorporation of a variety of activities involving music, anxiety-reducing techniques, risk-taking, interpersonal relations, storytelling, role-play, drama, humour, and games in the classroom. These are known to facilitate the deep engagement among students and the transformation that is essential for the achievement of higher potential in teaching and learning. The Vygotskian ‘Developmental Path to Play’ defined age-related descriptions of play and fostered quality play experiences using props, imagination, defined roles, effective use of language, and dramatization.
In recent decades, the cognitive theories of Lev Vygotsky (1987, 1998) became more influential as he described children as learning, first interpersonally in relation with the minds of others, and then intra-personally within the individual child’s own mind. In consequence, mental development is seen as a process in which children first borrow the ideas and language of others while playing, then transform them into mental structures that they can use and apply independently. Vygotsky (1978, 1998) viewed play as having a key role in children’s learning, arguing that play is a social and cultural activity. The work of Piaget (1950, 1969, 1972) and the published works of Vygotsky (1978, 1987, 1998) have demonstrated that learning is a complex process that results in the interaction of children’s own thinking and their experiences in the external world. As children get older, they acquire new skills and experiences that facilitate the learning process. Children learn by doing, and play stimulates self-regulation, self-awareness, and self-confidence in children.

**Bruner’s Discovery Learning.** Psychologist and cognitive learning theorist Jerome Bruner, born in New York and a Professor of Psychology at Harvard, published books such as *The Process of Education* (1960), *Acts of Meaning* (1991), and *The Culture of Education* (1996). Bruner et al. (1976) first outlined the principles of discovery learning about how people construct knowledge based on prior experiences and then classified information and knowledge under three modes: enactive skills (manipulating objects, spatial awareness), iconic skills (visual recognition, the ability to compare and contrast), and symbolic skills (abstract reasoning). Bruner (1976) also examined the role of play in problem-solving skill development. Bruner (1967, 1976) initiated curriculum change based on the notion that learning is an active, social process in which students construct new ideas or concepts based on their current knowledge, and his work in
childhood learning and perception has made him a key figure in educational reform. According to constructivist theory, we don’t just absorb understanding; instead, we build it.

Bruner, Sylva, and Genova contend that “play enables a child to sustain his activity over a long period of time” (1976, p. 244). Play also contributes to problem-solving. Bruner et al. (1976), discovered that those who have had prior opportunities to play “are better equipped to solve problems and that they encounter frustration better than those who did not” (p. 245). In addition, Bruner et al. (1976) described how play influences the ability of the child to speak, listen, read, and write. Thus, it has been established that there is a connection between play and language development.

**Understanding Individual Identity**

**Gardner’s Multiple Intelligences and the importance of individual learning styles.**

Howard Earl Gardner (2009, 2011), born in Pennsylvania in 1943, and co-founder with Nelson Goodman of ‘Project Zero,’ focused on studies of artistic thought and creativity and human potential. Gardner’s ideas were published in the books *The Shattered Mind* and *Frames of Mind*. Gardner felt strongly that teachers should take individual differences among children seriously. Gardner (1999) emphasized that the bottom line is a deep interest in understanding how children’s minds are different from one another’s, and in helping them use their minds well in order to successfully participate in classroom learning.

Gardner’s (1999, 2011) Multiple Intelligences (MI) theory raised awareness of the importance of honouring individual learning styles, particularly given students’ diverse backgrounds and lived experiences; the student was no longer seen as an empty vessel that needed to be filled. Connecting learning to students’ lived experiences had a very meaningful role in the learning process. The need for learners to take more responsibility (Gardner, 1975) led
to a changing relationship between the student and the teacher. As children were encouraged to question and think, and teachers were required not to give answers, the teacher’s role inevitably became more of a facilitator, and the students’ participation and engagement became priorities.

Understanding that children learn in different ways and there is more than one type of intelligence opened the eyes of educators to look at various teaching approaches and differentiated learning practices. Gardner defined intelligence as the “ability to solve problems or create products that are valued within one or more cultural settings” (Gardner, 1999, 33–34). Not only did he define mathematical or linguistic intelligences, but with his new outlook, Gardner also defined many more types of intelligences that looked at other areas such as music, movement, visual, and personal. He conceived of ‘seven intelligences’: verbal-linguistic, musical-rhythmic, logical-mathematical, visual-spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, and personal (interpersonal and intrapersonal). Two decades later, Gardner added two more potentialities: naturalistic and existential intelligences. Implicit in his theory is the overlap of the intelligences (Gardner, 1999). His focus was more on how children learn in different ways.

**Wane on defining spirituality in education: Cultural and gender identities.**

Individual identity should not be marginalized in the classroom. Wane et al. (2005, 2011) argued that we need to appreciate individuals’ spiritual and cultural identities. By defining what spirituality means to individuals, one can also see what influences someone’s thinking. The transformative power of a spiritual vision engages the whole self and encourages sharing of sacred moments and practices. Wane (2011) reinforces how individual identity cannot be ignored in education. Rather, we need to appreciate that knowledge is not constant but is in constant flux and recreating itself, and reality is therefore an unfolding process determined by our own thoughts, words, and actions. Wane (2008, 2010) highlights that within this ongoing, unfolding
process, appreciative inquiry entails having a conscious awareness of one’s own spiritual way of knowing as well as that of others.

Optimal classroom experiences develop and focus learning in an effective way that considers inclusion, student voice, respect, and uniqueness. Making learning enjoyable for children and connecting it to individual learning experiences brings a natural flow to the process of discovery. In Kindergarten, the FDK model allows for a better flow and deeper engagement. There are opportunities for making personal connections, and children’s voices and thinking are given more priority. Furthermore, personal enjoyment, choice, and self-expression in the tasks are encouraged. With opportunities for inquiry, children have an increased amount of time to just explore, discuss, and make connections.

Wane (Wane, 2010; Wane, N., Maryimo, E., & Ritskes, E. 2011) discusses spirituality and schooling while taking the following into consideration: sociological implications, nurturing self-awareness, identity, ancestral roots, and inner beings. These essential components are required in order to feel complete. Weaving spirituality into the learning environment can strengthen connections between the learner, knowledge, and process of schooling and also build awareness of hidden biases that may interfere with one’s learning. The cultural aspects that affect the interpretation, life experiences, and intellectual journey are important as we cannot just focus on the academic aspect of schooling. This is because integrated approaches, empowered with cultural knowledge, build identity and awareness of ourselves and our environment. As Wane emphasizes, without this acknowledgement and awareness, we are silencing a part of us. Seeing people in their entirety, regardless of race, gender, or creed, and seeing what makes individuals’ perspectives different builds for better interpretation and understanding. Kimani and Wanjiku (2004, 2012) also identified gender as an important aspect of diversity and the developmental
process. Considering gender identities and gender dynamics (Kimani & Mwikamba, 2010) in the classroom means teachers must be aware of the difference of developmental domains and personal interests among boys and girls. In other words, the increasing percentage of the ESL population in schools, which often implies varying spiritual beliefs, and the knowledge that boys and girls may learn differently, means educators and administrators are required to be aware and adapt teaching and learning practices to the diverse needs of learners.

Spirituality in schooling is also connected to social justice in our environment. Social justice issues are emerging and continue to be a part of 21st century learning environments even from the Kindergarten years. Anti-bullying programs and teaching children how to respect differences in people, share materials, not make fun of others and including others in play are part of the daily lessons in the Kindergarten classroom. Educators can also pay more attention to nurturing the inner being and the inner voice of students in order to develop critical and higher level thinkers. Genderized (Kimani & Mwikamba, 2010) and racialized (Wane, 2008; Wane & Chandler, 2002) systemic barriers in educational teaching and learning practices (Wane, 2007, 2010) need to be continually examined. Equality and equity in classroom practices, activities, and learning opportunities as well as accessibility considerations for those with developmental challenges are part of building an inclusive classroom environment. Inclusive classroom environment is linked to holistic learning approaches.

Binder’s use of arts for understanding identity in children. Marni Binder (2008, 2011, 2012) validates the importance of the arts in Kindergarten. Binder argues that “the learning environment must engage children in experiences that empower them to make their thoughts public” (Binder, 2011a, p. 339). The way children think and how they see themselves, their peers, and others in the community can be expressed further in personal drawings and artwork.
Each child has his / her own identity and views of the world. Therefore, educators can make meaning of their children’s thinking by looking closer at their use of imagination and what they represent in their artwork. Binder and Kotsopoulos (2011) discuss multimodalities and multiple literacies in their research study on Kindergarten children and discuss further how young children’s identity can be revealed through the arts.

Binder (2012) also reinforces the value of story-telling and brought awareness to teacher identity and the role of the teachers as researchers, explorers, and ethnographers themselves. In her article, “Teaching as Lived Research,” Binder (2012) reflects on her own journey to explore and recognize teacher voice whereby she shares, “everyday classroom experiences open a critical space for making teacher voice visible through educational inquiry” (p. 118). Binder (2011), in her article “Remembering Why: The Role of Story in Educational Research,” further elaborates on the value of teacher and student stories in educational research and shares that being observant and aware enables us to explore and reflect on personal stories and knowledge as valuable contributions in the teaching and learning journey. Personal identity and voice cannot be ignored in education.

**Understanding Child-Centred Learning**

**The Reggio Emilia Inspired Curriculum.** The emergent curriculum inspired by the Reggio Emilia approaches (Cadwell, 2003) is also another form of alternative learning that has been drawing more attention in recent years. In the Reggio Emilia- inspired pedagogy (Wien, 1995), the focus is on the arts. Whether it be through drawing, sculpture, music or drama, Reggio Emilia schools have helped very young children to develop their skills in visual representation (Edwards, Gandini, & Forman, 1993). This focus on the arts is important because it provides
another voice for children to express themselves and another vehicle for them to develop their ideas.

Reggio Emilia is often synonymous with the concept of the *Hundred Languages of Children* (Edwards, Gandini, & Forman, 1993). Young children are encouraged to explore their environment and express themselves through all of their natural languages or modes of expression, including words, movement, drawing, painting, building, sculpture, shadow play, collage, dramatic play, and music. Sobel (1996) has also recognized the arts as a means for young children to deepen their learning and express their ideas about nature. Finding ways to bring in a variety of materials into the classroom, teaching children to be creative and individualistic in their design/thinking, and letting children express themselves in their artwork became a focus in the Reggio Emilia inspired curriculum.

Loris Malaguzzi (1993), who is credited with founding the Reggio Emilia approach, referred to it as an “education based on relationship and participation bringing together the voices of children and teachers” (p. 75). Rebecca New (1993) suggested that the Reggio-Emilia curriculum might be described as both child-centred and teacher-directed. The emergent curriculum relies on teachers’ complex and intricate dialogues with children, in interaction with the indoor and/or outdoor environment, to draw out and expand on their interests, ideas, and theories, and scaffold children to go more deeply into projects and investigations than they would be able to do on their own (Jones & Nimmo, 1994; Malaguzzi, 1993). According to Malaguzzi (1993), “the central act of adults, therefore, is to activate, especially indirectly, the meaning-making competencies of children as a basis of all learning” (p. 75).
Steiner’s Waldorf educational philosophy. Learning in general is moving more toward child-centred approaches rather than teacher-directed learning. The shift toward child-centred learning has been part of the constructivist theories development. Piaget, founder of constructivism, argued that humans generate knowledge and meaning from interactions between their experiences and their ideas (Piaget, 1950, 1972). Given the value placed on the children themselves and being mindful of their ways means that teachers are also learning more about their students. Various pedagogical schools of thought are also based more on child-centred learning.

Rudolf Steiner (1965, 1994), Austrian philosopher and scientist, knew intuitively that the whole person must be touched by the educational process. From the very beginning, when Steiner’s (1965, 1994) Waldorf schools began in Germany in 1919, he turned toward understanding the whole child at an early age, seeking an interconnecting ground for the teaching of art and science. After visiting the Waldorf school and researching Waldorf philosophy (1965, 1996, 1997, 2004), I understood more about how Waldorf philosophy builds upon holistic approaches. The Waldorf educational philosophy nurtures the soul and inner spirit of a child by building on individual learning plans, nurturing a strong sense of community, integrating tradition and simplifying the environment to a home life atmosphere.

Steiner (1973) believed that a greater sense of individual and personal freedom could enhance perception. By weaving these into the teaching methods and concepts of his ‘anthroposophy theory,’ Steiner (1996, 1997, 2004) hoped to create a seminal model of education that concentrated on ‘inner experience’ and the spiritual domain in education. Focusing on humanity and on body, mind, and spirit, he looked closely at each individual as he developed his spiritual philosophy of education. Steiner’s (1965, 1994) resulting educational
system is designed to foster emotional intelligence, nurturing a lasting sense of self-esteem and
creativity to develop problem-solving skills. The strong relationship between teachers and
children builds security and comfort for children. Often the same teacher who teaches math in
Grade One will teach math to students in higher grades.

Waldorf pedagogy, developed by Steiner (1965, 1996, 1997), identifies three broad
stages in child development, each lasting approximately seven years. The early years education
focuses on providing practical, hands-on activities and environments that encourage creative play
and foster imagination. In elementary school, the emphasis is on developing pupils’ artistic
expression and social capacities, fostering both creative and analytical modes of understanding.
Secondary education focuses on developing critical understanding and fostering ideals.
Throughout, the approach stresses the role of the imagination in learning and places a strong
value on integrating academic, practical, and artistic pursuits. In addition, the teacher plays an
important element as the one who orchestrates and choreographs the rhythms of each day. The
outdoor education program is also strong at Waldorf schools.

Rudolf Steiner’s (1965) discussed in his book, *Education of the Child in Light of
Anthroposophy*, the importance of spirituality and having a sense of sacredness, and not just
physical and social interconnections. There is a greater vision, which not only focuses on
teaching techniques and assessment strategies, but also on nurturing individuals in their entirety.
Steiner’s investigation and development of approaches for Waldorf education began in 1919 and
has become the fastest growing independent school movement in the world. It is important to
teachers was to be creative and flexible, to use humour and surprise in the classroom, and to
teach with enthusiasm rather than a rigid schedule. According to Steiner (2004), it is important to
build on curiosities by creating wonder and awe in the program and integrating the arts into all subject areas.

**Montessori methods.** Maria Montessori developed early years programs (1936, 1946) where classrooms were set up with small furniture, low-leveled shelving, and natural materials; the focus was on meeting the needs of children and on the development of life skills. To build a foundation for learning, children needed to have various pre-writing experiences and opportunities to develop fine motor skills. The Montessori philosophy resonated with the voices of educators who pleaded for a deeper education where the spirit of all involved could be nurtured. Montessori (1946, 1949) envisioned a perennial approach to education also called a ‘cosmic curriculum’ that would nurture the ‘whole child’ in relation to the rest of existence. Montessori (1973) believed that all things are part of the universe and are connected with each other to form one whole unity. The teacher needs to respect and gain a deeper appreciation of the child and let the child feel that he/she is a part of the universe. The shift toward more child-centred learning was emerging; thus, learning was allowed to occur naturally and on an individual basis. This meant that children were free to participate in different types of activities and that they were not all expected to do the same thing at the same time. Montessori’s ideas (Crain, 2000, 2004) of looking at learning with a more individualized perspective opened doors to alternative educational pedagogical systems that were deeply rooted in considering the developmental needs of each child.

Schools of thought on Montessori (1973, 1995) play have historically focused on meeting the goals of the Montessori philosophy. In a Montessori school, children are encouraged to have some free choice in activities; however, they also have activities where they are required to use the materials in a particular way and only when ready are they shown how to properly use them.
For example, cylinders were designed to teach spatial dimensions. Therefore, a child is expected to place each cylinder in the proper hole rather than use the cylinder for any other purpose (e.g., rolling or stacking). Children at work in a Montessori environment spend part of the day practicing daily living skills. For example, a 4-year old may cut vegetables to develop perceptual-motor skills. Montessori also looked deeply into the world of nature and believed in connecting it to the curriculum. For example, “a rich contact with nature and the outdoors is vital. The sight of a flower, an insect, or an animal fills the child with joy and wonder” (Crain, 2004, p. 79).

Montessori (1973) supported the idea of an artist’s creative imagination because it was tied more closely to reality. In her book, *Absorbent Mind*, Montessori (1995) refers to how an artist is made aware of form, colour, harmony, and contrasts. Thus, children must refine such powers of discrimination to become more creative. Free drawing is limited and again the focus is on having the child discriminate among forms by doing activities such as colouring shapes after tracing them or cutting coloured paper. During my visits to Montessori schools, I could see how there were specific structured art activities connected to themes they were covering but few dramatic play areas in the classroom. For example, during International Day children made flags; when studying parts of a spider, they did a craft related to spiders. Classroom materials included maps, flags, and understanding the world around them. History, art, culture, geography, and social studies were a part of the Montessori curriculum in the early years of schooling.

Montessori’s (1967) ‘cosmic education’ differs from traditional education in that it discusses the importance of going beyond the acquisition of knowledge to encompass the development of the whole person. With a ‘cosmic education’ children are developing from the inside out and have a clearer understanding of the natural world. Therefore, they are better
balanced and more responsible, and are physically, intellectually, emotionally, and socially better prepared as independent and confident learners. Montessori (1995) concludes that in the early formative years (from birth to age of 3), the ‘spiritual embryo’ is developing and the child has a mind that is capable of incredible powers of absorption. The child’s personality is forming at this sensitive period. Nurturing the ‘spiritual development’ of the child brings inner peace, focus, and concentration. The child’s soul and spirit was recognized by Montessori, and she had a unique perspective for early years education. Montessori argued that: “All things are part of the universe, and are connected with each other to form one whole unity” (1973, p. 8). Montessori (1967) believed in harmony, humanity, and finding inner peace.

Principles of Holistic Education

R. Miller’s basic principles of holistic education. Ron Miller, is a historian of alternative education and was the founding publisher of Holistic Education Review. In books such as What are Schools for?, Holistic Education in American Culture (1992), New Directions in Education (1991), and Educational Freedom for a Democratic Society (1995), R. Miller discusses the gentleness, humility, and compassion that need to be embedded in holistic education. This is the spiritual aspect of education, which is not necessarily related to religion. Spirituality in education is another way of considering what constitutes a holistic approach. A holistic way of thinking tries to encompass and integrate multiple layers of meaning rather than narrowly defining human experience.

R. Miller (1991, 1992, 1995) identifies four basic principles of holistic education. First, holistic educators believe that the human being is a complex, existential entity, made up of several different layers of meaning. R. Miller (1991) argues that humans are complex creatures because of the interplay and interactions of all of these different layers (biological, ecological,
psychological, and emotional) and because of the different environments we live in (ideological, social, cultural, and spiritual). R. Miller (1992, 1995) acknowledges the complexity of humans and finds holism is a point of view that also recognizes these interrelations.

Then, R. Miller (1992, 1995) points out that human development occurs at a personal level. Good educators recognize the stages of a child’s development. This includes knowing how the child thinks and feels and the way the child relates to the world. They also recognize that each child develops at a different rate. Educators also have to keep in mind that the development of the child has a spiritual dimension. Children are connected in different ways to the world around them, and seeing how they relate to the world around them is tremendously important.

Next, R. Miller (2000, 2002, 2006) states that part of the spiritual nature is understanding the social and cultural reality and identity of a student. The spiritual domain is a tremendously important part of one’s identity, and educators have to be aware of it, acknowledge it, and address it directly. Holistic education (Palmer, 2004) has cultural, historical, and political grounding. We need to honour the individual spirit of our children. This may include paying attention to the cultural and social identities, and avoiding mechanization and standardization when it comes to views of children’s identity. All beings are not the same.

Finally, R. Miller (1995, 2000) argues that holistic education cannot be reduced to a single technique. Holistic education is about the art of cultivating meaningful human relationships. It is a dialogue between the teacher and student within a community of learners. It is interconnected, authentic, and complex. There is a sense of bonding and attachment that occurs between students and teachers through the course of the school year. A sense of security is created via the support of others around children. The dynamics of a class are cultivated by the individual relationships nurtured within the classroom. Children remember the teacher who may
have impacted their lives, and in the early years, that bond is even stronger and more impressionable. Therefore, the quality of this relationship is even more important.

As discussed above, we recognized the importance of acknowledging the inner voice (Herry, 1989) of a child. This is also true for the teacher. The inner life or holistic curriculum, as R. Miller (1992, 1995, 2002) explains, needs to be embedded in the consciousness of teachers who, through their own authentic way of being and caring, bring their own inner way of knowing into the classroom. Teachers need to be in touch with, and able to listen to, their own inner being in order to facilitate learning. A teacher who is in touch with his/ her own center realizes that there is a link between one’s consciousness or inner life and other beings. R. Miller affirms:

To be fully authentic there must then be a fundamental awakening to our inner life —our thoughts and images and their connection to other beings. By being aware of how thoughts arise in our consciousness we can sense our connectedness to others and to what Emerson called the ‘Oversoul.’ (2002, p. 178)

**J. P. Miller’s whole child education and holistic curriculum.** J. P. Miller (2010) in his book, *Whole Child Education*, discusses how many mainstream schools in the past were focused on standardized testing and student academic achievement. He also discusses that since the holistic movement, there is an increased awareness around the world of the need to focus on the whole child in teaching and learning. With this focus, as children mature, they can become critical thinkers. J. P. Miller (2010) states:

As children mature, they need to be able to think critically and creatively. They can solve problems that they face in their lives; they can investigate and inquire. It is often observed how the young child tends to have a natural curiosity about the world. This curiosity should be nurtured throughout a child’s education. (p. 8)
The intimate relationships and deep connections that children develop with the adults and children around them foster a strong sense of self-awareness and a better understanding of their surroundings. J. P. Miller (2010) distinguishes between learning environments based on ‘transaction, transmission and transformation’ teaching practices in his 3T Model. The 3T model identifies ‘transaction’ (T1) with the teacher imparting information; the relationship here is one directional. ‘Transmission’ (T2) is two-way interaction, but the focus is information sharing. The higher level learning is based on transformational practices and transformation (T3), which synthesizes and allows multiple interactions and can lead to change. Holistic educators aim for transformational classroom practices. J. P. Miller and Seller (1990) present holistic perspectives and practices and discuss ways to shift teaching approaches to engender transformational learning.

Understanding thoughts from early childhood philosophers and holistic educators allows one to explore the different schools of thoughts specific to Kindergarten education. The holistic approach in Kindergarten can be more transformative, and it can push the boundaries of the present-day educational system. J. P. Miller’s concept of ‘timeless learning’ clarifies what whole-child education should focus on and states that timeless learning should be “…moments when powerful learning occurs.” (p. 4). As J. P. Miller (2006) emphasizes, timeless learning is not limited to the intellect; it also is connected to the emotions, the body, and the soul. All elements are linked interdependently and ‘timeless learning’ does not just remain in the head; it becomes embodied. Moreover, J. P. Miller (2006, 2007, 2010) discusses holistic principles such as balance, inclusion, and connection.

It is through stronger relationships that learning can be more authentic and meaningful. Deeper connections in education are possible if we are using the hand, heart, and head as well as
key elements of holistic learning. This vision is further explained by J. P. Miller (2007) in his book, *The Holistic Curriculum*, where he identifies the following six connections as essential to education: Earth, Subject, Intellect, Intuition, Individual, Community, Mind / Body Connections, and Soul Connections. J. P. Miller states:

Whole teaching also attempts to avoid fragmentation by making connections. It explores the relationship between linear thinking and intuition, the relationship between mind and body, the relationships among academic subjects, the relationship between individual and community, the relationship between human beings and the earth, and each person’s relationship to his or her deeper sense of self, or soul. In such instructional approaches as theme-based learning and curriculum integration, students not only become aware of these relationships, but also develop the skills necessary to transform the relationships when appropriate. (2007, p. 13)

As educators such as J. P. Miller (2010, 2011) advocate, holistic education honours balance, inclusion, and connection. In fact, we are all different, which educators need to acknowledge and address in the classroom environment. In addition, J. P. Miller (2000, 2006) argues that the focus on relationships, the sense of engagement with the world, and belongingness will foster connectedness and community. Good teachers thrive on the ability to deepen the connections for the learners.

**Understanding Spiritual Domain of Development**

This idea of spirituality was also discussed by Montessori (1973, 1995) when she introduced principles of natural laws and the ‘spiritual embryo’ of a child. Steiner reinforced this notion by identifying that spirituality can be found in each child. There are connections to spiritual development by pursuing art and creative approaches in learning. The ‘spiritual domain’
encompasses a wide range of pedagogical practices that develop the child’s individuality, morality, and identity. The focus is on wholeness, and it attempts to avoid excluding any significant aspects of the human experience. Having emerged as an educational approach (Forbes, 2003; Glazer, 1999) through an eclectic and inclusive movement, the main characteristic of holistic learning is the idea that educational experiences foster a less materialistic and more spiritual worldview. It also proposes that educational experience should promote a more balanced type of child development.

According to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO, 2004), holistic education strives to cultivate the relationships among the different aspects of the individual (intellectual, physical, spiritual, emotional, social, and aesthetic) as well as the relationships between the individual and other people, the individual and the natural environment, the inner-self of students, and the external world. Therefore, holistic education (R. Miller, 2000, 2002; J. P. Miller, 2006, 2010) is also concerned with emotional regulation and spiritual development, different forms of knowing, and understanding life experiences, rather than just with narrowly defined basic academic skills.

Furthermore, through holistic approaches there is a deeper understanding and a capacity to lead students into new areas of thinking—a higher level of thinking. Students can broaden their personal and critical thinking even at an early age, and they are capable of developing an appreciation and understanding of the world around them. Teachers can empower students to think differently, to think creatively, and to reflect on their own values. The idea is that the children themselves have a lot to share through their own experiences with the environment and world around them. Therefore, acknowledging festivals and celebrations, encouraging personal
opinions and voice, sharing ideas and beliefs, and fostering creativity are predominately parts of the spiritual domain of development.

According to holistic educators (R. Miller, 2000, 2006; J. P. Miller, 1993, 2007, 2010), the cognitive, physical, emotional, social, and spiritual parts of the child are all equally valued and therefore given equal importance. It is important to balance all aspects and allow for the natural connections between these domains. Education should reach far beyond a solely academic curriculum. Educators’ goal is to make meaningful connections between children and all aspects of the world around them. Holistic education is a student-centred approach to teaching and learning in which students learn to see relationships between themselves and their environment. According to R. Miller (2006), the emphasis is on the whole student as the teacher recognizes that intellectual development cannot be isolated from emotional, social, physical, and moral development. J. P. Miller (2010, 2011) recognizes that students do not simply learn through their intellects but also learn through their feelings and concerns, their imaginations, and their bodies. Therefore, in planning and implementing curriculum play-based pedagogy, along with inquiry-based learning, environmental education, and arts-based curriculum goals, teachers can aim to engage the learner in many ways and support constructivist learning in the classroom.

**Play as a Pedagogy in the Kindergarten Classroom**

Play enables children to progress along developmentally appropriate practices. It has a role for cognitive development, but also serves an important function in children’s physical, emotional, and social development (Piaget, 1952; Herron & Sutton, 1974). Learning materials that are concrete, real, and relevant to children’s lives also make a difference (Piaget, 1972). With children’s active participation in play involving sand, water, clay, blocks, puzzles, and games, the learning becomes more appropriate and meaningful to their lives. Therefore, adult-
made materials such as workbooks, worksheets, and colouring books are not the most appropriate for daily activities. Activities with more open-ended options, a variety of levels of difficulty and complexity as well as a wider range of developmental interests may better meet the needs of children (Greenburg, 1976; Smith, 1982). Providing a wide variety of multicultural, non-stereotyping materials and activities (Chaillé & Silver, 1996) also helps to ensure individual appropriateness of the curriculum, as it enhances self-concept, self-esteem, and supports the integrity of the family as well as enriches lives of all participants (Ramsey, 1979, 1982; Saracho & Spodek, 1983; Sprung, 1978).

Froebel’s and Dewey’s educational philosophies and principles were the starting point for many 19th and 20th century early years pioneers, including Montessori. Particularly, Froebel’s ideas that young children’s learning needs to be ‘hands-on,’ enjoyable, and self-directed, and should include such activities as building with blocks, exploring sand and water, listening to stories, engaging in pretend play, singing, dancing, and movement. In the 20th century, Piaget and Vygotsky were explaining more about how play functions to develop children’s skills and development.

The work of Piaget (1950, 1962) and Froebel (1887, 1889) emphasizes that play is child-focused. The child enters into the play because it is freely chosen and intrinsically motivating, and because the child feels that she has some degree of control over it. Therefore, to make learning most meaningful and enable it to be truly assimilated, it must be integrated, interesting to the child, experimental, hands-on, and authentic. In other words, if the child is involved with excitement and enthusiasm, then he/she will remember and learn at a deeper level. For Piaget (1962), play was also an important activity because it contributed to the development of a child’s cognitive abilities. Eminent researchers such as Bruner (1976) and Sutton-Smith (1997), who
supported Piaget’s work, have also linked play to enhancing children’s problem-solving abilities. For Piaget and his followers, play was important, but only because it contributed to a child’s intellect and not because of its intrinsic value. Piaget enhanced the cause of education incalculably (1962) because of his emphasis on the use of manipulatives during the stage of concrete operations as a prerequisite to abstract thinking.

Piaget (1962) defined play as assimilation, or the child’s efforts to make environmental stimuli match his or her own concepts. Piagetian theory holds that play, in and of itself, does not necessarily result in the formation of “new” cognitive structures. Piaget claimed that play was just for pleasure, and while it allowed children to practice things they had previously learned, it did not necessarily result in acquiring new knowledge. In other words, play reflects what the child has already learned but does not necessarily teach the child anything new. In this view, play is seen as a “process reflective of emerging symbolic development, but contributing little to it” (Johnsen & Christie, 1986, p. 51).

In contrast, Vygotskian theory states that play actually facilitates cognitive development. Children not only practice what they already know; they also learn new things. In discussing Vygotsky’s theory, Vandenberg (1986) remarks that, “play does not so much reflect thought (as Piaget suggests) as it creates thought” (p. 21). Piaget’s theory of development states that children develop as they grow, and they get to understand things as they increase their age. Vygotsky’s theory adds that a child develops through learning and interacting with other children.

Observations of children at play yield examples to support both Piagetian and Vygotskian theories of play. A child who puts on a raincoat and a firefighter’s hat and rushes to rescue his teddy bear from the pretend flames in his play house is practicing what he has previously learned about fire fighters. This scenario supports Piaget’s theory. On the other hand, a child in the block
center who announces to his teacher, “Look! When I put these two square blocks together, I get a rectangle!” has constructed new knowledge through his / her play. This supports Vygotsky’s theory. Whether children are practicing what they have learned in other settings or are constructing new knowledge, it is clear that play occupies a valuable role in the early childhood classroom.

As many scholars (Sutton-Smith, 1966, 1976; Piaget, 1962, Vygotsky, 1978, 1986) have argued, play is a significant component of the early years education program and it is defined in a broad context as it integrates many types of activities. Play contributes to emotional health because it facilitates self-discovery. “It is by means of play that children are discovering what they feel, what they know and what they want” (Slade, 1994, p. 91). In the same way that adults tell their understandings of events in a way that “is classifying and ultimately curative, children create play narratives that, because they express difficult emotions in a coherent and fundamentally communicative fashion” (Slade, 1994, p. 91). Play also serves as a vehicle which enables the child “to make sense out of the world” (Chailié & Silvern, 1996, p. 277). Different scholars have greatly influenced the way educators have developed play in education. Play is a vehicle for mental growth, development of language, social and cultural awareness, and for scaffolding ideas and concepts in the understanding of child development in early years learning. Understanding play means looking closer at play theory.

Adults can extend and enrich play. For example, the teacher can provide props and a variety and range of materials, organize time, space, and support, and be aware of the many different types of play. Integrating critical thinking, problem-solving, and emotional regulation into play often stems naturally if the teacher observes and asks a few questions at the appropriate time. Malaguzzi (1993) describes the child’s play and the adult intervention as a table tennis
match where the child hits the ball, and the adult returns it but keeps it in play extending and enriching the learning. Malaguzzi (1993) explains playful teaching as a way of weaving adult teaching with children’s learning. The adult acknowledges the child’s idea but the important part is to add a little challenge to the game so the child will develop new thinking.

Malaguzzi (1993) believed the natural flow of play is important. Teachers had to be aware not to control the play completely, but to let the child lead the play, based on their interest to develop the play in a deeper way. If the child centered into the play either unwillingly or was uninterested, then the information that entered his / her head would be quickly forgotten or rendered meaningless. “If it cannot be assimilated and integrated into what is important or useful to him, it is not likely to be retained” (Weininger, 1979, p. 29). Meaningfulness is ensured by the active engagement of children in their play (Wien, 1995) and permitting and encouraging a child to do and figure things out rather than be told what is right or wrong becomes the focus. We need to provide children with the tools for thinking and for understanding the world around them, not always give them the answers. A peak period for creative self-expression occurs between the ages of 4 and 6 (Schirrmacher, 1998).

**Sutton-Smith’s play theory.** Brian Sutton-Smith, prominent play theorist, was born in New Zealand in 1924 and developed his academic career in the U.S. with a focus on children’s games, drama, and play. Sutton-Smith (1966, 1976, 1997) is of the view that play is as much a quest for excitement, uncertainty, and disorder, as it is a search for order, control, and cognitive harmony. Citing his own research with children’s rhymes and stories, Sutton-Smith (1997) emphasized how children often produce outrageous accounts filled with harrowing adventures, fantastically improbable situations, gigantic bodies (and body parts), and naughty words and behaviors (Henricks, 2009, p. 13). Play is more interest–based and pleasure-seeking.
Furthermore, Sutton-Smith (1997) defined play as a “facsimilization of the struggle for survival [which] increases the organism’s variability in the face of rigidifications” (p. 223). Furthermore, Sutton-Smith considered play as a fundamental act of emotional survival, stating that:

Play is a consultation with deep-seated, evolutionary emotions. When we play, we prod the world—and ourselves—to discover our limits. We willfully put ourselves in precarious situations so that we can experience the emotions that attend success and failure, danger and security. In so doing, we see more clearly the spectrum of our own possibilities. We pursue experiences that enhance our capabilities and prepare us for the numerous, unforeseen difficulties that lie ahead (1997, p. 227).

Sutton-Smith (1997) focused his play theories on seven distinct rhetorics—Fate, Power, Identity, Frivolity, Progress, Imaginary, and Self that were culturally derived. The ideologies or themes about play and its purpose were further elaborated on by Sutton-Smith (1997) in his book, The Ambiguity of Play, where the challenges of defining play are further explored.

**Research Studies on Play**

Perlmutter and Burrell (1995) maintain that play and language are intimately linked. Cooperative play provides constant opportunities for oral language to develop. “Two children building a fort or playing store must discuss and organize their efforts with words as well as actions” (Perlmutter & Burrell, 1995, p. 17). Cazden’s (1972) and Pellegrini’s (1976) express the conviction that the more children play, the more likely they are to read early, to write well, and to have advanced language skills. Play influences language development because it is an essential form of communication. In play, children express their ideas and feelings in verbal and non-verbal ways. “When they speak, children practice their vocabulary and concepts” (Weininger, 1979, p. 31). Moreover, their “language development is facilitated and enhanced by the fact that they communicate with one another without the fear of correction or constraint”
(Chaillé & Silvern, 1996, p. 276). It is evident that play experiences enhance learning and ensure a multitude of purposes in child development.

In the book *Pretending at Home: Early Development in a Sociocultural Context*, researchers Haiget W. and Miller (1993) prove that by the age of four, children are “prolific pretenders,” spending an average of 12.4 minutes per hour pretending (p.118). Up to the age of three, children play partners were primarily mothers, but after three years of age, more attempts should be made to allow pretend play opportunities with other children (siblings, friends) because this provides good learning and language development in the early years. The study showed that at the age of four, pretend play episodes with peers were twice as long as solo episodes, which in turn were twice as long as episodes with mothers.

The main purpose of observing pretend play according to Piaget, is to get a glimpse of the child’s mind. Observations in Haiget, W. and Miller, P. (1993) longitudinal study of children between two and four years of age corroborates Piaget’s claim that pretend play increases in frequency during the preschool years. W. Haiget and P. Miller conclude that “as they got older, the children not only engaged in more pretending but produced longer episodes, suggesting an increase both in the inclination to pretend and in the complexity and elaboration of episodes” (1993, p. 119).

Chaillé and Silvern (1996) also appreciate the significance of the active component to child’s play when they say that, “understanding [through play] is created by doing, by doing with others, and by completely being involved in that doing” (p. 277). Play is difficult to identify and with the different meanings of play and various theorists and educational philosophies learning is more complex. There are also many different types of play. Kindergarten programs should provide adequate opportunities for all different types of play. Greenburg (1976) also conducted a
research study on music in early childhood education and found that play with a musical focus is also important.

In defining play, researchers such as E. Miller and J. Almon (2009) in the report, Crisis in the Kindergarten: Why children need to play in school, discuss twelve types of play in a transformational Kindergarten classroom:

The play-based approach calls for teachers to know each child well and to differentiate their teaching methods to meet individual needs. It is the antithesis of one-size fits-all model of education...Play has many faces...Twelve key types of play are: large motor, small motor, mastery play, rules-based, construction, make-believe, symbolic, language, play with the arts, sensory, rough and tumble, and risk-taking play. (2009, p. 53)

E. Miller and J. Almon (2009) reinforce the importance of ‘free play’ and uninterrupted play periods of sixty to ninety minutes long. They further state that it is ideal to have three periods of play with one period outdoors and in a six-hour Full-Day Kindergarten program. Exploring the different types of play and the different educational theorist’s views on play is insightful. The complexity of defining play is further examined.

The dynamics of defining play. The different pedagogical approaches and educational philosophies see play differently. Montessori philosophy has a program to teach children in the Kindergarten years, but it uses specific Montessori approaches and materials. For example, in Montessori, methods are based on different types of play, and on a different variety of materials. The children are self-directed to use geometrical solids, metal insets, tracing materials, natural wood materials and less plastic toys. Music and French along with math, language, social studies, and science are the types of subjects taught in many Montessori schools. The potential of the child is not just mental; it is revealed only when the complete Montessori Method is
understood and followed. The child’s choice, practical work, care of others and the environment, and above all, the high levels of concentration reached when work is respected and not interrupted is are of value. A child who cares deeply about other people and the world, and who works to discover a unique and individual way to contribute his thinking, is deeply connected from an early age. Awareness of the critical life stages of a child is the essence of Montessori’s philosophy as discussed in *The Absorbent Mind* (Montessori, 1995).

Steiner (1994), in his Waldorf pedagogical approaches, believes in letting children play and build their imagination in play. By making crafts out of natural materials, doll-making, sewing, knitting, and felting techniques, children were allowed to develop fine motor skills. For Steiner, less finished toys had greater educational value as they allowed for more open-ended imaginative play. Children in Waldorf schools engage in the arts as a method of learning with a greater focus on drawing, movement, singing, and games. In Waldorf philosophy play is viewed as the ‘work’ of the young child. The magic of fantasy, which is so alive in every young child, is an integral part of how the teacher works with the child. Unlike Montessori (1995), where the mind is seen as a sponge and knowledge and experience should be embedded early to develop the intellectual mind, the Waldorf curriculum is not driven by early intellectual focus, but more by child-interest activities. Rather than intellectual tasks, the Waldorf teacher incorporates storytelling and fantasy into the curriculum. Overall, where Montessori emphasizes reality, the Waldorf classroom enhances the world of child’s fantasy.

Piaget saw play as simply a manipulative exercise, primarily focusing on the relationship between an individual and his or her environment. Play theorist Brian Sutton-Smith (1966) looked at play in a broader interpretation for its cognitive and emotional contributions. Sutton-Smith (1996, 1976, 1997) recognized play for its social and cultural relationships integrating the
great diversity in the play phenomena. Brian Sutton-Smith describes a list of some examples of play (1997) in his book, *The Ambiguity of Play*, in which Sutton-Smith describes the cultural significance of play for survival from childhood to adulthood. Sutton-Smith (1997) identifies 308 forms of play and categorizes them into seven rhetorics, as follows: *mind or subjective play* (dreams, fantasy, imagination); *solitary play* (hobbies, collections, art projects, computers, music); *informal social play* (jokes, tricks, parties, potlucks and parks); *vicarious audience play* (television, concerts, theatre, museums); *performance play* (piano, musical instruments, acting); *celebrations play* (birthdays, gifting); *contests* (sports, games, board games); *deep or risky play* (kayaking, rafting, skiing, racing). Lev Vygotsky suggests that play is an arena for language, social and cultural acquisition.

According to Vygotsky (1978, 1986, 1987), pretending helps children to explore everyday situations and social roles. It also develops the imagination. Vygotsky (1978) also supported make-believe play because it contributes to cognitive and social development. Vygotsky’s focus was on more socio-dramatic play experiences than non-pretend activities such as drawing or puzzles. Vygotsky’s studies (1934, 1978) showed that preschoolers’ play lasted longer, showing more involvement and drawing more interest, if it was pretend play. Vygotsky’s findings (1978) showed that teachers see preschoolers who spend more time at dramatic play as more socially competent. Make-believe play (Vygotsky, 1978, 1986) strengthens a wide variety of mental abilities, including sustained attention, memory, logical reasoning, language and literacy, imagination, creativity, and the ability to reflect on one’s own thinking and take another’s perspective.

Outdoor play and the focus on the environment of learning are deeply embedded in Dewey’s principles and the Reggio Emilia approach to learning. Dewey (1929) argued that
children learn best in real-life settings. In the literature on the Reggio Emilia-inspired emergent curriculum, much attention is also given to the role of the environment—or more generally, space, both natural and structured—in establishing the implicit curriculum, in providing opportunities for different kinds of play and for social interaction (Edwards, Gandini, & Forman, 1993; Lewin-Benham, 2006; Wien, 2008). The Reggio Emilia approach is deeply embedded in place, in the sense of the socio-cultural place of the region of Italy in which it occurs. Schools are constructed, set up, and designed to reflect cultural values. Topics for investigation are selected from children’s experiences and areas of interest. This is an intentional decision, because when the topic of a project is very familiar to the children, they can contribute to the project from their own experiences and knowledge. More questions, ideas, information, thinking, and planning come right from the children themselves.

Looking at play from other theorists during different time periods will also highlight how different scholars define play. Montessori (1949, 1973), however, believed strongly in the richness of nature, focused play, intellectual activities on practical life skills. Montessori was not convinced of the value of fairy tales, which she thought blurred reality for the child. Montessori (1995) also viewed art activities focused more on developing the skills of discrimination and judgment. Free drawing was not encouraged. Therefore, play and art can mean different things in different educational philosophies. Play is also dynamic and defined differently among the different educational philosophies and child development and play theorists.

**Building Quality Early Years Programs**

Good quality education early in life sets a good foundation. Similar to Montessori’s (1936, 1946) philosophy where children are mixed with different ages, dual-age Kindergarten
also has both JK and SK students mixed in one class (i.e., JK—aged 3 or 4 years old, and SK—aged 5). Kindergarten encourages consistency and stability, and fosters comfort with a two-year program. Furthermore, in Kindergarten, learning through the use of concrete materials (Piaget, 1969) is evident. For example, children develop an understanding of mathematical skills and concepts by working with concrete materials. Also, talking is important for literacy (Vygotsky, 1978), for thinking, and for socializing with others. Language development is supported by reading and by other forms of expression, such as drawing, painting, building, and writing.

According to Ross A. Thompson (2006), there are ‘windows of opportunity’ and key experiences occurring during sensitive and critical early periods that are crucial to shaping and pruning neural systems in the developing brain (p. 48). For example, the social cognitive development in early years affects socio-emotional competence in later years. Thompson suggested:

If early childhood establishes the foundations for the development of social cognition, moral judgment, and self-understanding of the years that follow, then relationships and other influences experienced in the early years set the context for the growth of an empathic, humanistic orientation toward others, balanced self-concept, capacities for relational intimacy, social sensitivity, and other capacities conventionally viewed as achievements of middle childhood and adolescence. (2006, p. 25)

The social and emotional interactions of children at an early age, among peers and with adults can contribute to social cognitive understanding of relationships. In other words, as Thompson (2006) explains, the development of the person—social understanding, relationships, self, conscience—highlights the importance of a child having the ability to share feelings and thoughts
at an early age and working toward self-regulation, as this can aid later in life. Developing social and emotional management competencies are needed from the child’s early years of life.

In addition, in a Harvard University study (2007) by the National Scientific Council on the Developing Child, it was reported that the timing and quality of early years education makes significant differences in the development of the brain architecture. Research (Thompson, 2006; Thompson & Lagatutta, 2006; Thompson, Goodvin, & Meyer, 2006) continues to support the benefits of quality early years education. The Harvard report stated:

[T]he quality of a child’s early environment and the availability of appropriate experiences at the right stages of development are crucial in determining the strength or weakness of the brain’s architecture, which, in turn, determines how well he or she will be able to think and to regulate emotions. (National Scientific Council on the Developing Child, 2007, p. 1)

The term ‘quality educational programs’ also implies consideration for class sizes. Ideally, smaller class sizes are also beneficial in the primary years. Bascia’s (2009) research studies have shown that reducing class size does provide an environment where teachers can teach differently and provide a variety of instructional methods; this also allows increased opportunities for higher order co-construction and more interaction with students. Indicators used to measure quality in educational programs, in particular early years educational environments, include class size, child-teacher ratio, material availability, and teacher training (UNESCO, 2004). Therefore, optimal class size, such as keeping the class-size to 20 students or less, is an important indicator of quality educational programs and would be beneficial to improving the quality of FDK in Ontario.
Barbarin, Downer, Odom, and Head (2010) showed that self-regulation and school readiness are linked to academic competencies. Teachers agree the social and emotional state of self-regulation is a priority in the school setting. Self-regulation, as an essential ingredient for school readiness is important in the Montessori program as well. The successful social adjustments in the classroom setting build security in the child. Obedience and adherence to rules are important, but so is the autonomy of making choices. Learning is self-directed in the Montessori philosophy, and centre-based learning is very important.

The field of early childhood education has a noble history that has resulted in a proliferation of program designs and research studies. In the past decade, there have emerged more scientific investigations of brain development and the number of findings that support the significance of good early childhood education have increased (Mustard, 2006; Rushton & Larkin, 2001; Rutledge, 2000; R. Shore, 1997; Washington, 2002). Developmentally Appropriate Practice (DAP) means learning activities are planned for children at the correct level considering age, interests, abilities, and cultures. DAP guidelines were also developed by the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC). The use of DAP has been controversial as children develop differently and such pigeonholed developmental practice may go against holistic educational philosophy. It compartmentalizes abilities, knowledge, and skills based on age. Therefore, some debate about whether or not developmentally appropriate practices are considered holistic educational philosophy. Many educational experts such as Steiner (1994) and Malaguzzi (1993) insist on more ‘free play’ and fewer structured activities for children. Article 31 of the United Nations Convention of the Rights of Children states that children have the right to rest and leisure, to engage in play, and to participate in recreational, cultural, and artistic activities (United Nations, 1989).
Inquiry-based Learning as an Integrated Approach

Inquiry-based learning is primarily a pedagogical method, developed during the discovery learning movement of the 1960s. The philosophy of inquiry-based learning finds its antecedents in constructivist learning theories, such as the work of Piaget (1962), Vygotsky (1934, 1978), Bruner (1961), and Dewey (1938). Inquiry-based learning emphasizes constructivist ideas such as knowledge being built from experience and process, especially socially based experiences. Under this premise, learning develops best in group situations, with field work, case studies, and through investigation and research. Progress and outcomes are generally assessed by how well people develop experimental, analytical, and questioning skills.

In the Kindergarten years, this can be introduced through nature walks, field trips, indoor or outdoor play situations, individual and group investigations as well as through paying attention to what children are curious about in their environment. Children will explore questions they may have, look into different scenarios, or look at a specific problem. Although a teacher or facilitator may assist the process, the discoveries and interests of the children themselves primarily lead it.

Heather Banchi and Randy Bell (2008) suggest that there are four levels of inquiry-based learning in science education: i) confirmation inquiry, ii) structured inquiry, iii) guided inquiry, and iv) open inquiry. The progression seen from level one through four provides an excellent guide for how to scaffold inquiry-learning skills for your students. Each type of inquiry is unique and the definitions of the four levels of inquiry are outlined below.

According to Banchi and Bell (2008), the four levels of inquiry have a specific focus. In confirmation inquiry, students are provided with the question and procedure (method) where the
results are known in advance, and confirmation of the results is the object of the inquiry. Confirmation inquiry is useful to reinforce a previously learned idea; to experience investigation processes; or to practice a specific inquiry skill, such as collecting and recording data. In structured inquiry, students are provided with the question and procedure (method), however the task is to generate an explanation that is supported by the evidence collected in the procedure through evaluating and analyzing the data that they collect. In guided inquiry, students are provided with only the research question, and the task is to design the procedure and to test the question and the resulting explanations. Because this kind of inquiry is more open than a confirmation or structured inquiry, it is most successful when people have had numerous opportunities to learn and practice different ways to plan experiments and record data. In open inquiry, students form questions, design procedures for carrying out an inquiry, and communicate their findings and results. This type of inquiry is often seen in science fair contexts where students drive their own investigative questions. In the Kindergarten classroom, the level of inquiry most often employed is guided inquiry.

Vygotsky (1934), Dewey (1938), Piaget (1962), and Bruner (1961) advocated for discovery learning and demonstrated an understanding that open inquiry motivated student learning. Furthermore, Banchi and Bell (2008) explained that teachers should begin their inquiry instruction at the lower levels and work their way to open inquiry in order to effectively develop students’ inquiry skills. Open inquiry activities are only successful if students are intrinsically motivated and if they are equipped with the skills to conduct their own research study. Teachers facilitating this type of learning also need to have a deep understanding of how to appropriately conduct experiments or research so that students can be guided and re-directed throughout their
own studies. Inquiry-based learning is fundamental for the development of higher order thinking skills.

In the book *Natural Curiosities: Building Children’s Understanding of the World*, environmental inquiry as a pedagogical framework was developed by the Dr. Eric Jackman Institute of Child Study at the University of Toronto (The Laboratory School at the Dr. Eric Jackman Institute for Child Study, 2011). A couple of teachers interviewed for this research study were also aware of this resource as it guided practice in their classroom. In the following section, environmental inquiry as a pedagogical approach will be discussed.

**Understanding the Importance of Environmental Education**

According to UNESCO (1978) in the Tbilisi Declaration, environmental education is a learning process that increases people’s knowledge and awareness about the environment and associated challenges, helps them develop the necessary skills and expertise to address the challenges, and fosters attitudes, motivations, and commitments to make informed decisions and take responsible action. The roots of environmental education can be traced back as early as the 18th century. Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1979) stressed the importance of an education that focuses on the environment, the understanding that humans are good by nature, and the notion that learning should focus on emotion, not reason, in early years. Rousseau also believed that children should be raised close to nature and not in the city. Louis Agassiz, a Swiss-born naturalist, echoed Rousseau’s philosophy as he encouraged students to “study nature, not books.” These two influential scholars helped lay the foundation for a concrete environmental education program, known as ‘nature study,’ which took place in the late 19th century and early 20th century.
J. A. Palmer (1998), in the book *Environmental Education in the 21st Century: Theory, Practice, Progress and Promise*, shares a model for ecological thinking in which she defines the development of environmental understanding, awareness, and concern as well as which action needs to be developed in the Kindergarten years. In addition, the educational philosophies of Reggio Emilia, Waldorf, and Maria Montessori also encourage the integration of environmental education awareness and outdoor play in their program. Gardening, inquiry, and experiential learning connect with environmental education. As discussed in this study, it is clear that connecting to nature in the early years is important and emphasized in many different educational philosophies as it is an integral part of child development.

Aasen, Grindheim, and Waters (2009), and Nimmo and Hallett (2008) suggest that young children already have an orientation toward each other and the natural world; it is the responsibility of schools to strengthen and sustain this orientation. An important focus in early years education, and particularly in Ontario Kindergartens, is helping young children develop a love and respect for nature, building play around natural materials and bringing the concept of the outdoor classroom into FDK programs. Integrating the natural world into different subject areas is also possible. For example, the connections between literacy, literature, and nature is receiving increasing attention, even in the educational mainstream. *A Place for Wonder*, a recent book by Georgia Heard and Jennifer McDonough (2009), taps into the potential to enhance both the development of young children’s writing skills and their sense of wonder about the natural world. Heard and McDonough (2009) described how they established opportunities in a Kindergarten class for wondering and pondering about questions in nature. Gardening offers an opportunity for taking action in the local natural environment (Sauvé, 2005).
David Orr (2004), ecologist and scholar, emphasizes in his book, *Earth in Mind: On Education, Environment, and the Human Prospect*, that our ability to restore planet Earth rests primarily on the decisions we make about education. Orr (2004) further discusses environmental inquiry initiatives that build on four pillars: inquiry-based learning, integrated learning, experiential learning, and stewardship. Getting children to build a growing commitment to protect water, air, plants, and wildlife builds a sense of care and responsibility that is important.

In the book, *Natural Curiosity*, Orr states:

> Education that nurtures children’s innate curiosity about the natural world, that fosters their understanding of the interconnectedness of all living and non-living things, and instills in them an abiding sense of care and responsibility for the well-being of their communities and planet Earth.

(The Laboratory School at the Dr. Eric Jackman Institute of Child Study, 2008, p. 1)

The book *Natural Curiosity* highlights ways of building children’s understanding of the world through environmental inquiry. Knowledge Building (KB) circles and discourse can be ways of engaging children in the Kindergarten classroom. There are many things teachers can do to facilitate building and extending upon natural curiosities. As teachers facilitate rather than transmit knowledge, they engage students in multiple and diverse ways. Students’ questions and ideas are placed at the centre and teachers are required to be responsive, flexible, and reflective. Teachers often observe and document as well as model the inquiry-based process. A summary was presented by the Dr. Eric Jackman Institute of Child Studies’ “Concept Map of the Teacher’s Key Role in an Inquiry-based Learning Environment.” The more student-directed the learning, the more open the inquiry, the more teacher directed the learning, the more closed the inquiry (The Laboratory School at the Dr. Eric Jackman Institute of Child Study, 2008).
are different ways teachers can support inquiry-based learning and build it into FDK curriculum and play-based learning.

In 2009, the Ontario Ministry of Education released a policy document, *Policy Framework for Environmental Education in Ontario Schools*, which emphasized fostering children’s sense of connection to each other and to the natural world through active participation. It holds within its pages the potential to transform schooling in Ontario from an approach that relegates place to the periphery, to one that recognizes both the potential of place to engage children in learning, and the innate, undeniable value of place if we are to live sustainable, healthy lives. In this century, increased funding and resources from the government support environmental education efforts in schools. Our present investments in building environmental awareness from an early age will lead to long-term improvements in the future.

Studying habitats of animals and the life cycle of a plant along with discussing local and global environmental concerns or projects will build awareness of the world around us. Through active citizenship and stewardship, from a young age we can promote more awareness and make our students environmentally conscious individuals. Scientific inquiry is a great way to build curiosities, awe and wonder. In learning environments, such as the Equinox Alternative Holistic School, children have been part of the PINE and POND projects which are local nature-based marsh, plant, and wildlife areas in the community, where students can study ecosystems, biodiversity, habitats, and the natural cycles of nature. Through sit spots, visualization, journaling, observations, group circles and inquiry, children build an appreciation and curiosity about nature in the Kindergarten years.

There is a greater awareness of how humans impact the environment, and the impact that the environment has on calming and centering humans. Schools are not only involved with eco-
friendly recycling activities, but like to build in more field trips to marshes, ponds, forests, and natural habitats. In addition, the creation of outdoor spaces for learning and sitting are a growing concept with the emergence of the outdoor classroom. There is a growing and deeper connection with our earth, nature, and the outdoor environment in integrative and comprehensive approaches in the FDK model in Ontario.

Research projects (Pelletier, 2012) with the Ontario government and various universities are showing some specific areas of improvements with students’ performance after the implementation of FDK. The comparison of the Half-Day Kindergarten student performance and Full-Day Kindergarten student performance continues to be followed by researchers and is measured by the Early Developmental Instrument (EDI). This next section will highlight some relevant findings on FDK research studies in Ontario.

**FDK Research Studies**

The rich learning experiences in FDK are starting to show some positive outcomes in the later years. Researcher Janice Pelletier, from the University of Toronto, conducted an Ontario longitudinal study (Pelletier, 2012) of the first-year impact of FDK in Ontario and results indicated some benefits, but some comments related to various challenges were also evident. In literacy skill development, vocabulary improved and overall school behaviour and adjustment into Grade One reportedly improved. In another report for Year 3 of FDK, Pelletier (2014) reported that findings on self-regulation were ‘cornerstones’ of the developmental readiness of children. There are some reported successes with the investment in FDK (Pelletier, 2012, Vanderlee, 2013), but there are still some areas for improvement. In her 2013 Queen’s University study, Mary Louise Vanderlee, associate professor and early years expert, reported
that the play-based approach needs to be continued in Grade One for there to be greater benefits. There is some discussion at the board level of providing more training to Grade One teachers about play-based learning approaches and less paper-and-pencil teaching practices. Overall, this means that the FDK work is continuing and developing in Ontario. This is promising and shows that FDK is getting more attention and support in Ontario schools.

The Queen’s University Study, *Final Report: Evaluation of the Implementation of Ontario Full-Day Early Learning Kindergarten Program,* (Vanderlee, M. L, Youmans, S., Peters, R., & Eastabrook, J., 2012) collected qualitative data on 16 case study schools. The focus of the research was on whether or not the FDK program improves school readiness as indexed by difference in scores in EDI as compared to non-FDK schools. There was also a closer look at whether or not FDK programs help decrease the academic gaps in high needs schools.

The Ministry of Education, Government of Ontario released a report, *The meta-perspective on the evaluation of Full-Day kindergarten during the first two years of implementation (October 2013)* (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2013), that provides some insight into the early measure and impact of FDK on child development and learning. The Early Development Instrument (EDI) is a measure of child development in Kindergarten programs. Teachers are expected to fill in information on each student and this information is gathered on basic literacy and numeracy skill development across the province of Ontario. EDI results have come in the early stages of FDK and some areas of basic literacy are similar to half-day programs such as letter recognition and sound, awareness of rhyming words and writing of one’s name; however more advanced literacy skills such as reading have shown some improvement, as did oral communication skills. Numeracy skill development was similar in some areas and improved in others when full-day and Half-Day Kindergarten students were compared. The
research on EDI for FDK is detailed in a report (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2013; Pelletier, 2012). The EDI measures developmental domains such as physical, social-emotional, cognitive, language development communication skills, and general knowledge.

This research study focused the knowledge of the educators about FDK classroom practice and teaching approaches. Therefore, the highlights of this report are about what educators are doing rather than on how well the children are learning. Since the FDK in Ontario schools has been in place less than five years, understanding the impact of quality FDK and using measures is informative as we move ahead and consider areas for future research. Therefore, with more time and research in the future it is also important to track how students are benefiting with FDK in the long term.

Other recent research (Cleveland et al., 2006; National Research Council, 2001; Sylva et al., 2004) supports the effectiveness of quality early childhood education. It has been found that Kindergarten programs that are developmentally appropriate have academic and behavioural benefits for young children. In full-day programs, less hectic instruction geared to student needs and appropriate assessment of student progress contribute to the effectiveness of the program. While these can also be characteristics of high quality Half-Day Kindergarten programs, many children seem to benefit, academically and behaviourally, from all-day Kindergarten. Of course, the length of the school day is only one dimension of the Kindergarten experience. Other important issues include the nature of the Kindergarten curriculum and the quality of teaching. Curriculum should be evaluated by how well it enables children’s full participation (Bernhard, Lefebvre, Chud & Lange, 1997). The Best Start Expert Panel on Early Learning (January, 2007) discussed having a planned curriculum with specific goals for children’s holistic development benefits, children’s enjoyment, development, and learning.
Research studies (Cryan, Sheehan, Wiechel, & Bandy-Hedden, 1992) do show differences in academic achievement in children enrolled in half-day versus full-day programs. Cryan et al. (1992) conducted a two-phase study that examined the effects of Half-Day and Full-Day Kindergarten programs on children’s academic and behavioural success in school. In the first phase of the study, which was retrospective, data were collected on 8,290 children, from 27 school districts, who entered Kindergarten in between 1982–1984. The second phase was a longitudinal study involving nearly 6,000 children who entered Kindergarten in two cohorts, in 1986 and 1987. The researchers found that participation in full-day Kindergarten was related positively to subsequent school performance. Children who attended full-day Kindergarten scored higher on standardized tests.

Hough and Bryde (1996) also found that students enrolled in full-day Kindergarten programs benefited academically. Student achievement was examined for 511 children enrolled in half-day and all-day Kindergarten programs in 25 classrooms during the 1994–95 school years. Data were collected from: (a) classroom observations; (b) focus groups with children, teachers, and parents; (c) report cards; (d) parent surveys; and (e) achievement test scores. Children in the all-day programs scored higher on an achievement test than those in Half-Day programs.

The McMaster University Study (Janus, M., et al., 2012) on Full-Day Kindergarten in Ontario reported the early impact of FDK and the investigation of developmental outcomes and status on children. There were over 16,000 children included in this study and they were three groups of children (2 years of FDK, 1 year of FDK and 0 years of FDK) that were compared on developmental domains such as social competence, emotional maturity, language and cognitive
development, communication skills and general knowledge and overall physical health and well-being.

**Developing a Lens to Examine Kindergarten Learning**

Scaffolding is an important part of the learning process, and the illustration of the ZPD in *Figure 1* was designed to reinforce the potential development for a child. It is important to understand where a child is and what the possible areas for development are. The child as a learner is capable of achieving higher potentials.

![Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD)](image)

*Figure 1. Zone of Proximal Development—*(Vygotsky, 1978)*

**Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs**

Psychologist Abraham Maslow (1943) defined a theory that showed stages of developing personality and personal growth as a human. In his writings in *A Theory of Human Motivation in the Psychological Review*, Maslow (1943) illustrated what motivates human development and he
defined it in a pyramid model (see Figure 2). The pyramid hierarchy outlines an order that shows—at the bottom—the specific needs of individuals, from basic needs such as food, shelter, and sleep that need to be met, then the need for safety and security. Love, family and social relationships are important in the social needs level and eventually the esteem level considers a sense of belonging, self-esteem, and confidence. Lastly, the top of the triangle is self-actualization needs or higher level needs such as the drive for creativity, morality, and problem-solving at the top tier. Maslow defined levels distinguishing the more basic to more complex needs as one goes up the ladder. It is during certain ages or times in life that one would focus on a specific area. It also describes human desires and explains a little more about human behaviour as one matures and grows.

Similarly, I design a ‘hierarchy of needs’ for a child or school-aged Kindergarten student, by starting with the basic needs (food, shelter, and water) at the bottom, and then moving to developing love, security, and friends, finally to self-regulation, independence, and identity. As the child learns and becomes comfortable in the school environment, he / she develops creativity, imagination, and ideas. Thereafter, through maturation, the child becomes a problem-solver and critical thinker and engages in higher-level thinking.
Figure 2. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (Maslow, 1954)

Looking closer at Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs and adapting it from a child’s needs/perspective illustrates the movement from the basic needs to the safety needs, to social needs, and the importance of self-esteem and eventually self-actualization during the process of completing Kindergarten. This image was created to visualize the place of schooling and the importance of understanding the levels and steps that even a child needs to move through to reach important milestones before the age of six. Specific details pertaining to a child’s hierarchy of needs clarify a child’s different needs and levels of needs. Therefore, once these basic needs are met, children should also move to higher-level needs for their own self-development. The teacher can help meet the child’s basic needs and support his/her higher level needs as and when the child is ready. The physiological, socio-emotional, cognitive, and self-actualization
needs can be linked to the domains of child development, such as the physical, social, emotional, cognitive, communicative, and spiritual needs of a child.

Teachers can also prepare the learning environment for the child with spaces for meeting his / her levels of development. A space to meet basic needs such as a snack table, a quiet space for sleep, a water fountain or bin for water bottles accessible for use both inside and outside meet some of the basic needs of children for a full day away from parents. Teachers often communicate to parents about the importance of warm clothing for outdoor play in the winter, and proper attire for the different seasons. Teachers establish rules and routines to set limits, provide order, consistency, safety and security. There is also consideration for work groups, ways to connect with family and building a sense of belonging in the school community or within the classroom environment. The respect to teachers and peers and even the sense of responsibility to tidy-up and take care of personal belongings are all part of the needs of a child. As children develop throughout the school year, teachers can track student achievement and personal growth, display work and share success with the children, colleagues, and parents.

Higher level thinking in a child includes self-expression through voice, dance, song and visual arts where creativity, individuality, and the use of imagination can engage the learner. The self-actualization stage is also linked to the spiritual domain in the developmental stages of a child where morality, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills develop. Children are capable and creative. Individual teachers can enhance and build stronger relationships and connections as the school year progresses, children move from learning basic routines in the classroom, feeling secure and safe, to building voice and self-esteem. By the end of the school year teachers can shape children’s thinking schema to reach their higher potentials, foster creativity, individuality and imagination.
Figure 3. Adaptation of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs to Kindergarten Children

Figure 3 is an adaptation of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and the pictures are symbols or visuals to remind educators to look specifically at children’s hierarchy of needs to make sure they are being met. When we look at each individual child in the classroom, teachers are looking at all types of needs. The levels are represented from the bottom with home life considerations such as an environment at home where food, shelter, and sleep needs are being met. If a child is hungry, this will affect their learning as will the habit of going to bed at 11pm each night and being in school. A child in a room without heat may also not have proper shelter and this will affect learning.

As we move to social, we can see how the element of play, friendship, community, and school bridges the child to the world around him / her and deepens connections and experiences
outside of his / her home life. Furthermore, self-esteem is what builds confidence, mastery of skills and a sense of achievement. With all the basic landscapes built up, a child then has the potential to reach higher-level needs. Building imagination, creativity, critical thinking, and problem-solving skills are part of the self-actualization tier where identity and self-motivation drive a child to greater and bigger spaces and places as they move out of the Kindergarten years. It is the creativity that is also connected to the spirituality domain which is added to the domains of child development. The idea of a strong and solid foundation in the Kindergarten years will nurture future success in school life and learning.

The work of Maslow (1954, 1970) inspired focusing more on the specific needs of the child and also led to the design of new models, keeping the whole child in mind. The Integrated Child Development Model was designed as a tool and developed as a theoretical framework. It highlights how Hierarchy of Needs can be applied to considering a ‘Child’s Hierarchy of Needs’ that would be specifically useful for the Kindergarten years of child development. This tool can be used by educators to bring awareness to children’s needs and to encourage more integrated approaches in learning. The visual representation of the domains of development and the child-centred focus can also be useful and insightful, in that it allows educators to see the big picture as well as details of the parts. The components in this case are developed based on child development theories and recognizing developmental domains related to children as we look at schooling and education.

The Theoretical Framework

The theoretical framework defines the core components that will be used to look closer at key research findings. Developing an integrated and comprehensive way to look at child
development and early years practices led me to consider designing a model for better understanding. The PIE Model in Figure 4 was developed as a way to examine classroom practices. Each time I analyzed teaching practices, I would consider several factors/questions: Was it student-centred? Was the teacher taking on the role of a facilitator? Was the teacher central to scaffolding in the learning experience? Are students reaching and engaging in their zone of proximal development? Is there evidence of identity and consideration of background knowledge and experience in the learning? Are there connections with play, inquiry, and experience? Sparking curiosity and investigation, and considering the pathways for discovery make a significant difference in the learning process.

The outer circle represents the teacher who is overlooking the student and observing. The inner circle represents the child who resides in the centre. The sections of the circle each represent a domain in child development. All areas may develop at the same time, when students are engaged in play, inquiry, or experience. The integration is evident for the child’s development. This model emphasizes the support of the teacher as a guide and the focus of learning as child-centred. The strong relationships build support and create a secure environment for children. The child at the core is of central importance. The outer influences and the role of the teacher are on the peripheral. Teaching and learning are related to the various domains to consider in child development.

The physical domain in children is the development from head to toe and large to fine muscle control (in that order), understanding senses, perceptual motor, fine motor and gross motor development of the child. The social domain requires students’ ability to cooperate with others, listen to others, follow directions, make connections to prior experience, conflict resolution, self-discipline, and understand the world around them by interacting with peers and
people in their environment. The emotional domain is the ability to develop trust, autonomy, express feelings, self-regulate and build self-esteem. The cognitive domain depicts the intelligence, logic, intense curiosities, matching, classifying, sorting, grouping, ordering, relationship of cause and effect, knowledge, and skills. The communicative domain is the language, understanding verbal interaction, problem-solving aspect, and imagination. The spiritual is the moral development and understanding, development of creativity, imagination, visualization, and inner voice along with the acknowledgment that each child has its own identity and uniqueness.

The different domains can be integrated with the child’s development during play-based, inquiry-based and / or experiential learning experiences. Child development has long been based on developmental domains, and the fundamental premise that children are continually an unfolding process as they pass through stages. Children’s interests and learning are directly related to this developmental process. During play, for example, children often express emotion and feelings (emotional domain), and they may also be engaged in conversations (social) and thinking (cognitive); as they engage in activities of interest, they use their imagination and their creative minds (spiritual domain). By encouraging children to pursue and deepen their self-awareness and interests, curiosities and wonder, children are developing a new way of thinking and approaching learning that invites more critical, creative, original, and unique thinking at a young age.

Critical thinking is a part of educational practice in the 21st century and educators can develop individual voice, self-expression, and confidence by allowing more dialogue on topics of interest for students. This may mean asking more open-ended questions, and presenting information in a way that invites thinking and sharing of ideas.
It is important for educators to understand typical growth and development of children by understanding early years educational theories that investigate the series of developmental stages. As we have seen from the work of Piaget, more than a half-century of research went into developmental stages. Piaget’s characteristics of children’s cognitive processes and the later Vygotsky’s importance of dynamic interaction between children and the environment are important for enriching knowledge, questioning, cultural and social influences, and interacting assisted performance. The Integrated Child Development Model in Figure 4 also provides a lens through which to look at Ontario curriculum and FDK in the classrooms. Understanding the domains of child development and acknowledging the role of spiritual development as a path to higher level thinking, creativity, and imagination is highlighted in this research. There has been a
shift from the instructivist approach to a more constructivist approach in Kindergarten learning. Both in theory and practice, a child’s nature, spirit, interests, and ways need to be acknowledged.

Understanding the focus on what is also developmentally appropriate has shifted to a process-oriented outlook from a product-oriented goal. McQuail et al. (2003) list this in their *Early Years International Evidence Project* that guided the development of FDK in Ontario. *Figure 5* identified the instructivist and constructivist approach to early years learning and the emphasis on the child-centred approach. The comparison highlights the new direction of teaching practices, the changing role of the educators and the focus on emergent curriculum. The play-based environment emphasizes learning and not just teaching, as children construct their own knowledge, discovery questions, answers and solutions, and the ‘High Scope’ focus is on more hands-on learning experiences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Instructivist Approach</strong></th>
<th><strong>Constructivist Approach</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher-initiated-directed</td>
<td>Child-initiated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher-centred</td>
<td>Child-centred</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Didactic/traditional</td>
<td>Play-based, progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic academic skills</td>
<td>Personal/social development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmentally inappropriate</td>
<td>Developmentally appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product oriented</td>
<td>Process oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal/structured</td>
<td>Informal/emergent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core knowledge</td>
<td>Children construct their own knowledge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the constructivist approach, the role of the teacher is re-positioned and the focus of the learning shifts as does the style of teaching. The classroom management strategies, the types of activities the students are engaged in and the assessment tools being used in the classroom may look different in the constructivist learning approach. Building in the freedom of choice, freedom of expression, and consideration for child interests is an open-ended way of looking at early years education, as it is more informal and authentic.

**Role of the Teacher in Kindergarten**

Classroom management and ability to sustain and deepen thinking require the teacher to facilitate with a close eye on end goals. With no clear direction and awareness of the journey, the student may not get the full enriching experience. Furthermore, shifting the learner’s thinking to use vocabulary and processes that are leading to exploration, discovery and inquiry allows the learning to be driven by the student at his / her own pace. This is in keeping with what Vygotsky (1978) calls ‘scaffolding’; that the teacher can guide the inquiry and integration of cross-curricular approaches in education. An example of such scaffolding is simply having students build boats in class, which can be a very different experience from having students build a boat, taking it on their nature walk, letting it sail down the stream and letting children discover why it moves and why it gets stuck in the water pathway. This inquiry can lead to different discoveries directed by the children themselves. Lastly, the teacher draws attention to what the children are curious about in nature and how the boat works and why it gets stuck in the river. The teacher’s role is to observe and then guide the inquiry, but let it be built on the child’s own wonder and curiosity. Furthermore, as Bruner (1961, 1967) suggested, the teacher can ask open-ended questions that require investigation and allow children to further test ideas to find their own answers and solutions.
As the research has shown, play, environmental education, and inquiry-based learning are essential components of a well-rounded Kindergarten program. Children also learn through interacting with their environment. There is evidence of alternative schools adapting various concepts and philosophies of education. There are also elements of these three components, play, environmental education, and inquiry-based learning, in the Ministry’s FDK curriculum, and in the FDK classroom practices. In the curriculum document, it is stated that using ‘initial engagement’ to raise questions by using language such as ‘I wonder why this happens,’ or ‘Let’s do an exploration,’ invites inquiry-based learning. Furthermore, encouraging children to plant and explore living things in an outdoor garden space enriches their learning. Setting up areas in the classroom that invite learning and ignite curiosity is part of enhancing the physical classroom space. Activities should enhance cognitive development and they should reflect children’s interests. Teaching children the language of exploration and modeling it is important in both small group and individual settings. The deeper thinking and use of all senses in these approaches during the early years set a platform and invite critical thinking and problem-solving skills.

Fundamental Principles outlined by the government (Ministry of Education, 2010) for FDK include partnerships with families and communities, knowledgeable and responsive educators. FDK curriculum also encourages using play as a means to capitalize on children’s natural curiosity and exuberance, and using a planned curriculum supporting early learning with respect for diversity, equity, and inclusion to honour children’s rights. With the optimal development and understanding that early child development sets the foundation for lifelong learning, behavior and health high (Cleveland et al., 2006; National Research Council, 2001; Sylva et al., 2004) early years programs are an important priority with FDK in Ontario. These
principles, developed after examining current research, reflect important beliefs and guide the Full-Day Early Learning Kindergarten Program in Ontario schools.

The role of educators is outlined in Figure 6 as it is defined by the government in the FDELK (Ministry of Education, 2010) document. The EL-K team is comprised of the kindergarten teacher and the early childhood educators. The team determines the quality of the learning program that young children will experience and they recognize that learning is continuous and reciprocal. In this visual, it is evident that educators are involved in ‘scaffolding’ and ‘facilitating’ in the learning. The role of educators in FDK involves more reflective practice, providing both differentiated instruction and a balance between educator-initiated and child-initiated activities.

Figure 6. EL-K Team—Role of Teachers and Early Childhood Educators
(Full-Day Early Learning Kindergarten Program, 2010, p. 8)
Tool for Teachers: The Five Key Elements of the FDK Program

As Froebel argued, children, like plants, need to be cared for, and the full benefit of play-to-learn requires adult guidance and direction. The teachers are the designers of activities and experiences, and they facilitate learning and plan the environment. Figure 7 below summarizes the five Key Elements of the FDK Program that teachers can consider as they create conditions conducive to learning. The PIECE model identifies five key elements in a quality Kindergarten program: 1) **Play-based Learning**—using play as a process of learning, 2) **Inquiry-based Learning**—building natural curiosities, 3) **Experiential Learning**—providing various experiences and hands-on opportunities, 4) **Child-centred Learning**—acknowledge personal background, interest and self-identity, 5) **Environmental Learning**—using the indoor and outdoor environment as a third teacher. The landscape of Kindergarten is grounded within these essential components as they develop an integrated approach to early years education. The teacher must develop and facilitate learning with these in mind, in order to optimize learning experiences and build a quality FDK program. The steps are of equal size and stacked to represent equal importance to each of the five key elements in the FDK program.
Conclusion

The Five Key Elements of the FDK program summarize areas to develop teaching approaches and practices. The practices integrate various educational philosophies in a comprehensive pedagogical approach to meet the needs of individual learners. The learning approaches are designed to consider the whole child and build curiosities and wonder among children and the elements are not just connected to one educational philosophy.

With international acclaims, global perspectives and awareness can deepen our own understanding of the underlying philosophies of education. Each alternative school may have different beliefs about what education should include; schools such as Waldorf, Alternative
Holistic Schools, Montessori, Reggio Emilia Inspired Schools, have a general philosophy that considers specific beliefs and values in their philosophies of education. While these schools have some elements incorporated in their values, it is the individual teachers and their experience, training, understanding, teaching style, personal values and beliefs about how children learn best that bring different dynamics to the learning process as they incorporate and adapt teaching approaches into their classrooms. With that being said, in this current research study, each teacher participant will have a unique style, focus and philosophy; his / her personal understanding of FDK teaching and learning practices based on Ontario curriculum will be reflected in his / her classroom practices.

My research interest and focus is on understanding the application of teaching methodologies in the public school system and, secondly, understanding and articulating FDK approaches in the Kindergarten classroom. For the most part, the implementation of whole child education has been primarily instituted in the private sector or in alternative schools, but more recently, there is evidence, as shown in this study, that holistic and integrated approaches to teaching are visible in the public school system classroom practices.

A review of the literature leads one to conclude that holistic education cannot be readily reduced to a set of principles and practices. This review also reveals that there is little research on the empirical aspects of holistic education and that there is a need for further research on how teachers actually implement holistic education ideas into practice. The goal of this thesis is precisely that: to examine holistic approaches in Kindergarten in the public schools sector. I believe that teachers, by telling their stories, sharing their experiences, and discussing their specific classroom practices build upon education theory, which in turn empowers them to have authority in research.
In addition, my personal reflections as a researcher will be a voice that contributes to the understanding the life in a Kindergarten classroom. Creating a theoretical framework and a lens to provide a better understanding of the theoretical concepts was insightful. This journey has transformed my understanding of best teaching approaches and reconnected my spirit with more meaningful engagement with students. As Ron Miller has repeatedly asserted, there is no one correct method of holistic education. In this research study, key elements identified in the Kindergarten classroom include play, inquiry-based learning, environmental education, child-centred, and experiential learning.
Chapter 3
Methodology

Introduction

This chapter offers a detailed description of the qualitative research design which was used for this research study. Two qualitative methodological approaches guided this study: i) case study, ii) narrative inquiry. The main methodology was the case study approach and it was weaved with a narrative-style in this qualitative research. A general description of the various data collection procedures identifies the different types of data that built the depth of this research. This also links to the use of the triangulation process where multiple sources of data collection allowed for a deeper look at the eight teacher participants.

In this research study the three areas of data collection included: 1) semi-structured interviews, 2) classroom observations, and 3) review of artifacts and photographs. Therefore, while a small sample group of participants was used in this study there was consideration for a detailed and in-depth research approach to draw on individual and unique teachers’ experiences and perspectives. This would provide data that was reflective and meaningful to highlight effective teaching practices useful to educators. Lastly, this chapter discusses the ethical considerations and guidelines, the recruitment and selection process for key participants and background information on the research sites, eight teacher participants, and demographics of the eight classrooms. At the end of the chapter, an overview of the data analysis tools and the limitations of this study are summarized.

To begin, I present a restatement of the research questions, which highlight the main focus of this research study before discussing the topic of methodology. The key research questions which guided this research study are as follows:
1. What kinds of teaching practices are evident in the Full Day Kindergarten (FDK) ‘play-based’ learning classroom?

2. What are the key elements for consideration in setting up of the FDK classroom?

3. What are teachers’ perspectives of and challenges with the implementation of the FDK program?

In the academic world, there is an increasing interest in qualitative research as narrative voice gives us insight on our participants’ practices in a more descriptive way. The stories collected through qualitative methods capture the richness and complexity of our understanding of the phenomena. Through the triangulation process, which involved conducting individual interviews with participants, classroom observations, and collecting artifacts, I was able to explore participants’ voices and gain a deeper understanding of their personal experiences and knowledge. This deep exploration of individuals’ practices and beliefs also led to identifying patterns and underlying themes which all contribute to enriching the data findings for this research.

**Qualitative Research Design**

This section discusses the qualitative research design employed in this research study. Qualitative research scholars, such as Creswell, Stake, and Freebody provide some insight, as do Bogdan and Biklen. The use of qualitative research design for an educational research study allows the researcher to capture rich experiences, provides meaningful information and deeper insight for understanding various teaching practices and perspectives. (Bogdan & Biklen, 2006; Creswell, 2007, 2013; Freebody, 2004; Stake, 1995).
Bogdan and Biklen (2006) use qualitative research as an umbrella term to refer to research strategies that share a set of characteristics. According to Bogdan and Biklen (2006), qualitative research is naturalistic, descriptive, inductive, and concerned with process and meaning. I use these characteristics as a framework for understanding qualitative research, paying particular attention to the implications for my study. Similar to Bogdan and Biklen, Creswell (2007) validates qualitative research and research design. Creswell (2007) recommends using the interview protocol to help organize thoughts such as ideas for starting the interview, guiding the discussion, and leading to concluding ideas. This proved useful in this research study, as I found it helpful to guide the focus of the discussion and organize the data.

Stake (1995) argues that qualitative researchers seek understanding of the complex interrelationships among all that exists and affirms that, “the function of research is not necessarily to map and conquer the world but to sophisticate the beholding of it” (p. 43). According to Stake (1995), this requires that the researcher pay close attention and strive to continuously interpret what is observed. Stake (1995) also specifies that the qualitative case study research can also take the ‘collective case study’ approach whereby multiple case studies can be compared and it is possible to explore similarities and differences.

In qualitative research inquiry, the setting is also important. The term ‘naturalistic’ implies that qualitative research takes place in the natural setting of the subjects or case under study including the classroom, the home, or the community (Bogdan & Biklen, 2006). In contrast to quantitative research, “qualitative research involves a particular concern with context, with the notion that action can best be understood when it is observed in the setting in which it naturally occurs” (Bogdan & Biklen, 2006, p. 4). Cohen et al. (2000, 2007) also discuss research methods in education and the importance of understanding the educational environment.
Freebody (2004) noted that the conditions under which teachers teach, the children they teach, and the subject matter they teach, play a significant role in shaping the lived experiences of teachers and learners; these are lived dimensions that are indigenous to each teaching-learning event. I conducted interviews in the teachers’ own classroom setting and followed up with a few visits to deepen my understanding of their teaching approaches. Observing their classrooms was insightful. It also enriched the data collection because not only did teachers talk about what they did, they could show the materials used, and the way it was set-up, as they described a particular teaching practice. Lastly, seeing teaching practice in action in the classroom setting brought things to life, as teachers were able to speak to their practice with the organic flow of the day. In addition, connecting teaching practice directly with the learners and seeing how it worked in the classroom setting validated some details from the interview data. Yin (2003) also supports this approach by affirming that “observations are often useful in providing additional information about the topic being studied” (pp. 92-93). Thus observations are an effective way of collecting data in qualitative research.

Bogdan and Biklen (2006) note that classroom settings have to be understood in the context of the historical life of the institutions in which they are a part. Thus, in the case of this study, the relationship between the classroom, teacher, school, and the policy positions on Kindergarten education taken by the Ontario Ministry of Education will all be relevant to putting the data collected into context. Bogdan and Biklen (2006) emphasize the need to examine data with the assumption that nothing is trivial, in that “everything has the potential to be a clue that might unlock a more comprehensive understanding of what is being studied” (p. 5). Furthermore, Bogdan and Biklen (2006) are concerned with process in qualitative research in contrast to the concern with outcomes or products inherent in more quantitative approaches.
According to Robert Stake (1995), qualitative research tries to establish an empathic understanding for the reader, ‘thick descriptions,’ intended to convey what experience itself would convey. According to Bogdan and Biklen (2003), the concept of thick description in Clifford Geetz’s work on ethnography defined descriptions that consisted of layering the multiple meanings created by the research participants and the researcher. The fieldwork in a classroom is unique in that there are many layers and levels of data collection. While this research study aims to capture teachers’ perspectives, it is not only the teacher’s voice and opinion that is under study; equally important are what they do as well as how they do it. A researcher needs to continue to interpret what is being presented with an understanding that there is a multiple-layered approach to qualitative research.

Bogdan and Biklen further state that qualitative research is “inductive in that researchers do not search out data or evidence to prove or disprove hypotheses; rather, theories are built as the particulars that have been gathered are analyzed” (2006, p. 6). Meaning is essential to qualitative research. Researchers who use this approach (Bailey, Hutter, & Hennink, 2008) are interested in how different people make sense of their lives. In my research, I am interested in both the children’s experience of play-based pedagogy and the teachers’ experiences, while incorporating teaching approaches and FDK learning strategies into their existing practice. Hence, interviews, classroom observations, artifacts, photographs, and sample student work were gathered, and enhanced the data collection process.

**Researcher’s Role**

These characteristics of the qualitative approach are grounded in the constructivist epistemology of the qualitative tradition. According to Stake (1995), most contemporary
qualitative researchers are of the belief that knowledge is constructed rather than discovered. As Stake reinforces, “the world we know is a particularly human construction” (1995, p. 99). As a result, the researcher presents to the reader with different perspectives. In my role as the researcher, I aim to provide readers with a balance of interpretations and also relevant raw material for their own generalizations. The emphasis is on providing various details to readers such as information on the people, places, and practices. Therefore, the focus is on using teaching practices and classroom details, given that “description in this context is not only commonplace description but thick description” (Stake, 1995, p. 102).

Case Study

According to Creswell (2007), a case study is a holistic inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its natural setting. It also considers multiple sources of information, and this provides an in-depth picture of the subject being studied. Case study methodology involves qualitative research, which focuses on the uniqueness of individual situations.

Creswell (2007) offers that case study research “involves the study of an issue explored through one or more cases within a bounded system” (p. 10). By describing the classroom setting or context in which the research is to be conducted, more insight is given about the data. Yin (2003) further elaborates upon this observation, affirming that case studies allow investigators “to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real life events” (p. 2). Furthermore, examining participants’ everyday experiences within their specific contexts, allows for a method that is both exploratory and explanatory in nature.
Case studies are designed to bring out the details from the viewpoint of the participants, by using multiple sources of data. In his book, *The Art of Case Study Research*, Stake (1995) offers many tips on conducting in-depth interviews and the use of case study methodology in research. For example, he discusses data gathering, including document review, coding, sorting, and pattern analysis, the roles of the researcher, triangulation, and reports a case study. According to Stake (1995), the data generated by case studies often resonate experientially with a broad cross section of readers, thereby facilitating a greater understanding of the phenomenon. Stake (1995) defines triangulation as the protocols that are used to provide further explanations in research data. The need for triangulation arises from the ethical need to confirm the validity of the processes.

In case studies, this could be done by using multiple sources of data. The goal in case studies is to establish meaning rather than location. Furthermore, Yin (1994) identified six primary sources of evidence for case study research. The use of each of these might require different skills from the researcher. The six sources identified by Yin (1994) are: documentation, archival records, interviews, direct observation, participant observation, and physical artifacts. Adapting to Yin’s recommendations, all six of these sources were used to develop the eight case studies, which are each representative of individual teacher perspectives. Not all sources are essential in every case study, but the importance of multiple sources of data to the reliability of the study is well established (Stake, 1995; Yin, 1994).

Interviews are an essential source of both narrative (Clandinin & Connelly, 1998) and case study information (Creswell, 2007, 2013; Stake, 2005; Yin, 2003). In this research, interviewing was chosen as a primary way of collecting data. During the data collection
phase of my study (from May 2011 to May 2013), semi-structured interviews were conducted with a total of eight Kindergarten teachers. According to Banfield (2004), interviewing is valuable for the following reasons: i) It provides the opportunity to generate rich data; ii) language used by participants was considered essential in gaining insight into their perceptions and values; iii) contextual and relational aspects were seen as significant to understanding others’ perceptions; and iv) data generated can be analyzed in different ways. Furthermore, in social science research, discussion, conversation, and questioning are effective ways of providing insight. According to Ritchie and Lewis (2003), semi-structured interviews, although guided by questions, are more open and allow for new ideas to be brought up for deeper exploration through “pausing, probing and prompting effectively and appropriately during the interviews” (p. 141). Through interviews, Ritchie and Lewis (2003) show that the researcher values personal language as data and one may even argue that choosing to interview face-to-face recognizes the potential significance of context.

**Narrative Inquiry Style**

Teachers’ narratives provided many specific and descriptive examples of classroom practices, centres, and activities. Each participant had the opportunity to provide more detail and share the various teaching practices they used and what this really looked like in their classrooms. Further, this allowed them to elaborate, as needed, on various areas and share artifacts and visuals.

The narrative inquiry, in general, is an emerging discipline within the broader field of qualitative research and is becoming increasingly accepted among academics. According to Clandinin (1998), narrative inquiry is a research methodology that is growing in acceptance and
practice in such disciplines as nursing, medicine, law, especially organizational studies, therapy in health fields, social work, counseling, psychotherapy and teaching. In addition, Creswell (2003, 2008) affirms that narrative inquiry often focuses on the experiences of one or a few participants rather than on those of a larger group. One of its goals is to give voice to those whose stories have been previously unheard in educational research. It may also be a process of inquiry where as a researcher digs deeper and rethink / reformulate the research questions and purpose of the inquiry. In my experience with this research, it was the focus and purpose that narrowly identified the key findings. This process of rethinking provided the impetus to probe further and focus the work as one makes sense of participants’ stories. Through interpretation and drawing conclusions, the case study of each participant profile was taking shape. Although this study adapted a narrative inquiry style in order to build on, and shared some personal experiences, it is mainly a case study approach.

**Triangulation**

Triangulation is often used in qualitative research to indicate that two (or more) methods are used in a study in order to check the results. The idea is that one can be more confident with a result if different methods lead to the same conclusion. In particular, Bogdan and Biklen (2006) affirm that the application and combination of several research methodologies in the study of the same phenomenon allows the researcher to overcome the weaknesses or intrinsic biases that may be a problem from single methods. Therefore, the purpose of triangulation in qualitative research is to increase the credibility and validity of the results. Several scholars have aimed to define triangulation throughout the years. Cohen and Manion (2000) define triangulation as an “attempt to map out, or explain more fully, the richness and complexity of human behavior by studying it from more than one standpoint” (p. 254). Furthermore, Denzin (2006) identified four basic types
of triangulation: i) data triangulation (time, space and persons); ii) investigator triangulation (multiple researchers); iii) theory triangulation (using more than one theoretical scheme in the interpretation of the phenomenon); and iv) methodological triangulation (more than one method to gather data such as interviews, observations, questionnaires, and documents).

In this research, a variety of data collection methods and tools such as interviews, observations, photographs, artifacts, class lesson plans, newsletters, video, and lived-experiences, were combined to enrich the data collection process. Evidence from these different sources allowed for opportunities to cross-reference the data. This broader variety of data also led to more detailed analysis and deeper understanding of the research findings. During the data collection process for this research study, the focus was on ‘methodological triangulation,’ which involved gathering data through three main sources: orally through semi-structured interviews with teachers (giving consideration for open-ended questions to gather rich data), field observations with students present in the classroom, and the collection of various artifacts such as photographs of classroom materials.

In addition, there was also some personal narrative as connections were made where appropriate, from my own teaching experiences in Kindergarten. Creswell also confirms that: “Narrative researchers may interweave their own personal experiences along with the stories that they tell of their participants’ experiences” (2007, p. 57). Creswell (2007) further claims that this blending can take different forms, including: i) starting the research report with a personal story to “hook” the readers and / or to help them understand the researcher’s particular perspective or connection to the research topic; and ii) showing how they studied their own lived experiences along with those of their other participants, and why.
In conclusion, qualitative research methodology is in fact a more comprehensive approach to research, in that it is multi-dimensional. As Creswell (2007) further points out, qualitative researchers try to develop a more “holistic account”—i.e., a complex picture of the problem or issue under study. This calls for reporting multiple perspectives, identifying the many factors involved in a situation, and generally sketching the larger picture that emerges. In this chapter, more discussion will follow on the in-depth interview process of the eight teacher participants that allowed detailed transcription of each of the eight individuals’ narratives. This provided rich data for further analysis. In addition, the details of the recruitment process will provide some more insight on who was chosen and why.

**Pre-testing of the Study Instruments**

Composing and writing the interview questions required critical thinking and analysis of the main focus of the research study, and then developing a research instrument that would gauge and probe for the data required to connect with the focus of the research. During the initial process of writing questions for ethical review, the study was contextualized and sample research questions were designed that guided the inquiry. I grouped interview questions under the sub-sections that addressed the main research question. I discussed and reviewed the questions with my supervisor and reworded and then tested the questions on a small sample pool of four educators before I finalized the questions. Ways to broaden the scope of response and create open-ended questions were considered. Creswell & Miller (2000) suggest that the validity is affected by the researcher’s perception of validity in the study and his / her choice of paradigm assumption. As a result, many researchers have developed their own concepts of validity and have often generated or adopted what they consider to be rigorous or trustworthy terms.
The observation checklist was also a framework which guided the data collection (See Appendix H). A diagram of the classroom layout was sketched for each classroom, and lists of centres and activities were documented, along with general observation notes on patterns, interactions, and teaching practices. Specific entry and exit routines and classroom management techniques were detailed. Some particulars about the students, the composition of the class, the engagement of the students, the diversity of the student population, and the flow of the day was described. Once again, with the feedback from my supervisor and reviewing qualitative research methodology literature, I established a process to test the validity and reliability of the study instruments. Follow-up interviews also provided opportunities to clarify or elaborate on information and data collected. Furthermore, consistency, stability, and dependability was considered and also developed by use of the triangulation process, which strengthened the study. Triangulation was a strategy to improve the reliability and validity of the research and the evaluation of the findings.

**Ethical Considerations**

Before beginning the data collection process, ethical approval was needed. The University of Toronto Ethics Review Board granted a formal ethical review protocol in order to conduct this research. A formal request for permission to conduct this research was submitted in accordance with the protocols of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education at the University of Toronto. Full approval was granted by the University of Toronto Ethics Review Board and the School Board to conduct the research during the period May 2011 to 2013. Care and consideration for the participants was essential throughout the research process. Measures were taken to not reveal the real names of the participants, and therefore, pseudonyms were used to ensure anonymity. Similarly, specific school locations were not identified, and pseudonyms were
also given to the two schools in this research study. Sensitivity to protecting identity and confidentiality was also maintained. Documents and other materials were stored in a locked file cabinet. There was protection of students and teachers by avoiding taking photographs of faces. There were great efforts to uphold professionalism and overall respect for participants throughout this research study.

Once the initial approval was granted in May 2011, the next steps to move ahead to get permission for each teacher participant involved arranging meetings to discuss this research study with teachers and principals within a particular area. Two schools were narrowed down for this research study and eight teachers were confirmed as participants based on specific selection criteria, which will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. The teachers who were chosen and agreed to be participants for this study signed a Letter of Consent (see Appendix D). The principals of the schools that served as research sites in this study also signed a Letter to the Principal (see Appendix E).

After the formal approval of the University of Toronto Ethics Review Board, permission was obtained from the school board, and the agreement of the principal at the schools (see sample Appendix F) was attained to move forward with conducting the research. Once the participants were recruited and had signed the Letter of Consent, I then proceeded to schedule one-to-one interviews with the teacher participants.

Recruitment Process

At the beginning, it was important to narrow down the area and start thinking about finding schools that could be considered for the research study. Many schools were short-listed, but it was important to get the principal’s permission for the collecting data from their respective
schools. Once the school principal was in agreement, it was possible to approach individual teachers that could be considered for the study. Nine teachers were approached, but eight were recruited and selected for this research study. The selection criteria for participants included having a minimum of two years of Kindergarten teaching experience, as well as individual teacher’s general interest and knowledge about the Full-Day Kindergarten model. It was also important that participants were teaching in an existing FDK classroom at the time of the study, as this provided a valid and recent FDK perspective. The aim of the study was to find individual teacher experiences from diverse backgrounds that would provide rich data, opinions, and examples of specific teaching practices and approaches in the FDK classroom. Candidates had teaching experience in implementing the FDK program in Ontario and had some professional development support for running a Kindergarten program. As a researcher, I looked for individuals who would provide insight and varying perspectives. Overall, the teachers were eager, willing and open to participating in a research study where they could share their ideas and opinions and have their voices heard.

They were each asked the same series of 15 interview questions (see Appendix G) designed to elicit their understanding of and perspective on play-based learning. Furthermore, when necessary, to solicit more detailed answers, ‘probe questions’ were used, such as: (a) can you tell me more? (b) can you be more specific?; and (c) can you share an example? Open-ended interview questions were used to guide the interviews in order to elicit as much insight and detail on specific teaching practices and opinions from the teachers in order to gain an understanding of their perspectives. In addition to recording, field notes were taken throughout each of the interviews. The children were present during the second visit; this provided the opportunity to observe the classroom practices that the teacher participants alluded to in the interviews.
Photographs of classroom centres and materials were archived for each teacher participant to gain a better understanding of each teacher’s style, variety of activities, and materials used in the classroom.

In the reporting of the study findings, specific quotes from the interviews are used to illustrate the teachers’ voices. Given that the interviews were held in the teachers’ classrooms, I had the chance to see some examples of Kindergarten practices as we talked. The teachers shared some student work and assessment tools they used in class, and seeing the actual activity centres they were describing helped deepen my understanding of their answers to the questions.

The data collection process was most insightful and enlightening. Teacher participants’ experience, enthusiasm, knowledge, and dedication were often evident in their detailed answers and the visuals that they shared. There was consideration for preserving the teachers’ voices throughout the data collection process. Transcripts were created to scribe detailed answers to the interview questions. Over months, I worked on documenting, organizing, and categorizing the data. Listening to the recordings of each participant’s voice in their own words and writing detailed responses, notes, and connecting it with other data sources such as observation notes, photographs, and artifacts, enriched the data collection and analysis process.

**Research Sites**

In 2011, only some schools were moving toward the FDK model. Schools that were implementing the FDK were considered for the study. The school selection criteria also considered locations with diverse communities, as well as similar size and student population. Other criteria included: same board, same city, same average income category, and similar demographics in the schools. Principals who were approached were those who showed support
and interest in this study. Teachers within those schools who gave consent and seemed most open to share their perspective were chosen as teacher participants. Finally, two schools and a total of eight teacher participants were selected for this research study. The following section provides a thick description of the research sites.

The first school, Springfree Elementary School, was founded in 1969 and has a population of over 596 students, with over 97 Kindergarten students. The second school, Summerville Elementary School, has 957 students and over 201 Kindergarten children. Both have a large population of students represented by visible minority groups. The school communities were very similar, and had a high population of ESL (English as a Second Language) students, and mid-to-low income households.

Springfree Elementary School was located in an older two-storey building that had been around for over 45 years. The Kindergarten classrooms were on one side of the school near the back and there was a separate entrance. The walls were painted with murals of children, and featured artwork along the Kindergarten hallway. The classrooms were filled with some round tables, an easel, a large rug, a rocking chair, and low counters with a sink and some storage cupboards. There were older curtains hanging on the large big window of one of the classrooms, from which trees and the soccer field could be seen at the back of the school. This teacher put a lot of time into building up dramatic play areas and had a pretend doctor’s office, which consisted of clipboards, an open craft area with lots of different art material, puzzles, and a game shelf. There was also a play dough area with lots of stampers and tools that were put out every day. The classroom setup and structure informed the understanding of the type of play that would happen in the classroom. In certain classrooms, the layout, physical space, and organization of materials may be more conducive to play.
Springfree Elementary School has a mission to foster an inclusive learning community that promotes respect for all. This school also seeks to promote a love for learning and for building global and responsible citizens. The teacher participants each had their own classroom layout and ran their own Kindergarten program, although they mentioned that they did collaborate and plan on a monthly basis with the other Kindergarten teachers in the school.

Summerville Elementary School had been around for eight years at the time of this research study. The design and plan of the schools are more modern, with new furniture and integrated technology; each classroom was equipped with a projector and white screen. The walls were freshly painted with a soft orange colour, and there was a modern feel to this school, as furniture was new in the classroom. The teachers were introduced to FDK, but had shown interest right from the beginning in learning and making the transition as early as the first year of implementation. Summerville Elementary School advocated a passion for learning, the arts, and the environment.

The Summerville Elementary School philosophy promoted school performances, monthly assemblies, community building initiatives, parent volunteers, and outreach services that supported new families to Canada. The passion for the arts was evident with the interest from teachers on art-based curriculum development and projects through visual arts, music, drama, and dance. Furthermore, the promotion of environmental performance and sustainable living was unique about this school. There was also an outdoor classroom project and school-wide promotion for saving paper, recycling, planting projects; the school was certified as an ‘Ecoschool’ because it met criteria that was recognized by the Ontario Ecoschool program.

While each teacher had his / her own style and unique classroom setup, there were some similarities. Each classroom had been setup with many centre-based activities. For example,
common centres included writing, drawing, art areas which were open and easily accessible, a carpet area to gather, a prominent paint area, a variety of toys, house centre, play dough centre, and a reading area. Although there were common types of centres, the Kindergarten materials varied widely in the classrooms.

Teacher Participant Profile

Background information on the gender, age, and number of years of teaching provides some facts about each teacher participant. They all completed a Bachelor of Education degree. Alissa completed her Additional Qualification (AQ)—Special Education. Francis and Diya also completed a Master’s in Education. Francis, Gillian, Hana, and Cassandra had taken the Additional Qualification (AQ) course—Kindergarten Part One. Francis had also completed AQ course Kindergarten Part Two and Three. Gillian completed Kindergarten AQ Part One and Part Two. Elissa had completed her Early Childhood Education diploma at a college before going to university to complete her Bachelor of Education. An overview of the participant profile is detailed in Table 3 to summarize background information on the teacher participants.

Table 3 Teacher Participant Profiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonyms</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th># Years in Kindergarten</th>
<th># years teaching in public schools</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bianca</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>B.Ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>B.Ed., K Part I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diya</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>B.Ed., M. Ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elissa</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>B.Ed., ECE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>B.Ed., M.Ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillian</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>B.Ed., K Part I&amp;II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hana</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B.Ed., K Part I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The teacher participants’ teaching experience gives information on the total number of years in public school, and subsequently, the number of years teaching in Kindergarten. Alison had been teaching for over 17 years and had taught Kindergarten for 9 years. Bianca had been teaching for over 24 years and had taught Kindergarten for 5 years. Cassandra had been teaching for over 10 years and had taught Kindergarten for 6 years. Diya had been teaching for over 8 years and had taught Kindergarten for 5 years. Elissa had taught for 3 years and all three years were in Kindergarten. There were very few male teachers in the sample pool. Francis, the only male participant, had been teaching for a total of 3 years and had 2 years of Kindergarten teaching experience. Gillian had 4 years of teaching experience, all within Kindergarten. Hana only had 2 years of Kindergarten teaching experience but had 8 years of total teaching experience. The summary of demographics of each of their classrooms is detailed in Table 4.

### Table 4 Demographics of the Eight Classrooms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonyms</th>
<th>Number of Students</th>
<th>Number of Boys</th>
<th>Number of Girls</th>
<th>%JK</th>
<th>%ESL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alissa</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bianca</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diya</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elissa</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillian</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hana</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Data Analysis and Processes

The analysis of the qualitative data began with the gathering of all the interview notes and recordings. Each recording was reviewed and transcribed, and individual statements were subsequently placed into categories or themes. Next, the careful framing of patterns with respect to certain themes allowed for a deeper understanding of the data collected. Bailey described the
importance of allowing patterns and themes to emerge from the data by stating that “patterns and themes will be taken out of data rather than being imposed on them before data collection” (1997, p. 159). Taking the time to step back and look at the big picture also allowed me to make connections and understand the themes and their relation to the policy and curriculum documents set out by the Ministry of Education.

During my research study, I attended monthly meetings with a research group established by my thesis supervisor. This motivated me and honed my skills to develop strategies for the data analysis. Over several months, the continual revisiting of the data throughout enabled me to code the observations and discover emerging themes. I then began to figure out a systematic way to share data results and identify key findings. Data tables and specific quotes were organized to determine the most significant findings. This process in the research was both challenging and satisfying, as when I felt things were clearer, I could make better sense of the data results and then begin writing. The writing process was also a continual process of writing, rewriting and rethinking.

Furthermore, the use of methodological triangulation was instrumental in finding specific key themes. The themes that were coded from the research data brought awareness of the attitudes, beliefs, and perspectives of the Kindergarten teachers in different topic areas. Data was gathered from interview questions responses, and classroom observations, as well as field notes. By making comparisons between the eight teacher participants, major findings were gathered and this shed light on key results from this research study.

Data analysis included looking at the interconnectedness of various elements, and the overall relationships between the data were kept in mind as well as the unique data findings that stood out on their own. Finding trends and highlighting responses to specific interview questions,
looking for similarities /common themes and new information, as well as evidence from classroom practice, artifacts led to data interpretation and cross-referencing analysis. This rigorous process led to examining and weaving the data through the theoretical framework, finding a common thread and focus that would allow for making better sense of the data findings, and a move toward the writing stages in my work. Several drafts of the thesis document and feedback from the thesis committee were instrumental in developing a structure and organization for reporting the data analysis and connecting it to the literature review.

**Limitations of the Study**

The understanding of FDK among teachers is limited due to the novelty of this educational policy change. The recent implementation also means what is happening now may be different from what FDK may look like ten years from now. The case studies reveal the immediate effect and observations in the early phase of FDK implementation since the introduction of the educational policy change in 2010 and within the first four years.

The understanding of the FDK model could vary among teachers, who each had their own interest, training, and professional development experiences. Some had more of a passion for seeking out information, by attending network meetings, conferences, and by observing other FDK classrooms; others were often using online resources, blogging, reading newsletters, or reading board or union resources. For some of the participants, it was the day-to-day experience and collaboration with other colleagues that provided the primary source of learning about FDK as they were progressing through the school year. Some teacher participants also relied on various resources including books, articles, and websites.
The sample-size considerations were a part of this research study. There were initially four teacher participants interviewed for this study, but with further consideration for building emerging themes and to add more breadth to the perspectives and findings, the sample size was increased to eight teacher participants. Furthermore, these eight case studies provided more insight, as there was a saturation point on teacher perspectives and emerging themes when it came to thoughts on the interview discussion questions.

Moreover, there may be a sense of reflexivity, and the interviewee may be stating what the interviewer wants to hear. It is important to note that traditional criteria such as reliability and validity are often under scrutiny in qualitative methodological approaches; however, with care, the case study approach can prove to be reliable and valid. Both Yin (1994) and Stake (1995) designed protocols for conducting the case study and it was useful to make use of these strategies when considering approaches to improve reliability and validity in this study. Probing questions were used to focus the discussion and get a good sense of the teacher participants’ opinions and perspectives.

The school sites were also from a specific demographic area and FDK may vary in a different locations in Ontario. The school sites were also from one specific board, and the FDK program may look different in another board. Teachers within a specific school may work better together and share information and this may mean that FDK classroom practices may follow more of a team plan approach, versus a school where teachers each do their own planning and teaching. Thus, school demographics and teachers’ previous experiences, collaboration and teamwork may affect current classroom practice.
Conclusion

In this research study, the lived experiences of FDK teachers provide some rich data and details on the teachers’ perspectives. The qualitative research methodology provided the best way to collect data for the purpose of this study. In addition to being more holistic, rich, and flexible, this approach also connected to real-life contexts. Using the triangulation process also provided more evidence to support research findings from interview questions. This process was most appropriate, and connected to the context of this research study; the findings also provided relevant and meaningful data results. While there are a few limitations with this relatively well-established approach to research, its growing interest and success among social studies educational research experts is evident.

In Chapter 4, I describe the data, highlight key themes, and summarize the key findings. The teacher profiles provide rich descriptive data about the classroom observations. There are some highlights of teachers’ understanding of play-based learning, detailed quotes, and classroom examples. The different teaching styles as well as the eight participants’ approaches to Kindergarten teaching in the FDK classroom is unique in its own way.
Chapter 4
Research Findings

Introduction

In this chapter, the major data findings about Kindergarten teaching approaches from the research are highlighted. Further, the teachers’ understanding of play-based learning in FDK are presented. Lastly, there are some data findings looking closer at Kindergarten assessment, challenges with implementing FDK, and a comparison of teacher styles. Throughout this chapter, specific teacher quotes and stories are explored.

Looking at Data Findings Process

This qualitative research study focused on gathering rich data that would provide participants’ perspectives of, and experiences with FDK classroom teaching practices and approaches. Teacher participants provided perspectives initially through the guided interview questions. Subsequently, through follow-up interviews, classroom observations and examination of documents and artifacts, it was possible to understand more thoroughly each individual teacher’s classroom practice, style, and teaching approaches.

Coding the data involved grouping the responses to the interview questions according to specific research questions. This helped to organize the data into subcategories and examine them with specific research questions in mind. The data was coded and summarized using pertinent quotes from the interviews. Tables were used to summarize key findings into various categories, codes and sub-codes, and cross-references in order to track the frequency with which a code was used in the data.
There are several data findings from this research study. Learning more about FDK and how it compared to the Half-Day Kindergarten program from a teacher’s perspective begins to give some relevant information about FDK and a deeper understanding of its implementation. Full-Day Kindergarten introduced larger class sizes for teachers. With half day Kindergarten, class size was capped at 20 students; with FDK, the class size requirement was increased. According to the Bill 242, class sizes are to be an average of 26 with a child-adult ratio of 13:1. It is required that the board manage class sizes as close to 26 as possible (See Appendix G). All classes in the study were over 26, the largest having 32 students. Class size can affect the quality of the learning that takes place. Classroom management is also more difficult and challenging when there are more children.

In the past, HDK had one teacher and a limit of 20 students for about two and a half hours of the day, either morning class or afternoon class. With FDK, teachers mentioned that there is now an Early Childhood Educator (ECE) in the classroom, and that constituted for another relationship, which they had to manage. Within the FDK program, an ECE was also a co-teaching partner in the classroom, whereas with Half-Day Kindergarten there was only one teacher in the classroom, or maybe the support of a Teaching Assistant, if there were identified special needs children in the class. A comparison between some of the teaching practices in the Half-Day Kindergarten and the FDK program helps to provide some background information. For example, with FDK, teachers are required to plan and teach differently. Having two educators in the classroom can also change the way a Kindergarten program is run. Planning is also changing. It has also become more difficult to do long-term planning because the programming depends largely upon the children’s interests. Some teachers also reported that
they found it challenging to adjust to the idea of letting the children have so much control over what they are doing.

The FDK model encourages inquiry, play, and a free-flow of learning that is driven by the students themselves. Evidence from classrooms reveals specific teacher practices, which show that teacher philosophies, beliefs, attitudes, and perspectives are shifting to a more constructivist approach. Each teacher had a different classroom that was unique in its own way. Each teacher integrated the FDK model and developed a Kindergarten program that continued to evolve in a very fluid and organic way. Each classroom flowed differently; the children, the teacher, the rules and routines as well as the focus were slightly different. This study aims at capturing a glimpse of classroom practices, while comparing and studying key findings.

**Teachers’ Understanding of Play-based Learning**

The teachers reported that they found play gave children more opportunities to problem-solve and more freedom to explore areas of their own interest. For the most part, the teachers take on the role of the observer of the play. Play also is a holistic approach to learning as it engages mind, body, and spirit. There is an excitement in children at play that deeply connects and engages them. Teacher participants in the study expressed their perspectives on play-based learning in Kindergarten. Alison stated:

Unstructured play would be just the ability to use your imagination, to show leadership, maybe cooperation, during an activity, see how people get along, how they might resolve a conflict or let them just do whatever they might want to do, and observe their choices in play.
Francis found free play provided no right or wrong ways and fostered more creativity and imagination from the children. When the teacher would demonstrate or give an example, more children tended to just copy the teacher’s way, but when they were given more open-ended tasks children were all coming up with their own ideas. Francis shared that “there was a greater variety in the student output during open-ended activities.”

Hana found that there were some things children just loved to play with and some things they never touched. Hana paid close attention to what types of play excited and interested the children and developed those areas of the classroom. She stated that “every day the children loved big blocks and Legos and each day they came up with a different structure or way to play with it. The straw connectors were another fascinating toy for the children and they connected them in many different ways.” As Hana shared, the paint centre in her classroom was also popular; the idea of being artists and creating their own portrait, scene, or masterpiece by mixing colours, applying colour on paper and seeing it drip and blend was very interesting and exciting for the children.

According to Elissa, play-based learning does not only mean letting children do what they want, but it means taking the time to observe and facilitate learning while children are engaged in these activities. Elissa indicated that “as the teacher, my role is now as a researcher, observing, documenting, analyzing, scaffolding, and making meaning of what I see.” According to Elissa, the follow-up, the sharing, the conversations, the continuation of a process of discovery from the child means becoming more cognizant of what is happening in the classroom and “finding ways through materials, classroom set-up, teaching focus, classroom management and continuous comfort with adaptive and changing ways to hone the learning for the individual students at the right place and at the right time.”
According to Gillian, “instead of just listening to the teacher talk, [she] found that through play, children could do more testing and experimenting.” Play gave children a chance to think and dialogue about their experience as they were engaged in it. As Diya indicated, “they had a lot more time for play during the day with FDK and therefore more materials to use, more time to use their imagination.” Children also had to make more decisions about what to do instead of being told, “This is what we are doing today.” All the teachers were of the view that children made choices based on their interests, could move freely from one centre to another, and were able to socialize and interact with peers more often. The friendships and sense of community among the classroom were also stronger. The children learned to become respectful of each other very quickly. With a longer time in a classroom setting, they had to learn to deal with various with social issues and communicated with the teacher in order to solve problems, when needed. Children figured out the cause and effect relationship as they navigated the school environment. Overall, by the end of the school year, they had acquired a greater variety of experiences.

Finding opportunities in play to build inquiry and guide learning is also part of FDK. Bianca talked about how children were first experimenting with the ice and the snow and watching it turn into water. The teacher observed and then asked the children to describe what happened to the snow. This gave them a chance to think and dialogue about their experience. The teacher listened and the children talked. Therefore, the teacher was once again observing and using guided questions to get a sense of what the students are thinking, thus gaining a better sense of their understanding and imagination. Letting the children experiment and then finding ways to introduce discussions focuses the learning to be more child-centred.
Teachers also found that role-play allowed children to explore. Students have opportunities for self-discovery when they direct their own learning. They want to learn about things that interest them or are relevant to their lives, and when they are given the opportunity to do so, they learn much better. Self-awareness and self-identity build self-confidence. As children get more comfortable through the year, they open up in a natural way. Hana observed that taking on the role of ‘superheroes’ or characters they have seen on television was of interest to the children and they could create costumes, use the cut-and-paste centre to make a shield, or create masks and props for imaginary role-playing. Hana shared her experience in her class: “I let them share their interest in superheroes, but we may begin to apply math skills to figure out what shapes to cut for the costume, and use a ruler to measure and markers to design details on the costumes and props.” Extending the learning and integrating curriculum expectations in creative and unique ways, could also present challenges the educators, but as revealed by the data findings, it can be done.

Francis acknowledged that the one thing children love to do is “dress up.” There is always interest in putting on hats or costumes and playing a role. The dramatic play area is an important part of FDK. Francis describes dramatic play activities as follows:

In my classroom they have been firefighters, police officers, athletes, and pizza makers. I even brought in dinosaur hats once and they loved it. Sometimes we make a vest or hat. They use their imagination in different ways. They take on different roles. They love to pretend to be something.

FDK involves building, constructing, and playing with blocks. Furthermore, the construction centre is often equipped with various materials from wooden blocks, to coloured cups, recyclable boxes, to lids and straws. Children love to build. Alison communicated:
The kids like painting, and making buildings. They would cut out the windows, the doors, putting numbers on the buildings, so this whole area had recyclable boxes. It lasted about 2 months until they were bored of it. So you have paint and do everything out there at the table. Then whatever they made they would bring it to the construction site. At construction site there were many blocks, like the foam blocks, wooden blocks, cardboard blocks, and Lego blocks. They continued building.

The teachers reported that they were moving away from organizing lessons geared toward all children learning all the same things in a formal theme such as farm animals, dinosaurs, bears being visible at all centres. For example, one teacher said they do not use theme-based learning at all anymore, except on special occasions such as Mother’s Day or Father’s Day. Instead, children are encouraged to bring in interesting things from home, and that becomes the focus of learning. For example, as Alison asserted:

I have two boys. They are very bright, they are very much into computers, but we had to make their own comic club, storytelling centre, and then they really got into talking about Pokémon and brought Pokémon bookmarks, drew Pokémon pictures, and did retells on Pokémon.

Teacher participants try to bring topics and ideas that are of interest to, and are generated from the children. Teaching practices in Kindergarten also involve focusing more on the children and letting them lead the topics of learning. Another teacher, Hana, really enjoyed the shift to student-centred learning and talked about how it led to more engaged learning:

Some students were very curious about space so we started to look at planets online. We even drew different planets. I found books on planets from the school library and brought them into the classroom. They were interested in looking at Mars and they wanted to build a rocket-ship so we did.
The teachers also expressed interest in integrating more natural objects and processes into the classroom, such as planting, touching trees, and looking at flowers. Teacher participants in this research study often make observations about environmental changes and what is happening in nature; letting that guide the learning makes sense. The use of inquiry-based learning, especially connecting it with the science curriculum expectations, is a growing practice in the Kindergarten classroom. Hana indicated that she often takes her class outside—even twice a day.

I take them out in the morning and the afternoon. We go for outdoor play, walk, and sit under a tree. We love to collect things, and I want them to get their energy out so outside is a good place to run around. Being outside also gives me time to observe the kids and see what they are curious about. I can see what they do, what they talk about with friends, how they use their imagination. I will bring out different bins of things at different times: bubbles sometimes, magnifying glasses sometimes, books, and even shovels at other times.

Language is the foundation of every program. Finding ways to connect children with literacy expectations and covering the language curriculum expectations takes some planning. There are some children who often participate whereas others—really need encouragement. The goal is to get children to participate and to be engaged in their learning. Oral language development is a big part of Kindergarten. Bianca stated:

Through the centres and games, they talk while building Lego structures together. They share ideas. Children are talking about books and discussing what they are seeing in the pictures. Talking is important to their learning.

Furthermore, increasing participation is a focus. It may mean providing opportunities for children to come up and talk in front of the class, or share their thinking through a think/pair/share activity. Having the ability to come up to the teacher and share their ideas and
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thoughts as they do their work builds confidence. They are learning how to interact while gaining an understanding and this is an important element of the learning process. By asking questions, the teacher also gets the kids to dialogue. Participation also means more access. For example, Diya shared as follows:

At the water table, we had a rock-washing station. I put out books at that centre about rocks. Also, letting the kids create whatever they want is important. I just put out the resources and make materials accessible. At the art centre, I have coloured paper, glue, scissors, pompoms, markers, pipe cleaners, buttons, cotton balls, pencil crayons, paint, and stickers. Kids come over freely and use the materials.

Diya often uses games and creates problems or scenarios to integrate learning and make connections. Play can integrate games and cooperative tasks or simple problems that generate thinking from the students. Teachers can frame the learning to foster critical thinking by asking more open-ended questions. A vivid example of this is presented in the following quote from Diya, who explained her morning routine:

We figure out things together, we look for the missing words in the morning message, we play games, solve math calculations together based on real-life situations—for example, how many chairs to put out for theatre for the play based on how many students are in the class today.

Kindergarten teaching practices should be considering the different levels of learning. There is a need for free flow of activities and open centres that are spaces for children to explore. While intentional teaching occurs in a Kindergarten classroom, there also needs to be room for free exploration based on the individual child’s interest and level of development. For example, as Cassandra explained:
At the same centre a 3-year-old can start speaking English, and scribble with markers, and the 6-year-old can write a sentence and draw a detailed picture. The same centre can be used by all different students and at any time. We keep tables empty and open floor spaces so children can come over and spread out materials and get right to it. The activities and the centres can be used at all times. It doesn’t matter what level the children are. They are open all the time. We always have a paint area, snack area, drama area, writing area, reading area open all the time.

Small-group instruction is becoming an increasingly important teaching practice in the FDK classroom. Working with small groups, of children can constitute for more effective teaching at this age. Small group instruction is more effective than using-the whole-class teaching approach in the Kindergarten years. As revealed in this study, this also helps to target individual learning goals and develop differentiated instruction. For example, Cassandra divides the class for small-group instruction. Francis also finds developing reading skills requires more direct teaching and this is more effective in small group instruction. Diya reinforced this and stated:

Creating a corner for more guided instruction is also effective. I have someone who needs a little bit extra help with letter recognition come over with magnetic letters and the cookie sheet and we will play the magnetic letter activities. We have block area which is the centre of the whole classroom. We can always see what they are doing. We have a water area, a sand area, a math area, reading area. We notice the kids are not using the math manipulatives in the math area [so] we put them in the block area and have them start measuring their structures. Kids can use manipulatives for math skills actually in their play.

Examining how literacy and numeracy education looks like in a play-based learning classroom was fascinating based on what teachers said. The teachers are conscious of school-wide goals, and curriculum expectations and they focus on meeting them throughout the year.
They are aware of specific learning goals. The teachers shared some examples of learning in their classrooms. Cassandra shared as follows:

For math, I have objects in one basket and some in another and then we figure out how many altogether. We sort the objects, lay them out on the table, graph them on the table and talk about the most and the least number. We see if we can sort them another way, too. I see them try to use the math language. They are getting the math concepts. There is a time for reflection on what they do throughout the day. They realize different strengths and different skills as they explore. We talk about their success with learning and what they did in the day. We share our ideas and discuss as a group.

Learning letters with movement, song, and meaningful contexts works with young children and builds environmental print awareness. There is a shift from the letter-of-the-week approach to a more open-ended literacy approach. Alison elaborated that ‘word walls’ are more personalized and child-created in a FDK classroom. Children add their names to an alphabet line and there is a concerted effort to carefully choose the word, which goes up on the walls. The words that are familiar to the students are added to the word wall. Furthermore, as Cassandra noted:

Today, I have children taking pictures of themselves, attaching it to a piece of paper, and printing their name underneath. Then we attached it to our alphabet line. Well, it’s a play-based curriculum. It is all about the child as a whole and trying to understand their interests, where they are coming from, and their experiences up to now. Some only know the letters in their name and that is what they have been learning. Adding notepads and clipboards at centres is great because it encourages experimenting with writing.

The activities and the topics prescribed by the child are all part of the learning. The child
chooses according to his or her interests and the teacher’s job is to assist in the learning. They determine what the children’s interests are and then work in that context to meet the learners’ needs. For example, Diya talked with a lot of enthusiasm about her hairdressing centre:

I brought in a hairdressing table, and my kids sitting in hairdressing table have been talking a lot about putting it on a fashion show, so I am going to be designing my drama centres around the fashion show area. So it would mean a lot of the art things are to do with designing clothes. I encourage math patterns on the clothes. Their drama would show acting out the fashion show. I noticed that the boys are more into some other aspects. Maybe I would put cameras and other types or pieces of technology that they could be using to incorporate themselves into that area. Maybe they don’t want to do clothes-decorating, maybe some girls don’t want to do that. Maybe they too want be a photographer or write a script for the show. I am sort of guiding the talk, guiding, you know, by making some suggestions on their outfits. But they are playing, they’re playing the fashion show, but [with] the guidance of a teacher who has an idea: I don’t need to do this pattern sitting at a desk and on a paper with a pencil. Children develop their understanding of patterns or shapes in drama centres. As far as they’re concerned they’re playing fashion show, but I am assisting their knowledge of patterns and shape, colours, and all of that.

In the following excerpt, Bianca clearly articulated her views on the effectiveness of play-based learning, when she stated that:

Play-based learning approaches can go beyond Kindergarten. I think it is hard to do it well, but when it is done right it is amazing. If it’s done well, there is much better learning in the classroom as demonstrated by teachers in this research project. Through play, they are getting so much more. They are much more engaged. Learning this way is more likely to capture their excitement and interest. We can reach more children with play-based curriculum. Think about how boys who do not like sitting at a desk writing on a paper and how they would enjoy play-based learning.
In addition, Cassandra mentioned:

Well anything tactile also works well. For example, like play dough, this week one of my activities is the big dice that you can individualize, and put different shapes on them, and roll them. You pair them and whatever shape comes up you will also make it with the sticks and play dough. We also do play dough numbers and letters. They love play dough.

Understanding each participant’s understanding of play-based learning sheds light on the teachers’ perspectives on the use of play in the classroom. With specific examples, the teachers explained how play looks in their own classroom. Alison sees play as more unstructured activities, more choice in activities, role-playing, problem-solving, socializing, singing, constructing, and games. Bianca is focused on how to make learning more fun, and therefore, integrating more science into the play-based centres became her focus. Cassandra elaborated upon the idea of integrating more mathematics into play-based learning. Diya talked about a variety of centres, touching upon building on subject-specific areas in the class and building oral language development with the use of guided questions.

Cassandra talked about the reading and writing area, and the use of magnetic letters on a cookie sheet. But it seems that none of the teachers had a comprehensive and detailed plan for literacy development. As some of them indicated, a structured time for letter sound recognition was not as popular anymore.

Key findings from the data collected highlight what the teachers were thinking and talking about. This section gives a summary of the major perspectives and areas of focus that emerged from the interviews with the teachers. Many key elements of the Kindergarten program
were identified. It is clear that a lot of consideration goes into the design of a play-based program. Below is a summary of key themes identified in the data.

When integrating play into the classroom, key factors for consideration included: integrating learning with activities, redefining the role of the teacher and role of the student, focusing on intrapersonal child development, movement and learning, inquiry in learning, problem-solving, and the physical space in the classroom.

The process of reviewing the transcripts and examining specific quotes led to getting a sense of key perspectives of the eight teacher participants. A close examination of the topics, and how often they were discussed by the teacher participant in the interviews helped to identify frequency trends as I began to code the data. This process was facilitated by creating data summary tables; this also helped to summarize key findings and make sense of the major themes that were emerging. Fifteen components were identified in these findings and these were becoming clearer as I sifted through the data and examined it more closely. Some of the topics, which were mentioned by the majority of participants, also helped in identifying significant trends.

It is important to examine in more detail, the key themes that emerged from analysis of the teachers’ remarks about play-based learning; these have been summarized in the categories below:

1. Teaching Approaches: integrating learning with activities, the role of the teacher, intrapersonal child development, role of the student, movement, and learning;

2. Physical Space: room layout and setup, access to materials, floor space for play;

3. Integrated Curriculum: focus on problem-solving and inquiry-based learning; and

Trying to keep learning fun and interactive, managing boredom, and some of the other challenges of Kindergarten teaching were also common themes in the participants’ narratives. I will be presenting the teacher’s perspectives. The use of the play-based approach reported, shows evidence of hands-on and experiential learning opportunities for the child in Ontario Kindergartens. The shift from a teacher-directed approach to a child-directed learning style also entails a change in the role of the teacher. Examining the teacher’s view and evaluating them was insightful. Describing each teacher style defines the individual teacher case study.

Comparing Teaching Styles: A Closer look into the Teacher Participants’ Classrooms

After transcribing the data, I had a good sense of each teacher’s style of teaching. Some of the teachers definitely had a deeper understanding of and greater confidence in experimenting with the different Kindergarten teaching approaches. Others established routines and various areas in their classroom, which they often managed in much the same way throughout the year. A couple of teachers often moved around the furniture in the classroom and tried to make changes monthly. There was a spectrum of methods for classroom management techniques as well. The entry and end of day routines could look very different in different classrooms. A couple of the participants always started off their day by first taking the children outside of the classroom. Others only went outside just before lunch, while some went outside twice a day. The majority went outside in the afternoon or at the end of the day.

The journey of change is individual and each teacher is on his or her own journey. When a new approach is introduced, it takes time to implement the changes in the classroom. There’s a
great deal of change in teaching practices with FDK—one’s own mindset, one’s ability to think of ways to inject new ideas, and one’s comfort in trying out new ideas. The examples and ideas shared by the teachers gave a glimpse into the classroom. The dialogue with the participants enriched my understanding of the range of teachers’ perspectives. Each teacher’s level of comfort with the language of FDK varied. Each teacher’s understanding of the general and specific curriculum expectations, their confidence with managing children in the early years of education, their own classroom space, routines, rules, choice of topics, and types of activities, were unique in each case study.

It was through classroom observation that I was able to get a better sense of the individual participants’ teaching practices within their own classroom. Classroom observation protocol included looking at the classroom setting, routines, layout, interactions, relationships, movement, teaching practices, teacher’s role, types of activities, sense of independence, and freedom among the learners. Details of the day in the life of the teacher participants’ classroom routines are described below.

**Alison’s classroom.** Alison had a strongly child-centred focus in her teaching practices. For example, it was clear that there was a movement away from paper-and-pencil activities toward more hands-on activities. There was more of a focus on letting the children lead, based on their interests, by minimizing carpet time, and by co-constructing centres of interest with the children. Alison discussed the changing role of the teacher from teacher-directed lessons and moving toward more guided questions in a small-group setting, while children are engaged in play. There was a shift toward a lot more play, less sitting, more movement, and intentional interaction by the teacher to dialogue one-to-one by asking questions about what they were doing and thinking. In general, there were more individual, centre-based, and small group learning
opportunities rather than whole-class lessons and activities. Children were doing many different things at different times.

In Alison’s classroom, there was a welcome sign at the door and a poster with hello in different languages. After hanging up their jackets and backpacks, children came and sat at the carpet which had a globe and faces of children with different ethnic backgrounds. Alison would then take attendance and sing a morning song with the children. There was a flow of the day which included pictures of the children as they were doing that activity and the words were written by the children. The flow of the day in the morning included an order of activities such as ‘morning circle’, ‘centre time’, ‘library’, ‘outdoor play’ and ‘snack time’. Alison often sang songs for routines such as lining up, snack, lunch, tidy-up and she had a ‘good morning’ and ‘good bye’ song, which she sang with the children each day. She often chose songs that related to the topic that they were focusing on. Children all engaged and participated in songs with actions activities. After the morning circle, Alison introduced centres that were open, and within about 20 minutes, she would invite the children to go to specific centres. Once they made their choice, they would then proceed to the centre. A couple of children headed toward the art counter where several materials were left out each day. In the play dough area, there were placements and seats for four. At some of the other centres, there was a crafts table or an activity related to the song she introduced. Bin toys were shelved on a wooden rack and contained building materials, cars, train tracks, matching game cards, puzzles, plastic coloured bears, and snap cubes. The house centre was open and had a table with placemats and settings with cups, plates, and bowls. Children had created menus for a restaurant with pictures of food items such as sushi, pizza, samosa and rice. The environment had visible signs of multiculturalism with the books on the shelves, the things on the wall and the materials at centres.
The ECE sometimes sat with the small group of children at the table with the activity related to the song or topic for that day. She would prepare this activity and set it up in the morning that day. The morning centre time lasted about one hour and then the children were asked to tidy-up and get ready for their snack, which they ate as a whole class, and individual mats were placed out after two helpers sprayed and wiped down the tables. The ECE helped to redirect children during tidy-up and transitions; she also helped to supervise during snack.

After snack, the children went outside and played in small groups among friends; some children played hopscotch, others would draw with chalk on the ground, and some blew bubbles. Outdoor play time lasted about thirty-five minutes, then the children came in, washed their hands, got their lunch bags, and sat down to eat lunch. A lunchroom supervisor and an ECE remained with the children while the teacher had a lunch break. The ECE would sometimes put on a video after lunch and there was also a comfort corner in the classroom where children could rest as they finished eating; some would read a book, others sat and watched the video; some were just slow eaters; and others talked most of the time with friends. The afternoon routine was very much the same. The centres would be re-opened but this time board games and book bins with different types of books, some non-fiction, some fiction, and with a variety of topics were brought out. The children went outside again before they went home, and a mailbag was handed out to children, which they tucked away in their backpacks. They sang a ‘goodbye song’ in the hallway as they kept jackets on ready to return home. The ECE helped with the dismissal routine and the teacher also communicated with a few parents.

**Bianca’s classroom.** Bianca found the changes more demanding and challenging. The movement, noise, and chaos with working with Kindergarten children all day and the larger class-size seemed overwhelming. The dynamics of the classroom is different with an ECE
worker working with the teacher, and Bianca admitted that she initially did not like that at all. Bianca had some basic understanding of the new FDK curriculum expectations, but it was not clear because there were so many resources, and she did not know which one to use. She admitted to feeling nervous and uncomfortable with the change, as it was not an easy transition for her. Her strategy was to first focus on one thing, try it out, and then start something else; otherwise, it was difficult to introduce too many things all at the same time. Evidence of changes in practice included: awareness of greater opportunities to socialize; encouraging use of home language between friends who could not speak English, buddying up children and using a visual schedule and pictures on bins to encourage children to put things back where they belong, building confidence by encouraging participation in activities; building leadership skills a letting SK children model routines for JK children; and the active use of a morning message with built-in questions. Sometimes students were asked to answer a question by putting a tally mark to indicate their response as they came to the carpet. Other thoughts from Bianca included the need for appropriately-levelled reading materials and a clear writing area with a writing book. Having some control and structure to manage the classroom is as important as teaching them to sit and listen. Bianca discussed how having some control manages the noise level and creates quiet space to concentrate. Bianca found it difficult and challenging to get all children to sit on the carpet. She set up a quiet activity for those who found it hard to sit still. The ECE would work with them on a small group activity.

Bianca started the day by having the children come in and answer a question on the white board as part of the morning message and then they would pick a book and read as they waited for others. Once everyone gathered, they would wait for attendance and then put their book back on the shelf. The morning message also stated what was going on for the day. It was used for
identifying words and teaching letter sounds. It was read by the whole class with the lead of the special helper who used the pointer and came up in front of the class to lead the reading. After circle time, students were introduced to centres for the day, and students put up their hands to indicate which one they wanted to go to first as the teacher asked one by one. There was a limit of four students at each centre and once at centres the teacher circulated the classroom and then sat a small table and asked specific students to join her for levelled reading, as did the ECE at another table. These books were also sent home as part of a snuggle-up and read program. Children used the listening centre to listen to a book tape, some were also building with blocks, some using chalk on a chalkboard, and some playing with dolls of different ethnic skin. After forty minutes inside, the children went out for a walk and to the park to play for about forty minutes each day. In the afternoon after lunch, there were sight words up on the wall in big font, and many writing tools out on the counters in the classroom and specific poem cards in a basket that students could read with a magic pointer they selected from a tall container located beside the book bin. Some used the computer centre, and some did puzzles, and some went back to house centre and used the dress up clothes which had some capes, tutus, scarfs, and community helper hats.

Bianca used many classroom management strategies and she used her firm tone, pauses, and moments of waiting as students made transitions giving them time to settle before she would talk. There were some discrepancies on how she presented her style and how it actually appeared in the classroom. Although Bianca commented in the interview that she found FDK very demanding, she seemed to have a good hold of strategies to manage the class. She also had children listen attentively and engage in discussion as she modelled interactive lessons and
teaching approaches. The walls in Bianca’s classroom had some student paintings with their name card and picture below and other artwork hung near a bulletin board.

The ECE had specific tasks and the teacher had others, so they talked to each other, but not all the time, as they interacted frequently with the children on a one-to-one basis. Bianca mentioned that the afternoon circle was run by the ECE and she often read a story and maybe set up a craft connected to it. There were community helper toys out and a police station set up that engaged some of the students during free play in the afternoon. She still mentioned the use of journal books and making mini-books an important part of her program. There was a sense of routine and structure that students were familiar with, and she used a rattle as a noise control method, to signal if it was too loud and mentioned to students to quiet down. Some activities included labelling the pictures they drew or making cards. Bianca built classroom practice on repetition, routine and visual gesturing both in classroom management approaches and teaching style. She also used eye contact and proximity to students as a way to get attention of students.

**Cassandra’s classroom.** Children in Cassandra’s classroom sat against the wall after hanging up belongings and waited for morning announcements then once announcements were over children were ready they could enter and choose an activity at the carpet. Four bins were placed out with games. Children knew what to do. The teacher quietly strolled around took attendance. Some children also went to look at the fish and discovery area where plants were growing. A couple of children looked at a board that had the agenda for the day. Cassandra made choice, decision-making, and problem-solving a bigger part of the day. For example, students decided when they wanted to eat and there was no formal snack time. Learning to make independent choices early on was part of children’s self-regulation skills. According to Cassandra, this was part of her teaching style and was a big part of the new FDK curriculum.
Self-regulation and self-directed learning nurtured listening to one’s body and mind. A child who reached for a jacket because it was cold, and sat to eat a snack when he/she was hungry also was aware of the need to use the washroom or the time to tidy-up. Building awareness of one’s environment at an early age also builds independence. This also made learning self-initiated and relevant, and built connections at a deeper level. The role of the teacher was to take the time to dialogue with individual students. The teacher maintained authority in the classroom and established that early in the year because at the end of the day, they were still liable. Cassandra’s understanding of whole child learning focused more on the integration of specific subjects and making the child experiment with materials.

Cassandra commented that the ECE in her room plans activities and brings in different types of materials, books, and enjoys baking, making play dough, papier-mâché, and melting crayons. She often introduced new ideas; she communicated suggestions and was highly interactive and involved in the classroom management techniques, as well as classroom setup. She also introduced new songs and poems to the children on a regular basis and had them posted on the walls, class website and printed on a paper that was laminated and placed in a basket. Some children would sing songs and follow along with the pointer. Pointers were also used at the listening centre where books on tape were placed and accessible for children. She organized things in the classroom, cleared off and sprayed down counters to disinfect them, and sanitized and washed toys daily. The ECE was also actively involved during dismissal time, talked to parents and provided updates and reminders.

Both the teacher and ECE spoke different languages and at times they would interact with students in their home language. Children also were encouraged to wear their national clothing and make storybooks about their family life. Pictures on the wall included a family picture and
places they had been. A map of the world hung and a string with flag under the picture showed the diversity of representation from around the world of children in the class.

**Diya’s classroom.** Students entered, picked a book, and sat on the carpet during entry. The teacher did a good morning song, and then took attendance once everyone was at the carpet. She also had each child answer the question of the day when their name was called. On my observation day, the question was ‘what is your favourite fruit?’ Children would give an answer when their name was called. After 10 minutes at the carpet the children would choose tabletop activities and math bags. The morning play was limited for 20 min to these activities and then once complete children could make a choice of any centre in the classroom. The teacher also read a story, *The Very Hungry Caterpillar*, and children had to remember the words as the teacher pointed to the food pictures. They enjoyed interacting with the teacher as she read the storybook. For transitions the teacher used song as a way of giving instructions. She sang, “It’s time to read a story, so gather here today. It’s time to read a story, so join us everyone.” Most children put down their materials and came to the carpet to sit and listen to the story. A few were distracted and busy at the centre. The teacher continued anyway with the story and let the two boys at Lego continue to play.

Diya said that having children take initiative and self-regulate in the classroom was a priority; therefore, the children had more time to play, discover, and be creative. The teacher became the observer. Sharing during circle time was what may have happened during an afternoon circle time. There continued to be challenges in delivering an excellent program because of the class size. Problem-solving, and critical thinking strategies were posted on the wall with step-by-step directions integrated into daily classroom activities. Curriculum expectations about connecting children with the world around them were also posted visibly.
There was a sense of structure with the established routines, the placement of materials in specific areas, and the organization of supplies. The assessment and documentation binder was full, with many observation notes connected to specific curriculum expectations. A systematic tracking of students’ skills, abilities, and knowledge was documented and filed.

Diya encouraged self-regulation with many tasks in the classroom such as entry and end of day routines, circle time expectations, and tidy-up. Her teaching practice focused on co-construction and involving the children in different designing centres. They created a hair salon and beauty parlour, and children who were interested in it helped to paint a sign, draw hair style posters, and set up an area. They also discussed ideas in small groups as the teacher facilitated the time of sharing thoughts and opinions. Lighting was set up with lamps and distributed around the classroom, and often the main room lights were off and the lamps were on.

In Diya’s classroom, the ECE had specific tasks and this is written out. The teacher often had meetings with the ECE to make plans. Subject areas were also divided up and the ECE taught some subjects areas and the ECE taught others in a small group setting. The ECE was also responsible for creating a document panel to share student work or put up artwork. The teacher divided classroom newsletter making and had the ECE write up comments for the report card. There were low-level cubby areas for each student to put artwork or things to take home. It was also a place where the teacher could leave notes and had the children put art, work of the day, and notes in into their own backpack on a daily basis. The ECE spoke the home language of many children and would tell the teacher the meaning of a word if the teacher was not sure what the child was saying. During parent teacher conferencing, the teacher arranged for a translator she said to assist with communication. She said she also tried to connect with parents early in the year about home language and would find out if the children had siblings so she could note this.
**Elissa’s classroom.** Elissa had a lively classroom environment equipped with many different types of materials: tissue paper, cotton balls, cloth fabrics, silk material, wallpaper paper pieces, yarn, buttons, rocks, tiles, foil paper, brown bags, newspapers, and flyers. The walls were filled with instructions for drawing such as: add detail, use five colours, and use shapes. There was a buddy system in place and names were listed on the board. Elissa described her FDK as being inspired by transformational practices. She had taken the time to see other classrooms and also used the internet to research ideas. Elissa often tried to look at other teachers’ practices, connecting with others, reading about FDK and using different teacher resources to figure things out. She was familiar with the board’s diversity resources and had them on a shelf. She know about the board policy on social justice education and inclusive practices. She also had a daybook with festivals to recognize and shared that.

When children entered the classroom, they walked down the hallway and their hook was labelled with their name and a piece of artwork hanging above. Children changed to indoor shoes, took their lunch and water bottles out, and stored them in a bin laid out in the hallway. They turned in their mailbags at the start of the day and sat by the wall next to their name cards. After listening to “O Canada,” the national anthem, they stood up and walked into the classroom pick up their name cards, which were laid out around the circle, and put them in the basket. They then sat, and the teacher took attendance, read the morning message, and had a book at the easel. She started her morning with a story and children sat quietly and listened. She asked the occasional question and children put up their hands to answer. If someone shouted out, she reminded them that she was looking for a quiet hand. The story she read that day was entitled *I Love Rain.* She finished the story and asked the children what they thought of rain. Some children said they were scared of rain. Some said they were sad and did not like to get wet. The
teacher then talked about how rain could be fun and how it helped plants grow. She introduced a journal entry and had students on a daily basis do one writing or drawing piece, which they hung up on the clothesline by their pictures.

Elissa’s teaching practices focused on using natural materials, books about water, wind, rain, sun, and rainbows. She also made class books that were based on children’s interests. There was one entitled *Heros* and another entitled *Making our Garden.* There was also a place to put artwork or display structures built that day, and children were encouraged to share their work during a show-and-share time in the afternoon. Children were used to moving to centre choices and they were familiar with the rules at the centres and how to use them. They moved freely around the room illuminated by natural light. There was also a singing bowl that was used purposefully to calm the children, if the noise got too loud. There was an emphasis on setting up the classroom with ‘invitations’ and ‘provocations’ for learning. For example, rocks with lines were put out in a wicker basket, with frames and children could align the rocks to make shapes. There was a frame with sample pictures of what could be done with the rocks. A question was also put in a frame and set up near this table. It stated, “What can you make with rocks?”

The ECE in Elissa’s room worked to create student portfolios and arranged small groups to get children to use letter sounds as they scribbled down their thoughts on a question or drawing. The ECE is also very actively involved in choosing books and teaches during the circle time; further, she brings in classroom materials, organizes crafts, and redirects students as needed. The teacher and ECE sat and planned together, often discussing weekly lessons while setting up areas in the classroom. The ECE was very actively involved with sharing her opinion and ideas, and coming in to set up activities. A good working partnership between the teacher and ECE made for more effective teaching practices in FDK. Quite often, the ECE would also
work with half of the class, and the teacher would take the other half outside. They divided up the class and worked in small groups for science inquiry, based on student interest or in different groups by skills and abilities for guided reading tasks. Classroom management strategies were visible on the walls and effective grouping and buddying system was laid out on a bristol board. As observed, the teacher had visible strategies to manage the classroom effectively while allowing some choice but managing chaos and building on experiential learning, literacy, and numeracy skills. There is a good balance of structure and free choice that guided the children in a calm way.

Francis’ classroom. When children came to school, they were required to line up for entry and go directly to a hook with their name to put their things, then come sit on a bench outside the classroom by their name card on the wall. Once they entered they found their name card and answered a question of the day by placing their name card in a pocket chart. There were clear established routines that the children were well aware of and they followed. Francis’ classroom had a lot of artwork on the walls. Francis pursued his passion for the arts, which he integrated in many ways with cross-curricular approaches. He believed that creativity and imagination are core components of early years and strived to develop these elements in many different ways. He also encouraged sharing cultural art and dance. He had a table with cultural artifacts and children wrote in their home language and things were posted on the wall above it.

There were many unique arts-based activities that allowed the children to explore the integration of subject areas. The teacher combined math with art and had students build a rocket ship then measure it and sort materials. The use of different shapes and objects to paint and the blend of art with science were also visible with the rock art; the children also engaged in ordering the rocks from biggest to smallest. Classroom materials were sorted in small baskets
and kept in labelled bins at a low level for easy access. Children did less open-ended art as many structured art activities and lessons build on curriculum connections. Children had a choice to make paper maché masks, paint them, and add feathers and shapes for details. The ECE in Francis’ classroom took half the class at times and conducted her lesson with this group, while the teacher worked with a separate group on writing activities and word lists. The ECE supervised children and often redirected them during activity and clean up time. The teacher was responsible for building up long range plans, and then ECE occasionally added in a craft activity connected to the big ideas. Francis was particular about putting things back exactly where they come from and reinforces this in his classroom. There were two distinct carpet areas and foam padding over the tiled flooring. During the ‘quiet time’ after lunch, the lights were dimmed and children could lie down, read a book, or play a quiet game; they silently engaged in these activities for about ten minutes. Francis mentioned that sometimes children enjoyed doing yoga and watched a video called ‘cosmic kids yoga’ and followed along. Yoga was an effective way gathering the children and introducing them to exercises within the classroom. It was well-liked by the children and they remembered the different poses and refocused during this time.

Student portfolios were detailed with student drawings, a writing sample, many photographs of a variety of activities, and thinking captions that highlight the exact words the child said to answer a question. Student portfolios gave a good idea about the variety of activities they children were engaged in. The construction area was a large section in a corner of the classroom and many sample photos of structures were posted on the wall near that centre. Samples of buildings and structure such as a skyscraper, a house, a hut, an igloo, and a bridge were labelled and hung near the construction centre. Portfolios also had many pictures of the different group and individual structures created by the student.
**Gillian’s classroom.** Gillian loved to pursue classroom transformation practices on a regular basis as she discovered new books, ideas, and good examples of effective teaching practices; she is eager to experiment and test out how to integrate diversity practices in her classroom. She infused her teaching with the use of technology; she took pictures of students engaged in play and then talked to the students while she recorded their thoughts and answers to questions during the play. She often talked to the children about world events. She added her own notes and electronically filed her anecdotal notes through the ‘Evernotes Application’ on her iPad. Gillian had an interest in bringing in a variety of materials such as buttons, wallpaper books, egg cartons, popsicle sticks, lids, yarn, threads, fabrics from different cultures and coloured and textured papers for the children to use at the art centre. Gillian herself dressed with bright colours. She sang often and had children dance and engage in movement throughout the day. She enjoyed ‘spirit days,’ which got the children excited and moving. Not only did the children dress-up, but Gillian also enjoyed dressing up for lessons and spirit days and had a drawer full of spirit day props. The children responded to her enthusiastic and energetic teaching style.

Children entered the classroom and went straight to specific bin / centre activities. The children had a ring of pictures in the bin that showed examples for the activity. Children often got ready at different times so those who were quick to get ready could get busy instead of sitting at the carpet. The morning activity time was about 15 minutes. Gillian had many ideas, which she was quick to implement. She enjoyed talking about her teaching practice, had many experiences, and shared various student work samples. Gillian is highly driven by the challenges in FDK, which she finds very exciting. Her joy for teaching young children was clearly evident, and she had a passion for making learning fun and engaging. She loved science experiments and
inquiry and made this an integral and central part of her teaching practice in her classroom. She mentioned the importance of inquiry and building teaching around the student curiosity and interest. She advocated for equity, diversity, and inclusive teaching practices and tried to understand ways to be mindful of teaching practices that met the needs of the learners. She took interest in different cultures and recognized the celebrations from diverse cultural traditions by often reading to the children stories about festivals and setting up a centre on each festival. Creating opportunities for learning about other cultures builds cultural connections and children learn about interacting with peers from different backgrounds. Quality and diverse relationships are important parts of equity initiatives. Supportive and sensitive values and beliefs foster building compassionate, responsible and respectful citizens.

The ECE in Gillian’s classroom worked with individual students and supports ESL and special needs children. She was comfortable supporting the activities the teacher introduced but did not take an active role in planning, designing, or creating centres or activities. She interacted and played with the children. She often sat and did a puzzle with one child while the teacher worked with a small group or read to the other children. The ECE was comfortable working with the children and brought many ideas forward, interacted with the teacher and was an enthusiastic educator.

**Hana’s classroom.** When children come to class, they put down backpack in the line and then go to play outside for about half an hour each morning, whether warm or cold. Parents were told from the beginning of the year to ensure children are dressed well for the day as they spend a good portion of the day outside. Children climb, run, jump, and skip. Some children are engaged in conversation, others are busy with play, and a few draw with chalk on the ground, but all are busy doing something. Children sign-in by writing their name with chalk on the ground and they
put their mailbag in a bin that is kept near the door once they line up and get ready to come in. Once inside the chart stand has a morning message that children eagerly look at to find clues of what they are doing today. The morning message has words, pictures, and some blank lines for missing letters in a word. The children are busy trying to figure things out as soon as they come in. There is also a book held closed with an elastic band and a picture which is partially covered. There is a clue box beside them and children have the choice to put in their guesses on what the picture or book is about. The picture had seemed to be an animal that resembled stripes from a zebra. The picture was a photograph that looked like a real-life photo.

Hana has a deep sense of connection to nature in her teaching practice. She enjoyed creating learning opportunities using natural materials and allowed children to explore in different ways. Building on the awareness of the environment, she took children on a walk and made a slide show of the walk; she then shared it with students and encouraged them to dialogue about their experience. She recorded these dialogues and used them as a way of guiding discussion and asking questions. She also visited the local pizza store and recorded it and then brought it to the classroom to show students, thus creating a real life context to a pizza shop. She may do a similar activity involving a walk around the lakefront and share that experience with the children through video in the classroom. Her personal interest in nature, insects, animals, and her appreciation for natural beauty is part of her teaching philosophy. Boys loved bugs she said.

In Hana’s classroom, the walls are filled with questions and scribbled answers from the children. She ensured that student voices were represented visually by having the children share their thoughts and by writing down what they said, often in play or during class discussion. Hana liked to guide learning but let the children lead the interests and focus in her classroom within a landscape of strong environmental education, science inquiry, art activities, and fine motor skill
development centres. Hana found that she needed to balance student interests with curriculum expectations; the idea of creating an environment where both can be done effectively is a real art. She studied the Ontario curriculum and photocopied important expectations. She created a binder of the expectations that she shared and how and when she planned to integrate them. She asserted that the play is important, but enriching the play and deepening the learning is also equally important. She found that separating JK and SK students allowed for meeting needs in a more effective way at times. Overall, lots of documentation was a big part of building the program and was something she could share with students, parents, the principal and colleagues.

The ECE in Hana’s class will often take half the children outside, usually the JK, so the teacher can work with the SK on a guided lesson. Hana also has SK students work on a sign-in question in more depth, whereas the JK students may have to answer with a check mark under ‘yes’ or ‘no’; the SK may have to print a word or draw a picture to answer the question. This classroom management strategy also helps manage the numbers and noise, and provided the opportunity to share ideas and participate in the lesson especially during carpet time. The ECE would bring in the JK students and work with them on the carpet or outside, by sitting in a circle on the ground and using visuals to discuss a topic in a lesson. This was usually a shorter version of the lesson that the SK may have had. It is clear that the relationship between the ECE and the teacher is established and managed differently in the various classrooms.

**Kindergarten Teaching Approaches**

There are different ways that learning can happen. Students can engage in a variety of learning methods in the Kindergarten classroom. There were some key teaching and learning practices within the FDK classrooms that were evident and in this section data findings highlight
Integrating Learning with Activities

All of the teachers described integrating learning with activities as the basis for their teaching approach in Kindergarten. In their view, the interactive and hands-on experience is very important. Through unstructured play, children can also use their imaginations. Teacher participants described tactile approaches, such as learning letters by making them in play dough, as a better approach than just having the students write them down using a pencil on paper. Using multiple senses and actually feeling the letters helps the children to remember letters better. Teacher participants have used sandpaper letters in the classroom. Children have even drawn letters in the sandbox, painted them, and made them out of pasta or fruit loops.

All teachers reported that doing and playing are significant parts of the Kindergarten program. Diya, in particular, often talked about play-based learning in her interviews. Diya described the various literacy activities that she had tried in her class using the alphabet line, playacting, and play dough, among other materials and activities. Diya builds learning opportunities into the play-by asking questions and guiding the dialogue. Diya also talked of her attempt to do this by building a shape-awareness activity into the ‘fashion show’ game in her classroom. Teachers can also add books and a clipboard to a centre to build in literacy. Diya spoke of adding books about rocks to the rock-washing station in her classroom. For math, Diya described her use of real-life situations in which calculations are required to determine, for example, how many chairs are needed for a particular activity. Alison talked about how much the children enjoyed building things and what they could learn through this activity. Gillian found
that mathematical concepts were evident in that as the children played ‘restaurant,’ some of them were engaged in sorting, counting, writing numbers, and creating patterns.

In addition, during role-play children focus on their interests and use their imagination. The teacher can listen and observe children in dramatic play centres and see what roles they take on. Alison talked about focusing on their interests:

In role-playing children are able to discover what interests them. They see what interests them, and it is much more relevant to them. They want to learn certain things and use their imagination, so they learn much better that way. Children are allowed to just explore. Students discover their own directing [direction] and learning. During role-play you can also ask questions. By role-playing, they are able to access more information.

Bianca incorporated more natural science into her teaching approaches. Using rocks, sticks, leaves, and flowers to spark a love for nature and the natural materials in centres by placing books about rocks, flowers beside them and inviting inquiry. Bianca further explained her thoughts on integrating play into the Kindergarten program as follows:

I’ve been trying to incorporate more kinds of natural science, so more planting, more touching trees, more looking at flowers, especially in the spring. We are making observations about environmental changes all the time and seeing what is naturally happening and letting that guide our learning.

The emphasis continues to be hands-on and play-based learning, which is appropriate when teaching young children, especially in the early years, in a way that is geared toward deeper engagement in learning. Building laughter and fun into the Kindergarten program helps make children more enthusiastic and allows them to grow up with a greater level of love for school and learning. The children make choices, and explore at their own pace, but the teacher can get
students to engage, reflect and think more about what they are doing, why things are a certain way, and how things work.

Furthermore, as Cassandra affirmed, “unstructured play is the ability to use your imagination.” As she described in the following citation, she also finds calendar to be an important part of the day, but it is shortened and an interest driven by children.

We begin in the morning with our calendar. I am talking slowly, we sing and we all participate. Some people are being told not to have calendar. In fact, I’ve heard it’s actually taken off their wall. I still do it. I really believe in it and it forces us to work with numbers, do counting, learn days of the week, months of the year, and whether [or not] the children understand all of that, at least they learned something about the progression of numbers. And they love it. They look forward to it every day, and they ask why we did not do it if we miss doing it.

**Role of the Teacher**

Alison talked about the role of the teacher and the need to observe children’s choices in play. It is important to see what learners like and then do things to meet their needs. Sometimes a teacher will explicitly tell the students what to explore and then observe to see how they engage with the material. It is helpful to videotape the child in play to see how they experiment, engage, and dialogue as they play. The children lead and the teacher follows. Hana vividly captured the essence of this experience as follows:

Teachers’ role is also to understand the child, who they are and what they like and then build on their prior knowledge and frame what they are learning. Instead of talking to the kids and having them listen to us, we always have them experiment and show us. They talk and we listen.

In science, Gillian said “we were experimenting with the ice and the snow
and seeing it turn to water, and then I would ask them what happened to the
snow.” This was one way to express ideas. Elissa also found building the
Kindergarten garden encouraged children to play in nature. Some children were
interested in the insects, others just wanted to touch and dig in the dirt.

Diya also talked about observing with the purpose of finding out a child’s interests:

It is all about the child as a whole and trying to understand their interests, and
where they are coming from their experiences up to now. Then we build on their
learning and try to design the frame and what they are learning. Well, it’s a play-
based curriculum. It is all about the child as a whole and trying to understand their
interests, and where they are coming from their experiences up to now….We are
also aware of our school success goals. For math, I have objects in one basket and
some in another and then we figure out how many altogether. We sort the objects,
lay them out on the table, graph them on the table and talk about the most and the
least number. We see if we can sort them another way, too. I see them try to use
the math language; they are getting the math concept.

Diya also elaborated on the idea that it is the teacher’s role to scaffold the learning:

Instead of being prescribed by the adult, the environment, the activities and the
topics are all part of the learning that is prescribed by the child in their interest
and the teacher’s job is to assist the learning.

There is a need to understand child-centred play. By using play, inquiry, and / or experience,
children will become better engaged in the learning. Combining and integrating play with inquiry
or experience with play provides a more enriching and integrated approach to learning in the
Kindergarten years. In the following citation, Bianca shared her views on the importance of
looking at each child as an individual and understanding the child’s perspectives.
Looking at the child as an individual and bringing their ideas a lot more in the classroom, expanding on the child’s natural abilities, natural desires to learn about things in a child[like] way. The full philosophy of the holistic education is basically looking at the whole child and then looking their perspective, putting more nature in learning and more inquiry basis learning this is all [that] whole model building on is based on that philosophy.

The teacher can nurture diverse and inclusive teaching approaches by paying attention to equitable and quality teaching practices that consider accessibility and varying intellectual abilities, varying child interests, gender differences in learning, and consider assessing and engaging students with song and dance and not always language-based assessments. There are also varying socio-economic status of students and providing resources, materials and support as needed is part of equitable practices as is consideration for religious accommodations, disability, race, ethnicity, ancestry, and special needs children’s modifications. Strengthening class values and beliefs for a safe, inclusive and nurturing learning environment.

**Interpersonal Child Development**

In Kindergarten, children socialize at different levels and begin to build a voice in the classroom. They become more comfortable sharing ideas and talking in front of the class. Bianca stated that oral language is the foundation of every program; children talk with each other about games and books, and these interactions are important for their learning. Interaction in both informal and formal ways provides great opportunities for language development. In addition, many children enjoy ‘special helper’ roles and take more interest in leadership opportunities, which are also great for building communication and interpersonal skills.

Alison contributed to this discussion as follows:

You can see leadership skills in play. You see how children resolve conflict and
how they get along and their ability to cooperate during an activity. [The] calendar is an opportunity to come up in front of the class to foster social, self-esteem, and leadership skills.

Diya shared her thoughts on the value of having time for reflection during the day. At this time, children explore and talk about their successes and share them as a group. Learning from others provides good examples and opportunities for presenting and sharing one’s own creativity and thinking.

There is a time for the reflection on what they do throughout the day. They realize a different strength and different skills as they explore. We talk about their success with learning and what they did in the day. We share our ideas and discuss as a group.

Skill development can be embedded in interpersonal play experiences in different ways, and this is particularly evident through children’s daily use and development of mathematical concepts and skills; for example, Cassandra’s experience with numeracy and integrating math skills during calendar routines:

We begin in the morning with our calendar. I am talking slowly, we sing, and we all participate. Some people are being told not to have a calendar. In fact, I’ve heard it’s actually taken off their wall. I still do; it you know I really believe in it and it forces us to work with numbers, do counting, learn days of the week, months of the year. And whether [or not] the children understand all of that at least they learned something about the progression of numbers, and they love it. They look forward to it every day and they ask why we did not do it if we miss doing it.
Observing children in play and seeing how they use math resources or materials also allows them to share their thinking. Alison had this to say about integrating the use of the number line and counting into play:

Play that involves games that use a number line, one-one correspondence, and counting [i.e., simplified variations of Snakes and Ladders] helps children master [math] and integrates understanding about numbers.

Diya integrates math at a block centre by encouraging children to measure and record the height of the structures that they build. She stated, “Instead of a math area, we put the math learning into the block area and by putting math into their play, it is a better way to excite the students about the numbers she describes.”

Movement and Learning

Cassandra described movement and learning as essential parts of the day in Kindergarten:

We begin our adventure with an active morning and the majority of the time they are at centres. Children are always moving, playing, and doing.

Diya commented on the success of play-based curriculum, especially for boys. She found it to be so successful that she thought it should be used in grades beyond Kindergarten because when it is done well, the students, especially the boys are so excited and more engaged.

Learning through singing and dancing is another kind of learning through movement. Diya shared her classroom experience with learning the alphabet through movement by using alphabet songs accompanied by movement. Combining kinesthetic, visual and oral language learning with auditory learning deeply engages the learner and uses different senses. Bianca also agreed that boys often have less attention and finding ways to engage and connect boys to learning
experiences may mean teachers have to think and plan alternative learning centres to meet the differentiated needs of learners.

I do a lot of movement when we do learning letters of alphabet. We do a lot of singing and dancing. There are specific movements. I do a lot of Dr. Jean songs, and Dr. Jean had tons of alphabet songs. There is an activity where the kids say the letter and they push their arms to one side over the mid-line when they say a letter they push the body to the other side, so they say a letter and punch on the one way. So today, I had the children add their names to an alphabet song. They did an action for each letter of their name.

Bianca said that less structure means less sitting and more doing. In the less-structured classroom, the role of the student is to initiate his or her own activities. The teacher then supports the learning by asking guided questions and providing resources such as materials, books, pictures, and children’s websites on the topic, to extend the learning.

Alison stated that letting the children do whatever they want to do in play is part of the unstructured learning. They use their imaginations. The children guide the direction of their learning as part of their own personal inquiry. Bianca agreed, but remarked that sometimes children only want to participate in one particular activity:

We try [to encourage them to do] other things, but they also say let the kids focus on their own interests so that is what I do. I have one little boy, he constantly wants to be on the computer all the time, and he hardly ever seems to be at other centres. So I let him be on the computer every day. Then there is only one computer and then I have to schedule time for other kids too, but he just sits behind and wants to watch the other kids on the computer. I want him to self-regulate and take initiative for other centres, but he always ends up back at the computer. That is his interest. He just does not want to do anything else.
Diya is of the view that learning is child-centred, and that the interest and the voice of the child guide the focus of the learning:

Instead of being prescribed by the adult, the environment, the activities, and the topics are all part of the learning that is prescribed by the child in their interest and the teacher’s job is to assist the learning.

**Physical Space**

The access children have to materials and centres, and the amount of floor space available, constitute the physical space factors in the FDK program. The layout of Full-Day Kindergarten is different from Half-Day Kindergarten in that there is less focus on starting the day by having students simply come in and sit on the carpet for calendar and formal lessons. FDK involves movement and more interactive ways of involving the children. In a few classrooms, ‘sign-in’ activities are the focus for the start of the day, by using a chart stand for students to come in and sign their name. At the start of the day, a morning message routine can be established whereby students are expected to find their name cards. Using the message to identify numbers, letters, and set the agenda for the day focuses the children.

Some ideas from participants for centres included: art centre, paint centre, creative centre, block centre, drama centre, play dough centre, literacy centre, math bins, and sensory centre. Furthermore, as mentioned by teacher participants, a recyclable materials centre, or a water, sand, or discovery table may invite learning and inquiry. The drama centre is often co-constructed and can change every month. Inquiry is guided through a discovery centre and the use of an “I wonder” wall. There might be a word wall made up of words suggested by the children and some common sight words also called ‘popcorn words’ (I, see, went, etc.) that they could use in their journal writing. Document panels, which display the process of learning, are
process-oriented rather than product-oriented. Showing pictures of the children doing the work and captions that share their thinking by stating things in their own words at the time of play helps deepen the understanding for teachers of what the child is thinking while doing an activity. Audit trails such as a writer’s wall can show work from the beginning of the year through to the end. These are examples of ways to show progress and child development that are also informative when it comes to understanding the individual child.

Diya reported that in her classroom, there is a corner for guided instruction. She said, for example, she might use this corner to work with a student who needs a little more help in letter recognition. Diya also talked about having the block centre in the middle of the classroom so she could always see what the children were building. The block centre could be used most of the time and by all children at all levels. In addition, the art centre in her classroom is a hub of activity, a space for interaction and creative freedom that could be used by all the students in the class, regardless of their level. Diya reported that in her classroom, there are several different areas for various activities such as block, paint, drama, writing, reading, water, and sand centre.

Elissa mentioned that the classroom layout was developed by giving due consideration to ‘quiet spaces’ and ‘loud spaces.’ The blocks and house centres were located near each other, given the high volume of interaction and movement around these spaces. The paint area, along with the reading and writing spaces, were situated in a quieter corner to allow students to focus and to work more independently. Hana thought that keeping materials at low, accessible levels and allowing children to move freely were very important. Francis liked more floor space and fewer tables and chairs. Children could sit more naturally on the floor while doing puzzles, playing games, and building with blocks. Gillian thought that classroom management could be improved with improved spaces. This teacher often considered avoiding crowded areas and
trying to spread out children and movement in the classroom. She often modelled setting up easels, clipboards, and white boards in accessible ways so as to encourage children to draw, paint, and write during the day when centres were introduced.

Integrated Curriculum

Play-based learning lends itself to opportunities for integrating subject areas. In Kindergarten the informal teaching also provides flexibility in what needs to be covered at a particular time. Not all children are doing the same thing at the same time. In fact, many children are all doing different things at the same time. There is movement and interaction most of the day. Inquiry is an important focus in the classroom.

Inquiry

Inquiry-based learning is a key component of the Kindergarten program as many science-related inquiries can happen all the time. Making notes and writing down the children’s thoughts on a topic of inquiry allows them to go back to it and revisit it. It could be posted on the wall, and the inquiry could grow over time depending on the child’s interest and the teacher’s guiding questions.

Bianca indicated that there is a need to put more inquiry into learning by having kids experiment and then giving them a chance to think and dialogue about their experiences. Gillian loved to build inquiry into science investigations all the time, and in order to encourage this activity, she would strategically place such items as magnifying glasses, clipboards, and books in a particular area situated near a window that overlooks a tree. Hana observed children, and when she saw they were looking closely at—or were deeply involved with—something, she would go over and ask questions about what they were thinking. For example, there were new ideas and
opportunities for inquiry at the block centre, where new structures were continuously being built. It was important that this inquiry was coming from the children and that they could investigate and explore things based on their own curiosity.

**Problem-Solving**

The shift toward engaging children and making them think was evident. Part of the self-regulation in the early years is giving children choices, having them engaged in decision-making, having them take risks, and encouraging them to figure out what to do next. This process of thinking develops critical thinking and problem-solving skills. When children are encouraged from an early age to share opinions and are given a voice, they are participating and developing in a more meaningful and connected way, and at a higher level.

Gillian talked about the many opportunities in the classroom for developing higher thinking skills and how her program encourages this in many ways. Gillian stated:

I often extend the learning by asking questions and getting students to explain their thinking. Also, through inquiry-time or sharing-time children are figuring out what to say and how to present it to others. The thinking in social interaction is also an important skill—knowing how to share your ideas and how to get others to hear you.

Similarly, Diya reported integrating problem-solving into classroom activities. She tried to have the class figure things out together, such as helping to determine how many chairs to put out based on the attendance for the day or what words were missing from the morning message.

Francis also reported using play-based learning as opportunities for developing problem-solving skills. For example, one of the ways of introducing this idea is through the use story-telling and literature to get children to think. As Francis explained:
I often ask them to predict what the story will be about by just looking at the cover. They can use clues from pictures to figure out text. I like to sometimes read half the story and then get them to share what they think the ending will be. I like to change the character or a trait and ask questions about what they think.

**Natural Sciences**

Teacher participants found the inquiry-focus in the classroom allowed for integrating nature, natural materials, and nature art as part of building environmental awareness. Bianca was of the opinion that there needs to be a greater emphasis on nature in the classroom. She described letting the children’s observation of changes in the environment guide learning in the classroom. By incorporating more natural science into the classroom, we can build on an inquiry-based learning model. Hana discussed strategies for classroom transformation using nature as the basis. She started with the physical appearance of materials. Hana described her approach as follows:

I learned that natural materials in the classroom are better. I try to use more wood, mirrors, glass, and less plastic. I also bring in many found materials and unique things. It can be [anything] from lentils, to beads, to metal coin-like materials, to clear transparent materials, buttons. We collect many things from nature and use it in different ways in our learning. Materials do not always have to be ordered from an educational catalogue.

Elissa acknowledged that the use of inquiry-based learning is an important part of FDK. To her, it is “the bigger part of learning.” It is also about connecting the inquiry to things around the children every day. Elissa shared an example of how spider inquiry developed in her class:

It is all about inquiry-based learning now. We were in the classroom and the students found a spider. So many students were excited about the spider. They ran over with a magnifying glass to look at it closer. They figured out it had 8 legs. We put it in the bug box. A few wanted to figure out what to give it to eat. We had to get books from the library and googled it and we learned more about spiders. The kids loved our classroom spider.
**Fun and Learning**

FDK was more about making learning fun and exciting in order to engage the student. This leads to the development of a love of learning that will be the foundation they will carry forward in the schooling years. The lasting memory of relationships and connections to their learning experience provided more stimulation and lead to better cognitive development. Hana found that change was an important part of her strategy to keep learning moving. Hana discussed her way to keep learning fun as follows:

I bring out new materials, new games, new toys, and new ideas all the time. The variety of experiences including what they touch, feel, and see is important. Each week we make something different. We make playdough, flubber, bubbles, slime, moon sand, play dough, or even bake or make juice.

Bianca also talked about the value of making learning fun for older children such as in Grade One:

It is about making learning more fun. I think [it’s important] to have fun, and to learn [while] you’re having fun, and no matter what age. Over the last year, there are some thinking about how many “baby-boomers” [there] are, and all the things they are used to doing. Nowadays, they are even thinking of building playgrounds for seniors. It’s true because when we’re having fun, it’s much better and a more natural way to learn about things. So I do agree with making learning more fun.

Alison clarified: “We don’t do themes anymore—only special occasions like Mother’s Day or Father’s Day. We try to avoid themes such as farm, apples, pumpkins, and focus more on centres of interest to the children.” Children are having more fun when they are coming up with ideas and working with them at their own pace, and at the time that they want to. This attention to the child is part of holistic philosophy as each child is developed according to his / her needs.
Understanding Holistic Education

The teachers shared some thoughts on holistic education. Generally speaking, they were aware that it is child-centred and requires a full understanding of children. Alison described it as expanding on the child’s natural abilities and looking at the child as a whole. Bianca stated that she did not know exactly what holistic learning means; however, she shared some of her thoughts about it. She suggested that it is related to bringing a child’s ideas into the classroom and expanding on the child’s natural abilities and natural desire to learn about something. Furthermore, it involves looking at each child as an individual and including more about the natural world in the classroom. Bianca further elaborated that it is important to be “looking at the child as an individual and bringing their ideas a lot more in the classroom, expanding on the child’s natural abilities, natural desires to learn about things in a child way.” Bianca further discussed her understanding of holistic education in the following way:

The full philosophy of the holistic education is basically looking at the whole child and then looking their perspective, putting more nature in learning and more inquiry based learning; this is all [that] whole model building on is based on—that philosophy—and I think they may not presented to the teacher as the holistic model but it’s just a practice and showing the classroom and the direction with that even the documents showing it’s based on that philosophy, so I may think it referred to that and talked about it. I think it’s evolved over the year—the whole philosophy, different people, different interests have contributed too. It means letting the child guide. Less structure means less sitting and more doing.

When Cassandra was asked to share her thoughts on the meaning of holistic education, she enthusiastically offered the following:

I would say yes, we use holistic education in the classroom! Especially in
Kindergarten, it is sort of the main thing. Educating the child as the whole. The curriculum is integrated the way it is to make the child whole. It’s like we don’t have science time, math time, art time because we are looking at the whole child and also looking at the whole learning process, so we don’t see anything that they do in isolation.

Researchers (Piaget, 1969; Vygotsky, 1986) have discussed the importance of attachment in early childhood and it is accepted that relationships play a part in healthy developmental processes. Relationships are essential to learning, and developmental achievements also come from the interactions with other people and objects. A student that has a good relationship with his / her teacher will feel safer and more motivated to learn (Zull, 2002). Cassandra also shared the following perspective on learning, relationships, interactions, and her understanding of how the social aspect contributes to this:

The more laughter and fun you can build into the Kindergarten program, the more enthusiastic they are and the more growing up every day they are doing, and when you build that love of school and the love of learning, then you can capture them on such a greater level. That is what I want to do and that is holistic learning. The social aspect of learning is important.

Cassandra further discussed her philosophy on inquiry-based learning and how her understanding of it has evolved:

It has more inquiry-based learning and the model shows the classroom differently and the direction has changed to letting the child guide. Different people, different interests have contributed too. There is less structure and this means less sitting and more doing. You capture them on a greater level and that is holistic.
Diya said that she wants children to self-regulate and take more initiative, and that building on the child’s interests, voice, and connections becomes very important. Diya also expressed that “…holistic education is about addressing the needs of each child and understanding the whole child. It is about becoming more of an observer and then building a program around the needs and interests of the children in the classroom.” This connects with the understanding that there is more attention to many areas of development: social, emotional, physical, cognitive, and intellectual developmental needs; they are all equally important. Therefore, Diya argues that: “Authentic learning is based on deeper and deeper connections with the child in a balanced program.”

**Understanding the Full-Day Kindergarten Model**

The eight teacher-participants saw the benefits of the Full-Day Kindergarten learning program. They all said that they believed that more time for students meant more time for learning and also more time for self-regulation, self-discovery, and extending learning. A child-centred and student-interest focus was a great part of the new FDK program as it engaged those who wanted to be doing something; it did not mean that everyone had to do everything all the time. Moving toward encouraging choice, decision-making, and risk-taking was a bigger shift in the delivery of the program. The new full-day learning model would also allow students to get deeper into topics and explore learning in different ways. Students could research, build, and engage in what they wanted to do.

Alison described the following benefits of the FDK learning model:

The full-day lets them relax and get into things. They also have more time to problem-solve and get into play-based learning. I think that it is fantastic. I just saw that children are able to socialize, which is the most important thing about
Kindergarten. For them to learn to get along with other children is huge…Without play, they don’t have to challenge themselves and problem-solve—not as much time to do this in [the] half day.

Bianca felt that the full-day program really benefited the Senior Kindergarten (SK) students and stated that: “As far as kids progressing, SK definitely progress, probably further than [they] would [in] the half day. The JK [Junior Kindergarten] is not [progressing] so much. Cassandra conquered and reported that the children, especially the JK students, are exhausted in the afternoon. Sometimes there are inconsistencies with their attendance as well in FDK. She stated:

The kids are very tired as the whole day is a lot for them. They are tired and cranky, and they want to sleep when they get home. I have three little boys whose attendance is very poor. They usually come every other day.

On the other hand, Diya felt that: “In the full-day they have more time to play; this is the time all children learn, discover, be creative, and think.”

**Play and Activities**

Teachers commented on the greater use of centres, play, and choice during the full-day learning. Whole-class activities are kept short. Teachers start centres earlier in the year. They also do more open art activities rather than whole-class art activities. Bianca offered the following explanation:

Before, I would have the whole class doing one activity, but now after a few weeks, we start centres. They have the choice of what they want to play. They do centres depending on what they decide to do.

Bianca further stated that: “The children are more independent. They decide when to eat, they are the ones who determine when and what they will play and who they want to play with.”
Furthermore, Bianca explained that instead of telling the children how many people should be at the centre, she posts a sign on the wall near the centre so they can self-regulate. The crowd control for centres provides some class structure. Children learn the rules and then they follow them on their own.

The co-construction of centres is also emphasized in the Full-Day Kindergarten program. The children can, for example, make suggestions about how the drama centre should be set up. They can brainstorm a list and then vote. The students have more input into what the focus of the centres will be. Thus, the centres are based on student interests. Bianca mentioned that the integration of various subject areas (such as gym, language, art, math, and science) and the flow of play have become more natural. For example, for outdoor play, the children might sign in by writing their names with chalk on the pavement; they then play ball and count their bounces, or run around and look for bugs. They also engage in cooperative play in order to foster their social development. Engaging in activities such as riding bikes and visiting the park also helps them develop gross motor skills. Ball skills are also good for hand and eye coordination. Bianca explained how she integrated math at the co-constructed shoe store in her classroom:

Right now, we have a shoe store, we measure feet, and we make a chart of the length of the children’s feet.

Diya acknowledged that play is the focus of FDK:

They all are doing different things. Play is the focus not just centres and rotation around them.
Cassandra commented on the children’s interest in show-and-tell. She said that children have a lot more to talk about when they bring something in from home to share with the class. As she explains in the following quote:

We usually have to repeat the centre from the morning because kids get used to being with certain things and will they get to do it again and finish something if they did not finish it. Then we usually begin in the afternoon with show-and-tell.

Cassandra also shared that singing is an effective way to learn in Kindergarten. Letting children choose the songs to be sung builds on ideas that they themselves have generated. The teachers also mentioned that they address the individual child and his or her needs and interests and bring these to the class for discussion. Diya stated:

Every child is individual. I don’t know if I can answer that as a whole, and thinking of my kids, they are each different in different stages. I have one child who is much into learning [about] things we bring from outside. She is very curious about science things and that is part of full-day learning. We address the child and their needs and we use their interest to bring into the class for discussion.

Alison highlighted the importance of asking guiding questions:

By asking them guiding questions, [we get them to] think a little deeper and get more information on their background and about what connections we can be discussing.

There are some challenges with Full-Day Kindergarten. Bianca mentioned that finding a quiet place can be quite challenging, especially when the children are less mature. She shared that:

I find it’s very difficult this year. I don’t know if the kids are less mature. I had
18 boys and eight girls. Even working with an early childhood educator (ECE), you know we’re both different people and have different expectations.

Socialization

The research findings revealed that children are given opportunities to socialize in FDK. As Alison mentioned, a full day of learning gives children more time to socialize, to be around different people, and experience different stimulations. She elaborated as follows:

I think that it is fantastic. I just saw that children are able to socialize, which is the most important thing about Kindergarten. For them to learn to get along with other children is huge. After all, socializing and stimulation are important skills; most children have only been in the home environment with no siblings; they come to school to be around others and be stimulated.

Bianca concurred, adding that: “Getting the chance to come up and participate in the class and it’s really good for their social skills and leadership skills.” Children develop oral language skills and learn to talk to others, express their thoughts and ideas, and also learn how to ask for assistance when needed. Using words, sentences, and asking questions develops their thinking. Francis discussed the importance of free play, outdoor play and gatherings on the carpet as social times for the students as many children are learning for the first time to socialize away from family members. Throughout the year they build confidence to socialize with classmates. Lastly, social media is another way to encourage interaction between parents and teachers. Hana created a class website, and uses ‘reminders’ app where teachers can send pictures to parents of things children are doing in the daytime. Some teachers also used ‘weebly’ website to share information. Using technology is also a way to improve communication between colleagues.
Reading and Literacy

FDK literacy skills development was embedded with the play. Letter and word awareness started with discussions during whole class activities and eventually small group activities. Some teachers had a strong literacy component in their FDK program. Cassandra talked about her carpet time, language development in her classroom, and literacy learning among Kindergarten children, and elaborated as follows:

They see the repetition of the words and it gives them an idea what we’re going to do during the day, especially their activities or something special for that particular day. I write it down in the message and they also start to identify letters. I see them try recognition of words [and recognize] the fact that there are spaces between the words. I do every sentence in different colours, to learn about sentences—the fact that there is a period in every sentence. Now, actually, I’m having kids coming up to do what I normally do by pointing to the words with the pointer and [the] class is reading along as the child is pointing and it’s not been a controversy. I do [it] a lot and see benefits around that. Is there any controversy about coming up and reading? Well, the whole fact that they are sitting on the carpet.

There is some controversy around reading, as many of the participants thought reading skill development was not a priority while others thought they should do it every day. Bianca elaborated on this as follows:

I do totally agree some kids are not ready [for sitting on the carpet], but they can learn some other things [from] the fact they have to, you know sit for a while and listen to have self-control. I see a lot of good things and you know it really matures children. I know it’s hard to sit them, but you know the fact of life [is that] they have to during the rest of the school. That’s the important thing.
The morning message helped the students learn about sentence structure, punctuation, and word repetition as they learned to identify words and use a pointer to point to words in sentences. This was also helpful as it gave children an idea of what activities will be done on that day. Bianca highlighted oral language and encouraged children to talk about the books that they were reading.

Furthermore, Elissa tried to incorporate some form of literacy skill development into her teaching every day. There were clipboards in play spaces and children could easily access a pencil and clipboard and make a plan, write a list, draw a picture or just scribble as they played at a centre. Elissa described the following scenario in her class:

I have built in many invitations for learning in my classroom by leaving out clipboards and pencils. At water table or block centre you will see clipboards and pencils. I encourage children to complete one literacy work daily. They have a cubby space that is for their completed work so they have somewhere to collect and store their creations. This literacy work can be anything they want it to be—a drawing, journal story, a plan, a list.

**Self-regulation**

The purpose of the snack centre is to develop self-regulation. Children can choose when they want to eat their snacks, and they need to know whether they are hungry or thirsty. They need to open the containers and learn to use scissors to cut open the wrapper. Children can build independence and self-regulation in simple routines, such as during snack time. At lunch time, children all eat together, but concerning snacks, they need to make choices about what to eat and if they even want to eat. As Cassandra commented:

Snacks are the part of the morning and the afternoon, a lot of the time the kids don’t snack in the afternoon. Sometimes kids are so hungry right from the start.
They need to nourish themselves and pay attention to their bodies. They learn to take care of their basic needs.

Bianca shared that they do not go outside during lunch hour, and that some structure keeps the day organized:

They don’t go outside during the lunch hour. No, because the other kids are outside. Sometimes they may watch a movie. Sometimes it is more of a quiet time and children can relax and listen to music or read. But all classes keep children in at this time because the rest of the school is out at lunchtime.

Bianca acknowledged that in Full-Day Kindergarten, carpet time is different, and that this activity has become very difficult given the increase in class size, which used to be capped at 20 children in a half day Kindergarten classroom. The fact that the class size has increased to over 30 in FDK does not always make sense and presents many challenges. For example, it has become more difficult to get children to even sit at the same time. To overcome these challenges, Bianca had to change carpet time to include a quiet activity for kids who did not want to sit:

There are too many kids that you have to focus on. I had less time with my kids—27 kids, it’s so hard. Carpet time is so difficult; that’s why this year I had to say if you are not ready to sit on the carpet, do the quiet activity somewhere else, where[as] in the past everybody would sit down and do the story at the beginning of the year. [It is the] same size classroom but just more students in the room and longer time of day.

Alison observed that if children are not allowed to experience different activities and discover new things, their learning becomes stifled. As she observed, play also allows them to challenge themselves, think outside the box, and solve problems:

I think without play they wouldn’t be able to challenge themselves and be able to
think outside the box and problem-solve as effectively. Making choices and decisions for themselves is also part of self-regulation. I redirect children to come up with ways to solve problems to get them thinking.

Cassandra also reported that decision-making constitutes a bigger part of the Full-Day Kindergarten program. A lot of learning is happening when children are making choices. Socialization skills development allows children to access more information and ask questions of the teacher and other students. These interactive activities help deepen their understanding and both students and teachers have the opportunity to ask questions. Cassandra explained as follows:

They spend the time in Kindergarten learning by socializing, learning from each other, and by role-playing. They are able to access more information and ask questions. They are allowed to just to explore with the teacher and students.

The students’ learning is self-directed based on their various interests, and because of this, what they are learning becomes more relevant. They are allowed to explore in different ways and discover through their own self-directed learning. The teacher can ask guiding questions to engage the child in dialogue about their learning. Through dialogue, the teacher can deepen the learning for the children by making them reflect on what they are learning.

**Looking at Assessment**

Assessment is an important part of classroom teaching. The process of understanding where the student is and scaffolding learning in order to develop their interests is based on the teacher gathering information about the student. Assessment is done in different ways. Literacy skills assessment can be done by using magnetic letters in a basket and having a child pull them out and name them; students can also use the white board and write the letter that the teacher
shows or says. Memory or Bingo games are fun and allow the teacher to evaluate who really knows their letters and numbers, as they play. Alison shared the following thoughts:

We still do alphabet recognition, but it is done less formally. We might set up the centre and the kids play come over and play games to get to know letters and then to recognize the alphabet, they’re supposed to read a letter on a card. They can also use either white board or magnetic letters, read in the room, and this kind of thing. But some kids do not do all the centres, so again it’s a little harder to assess them.

Bianca shared the following strategies for assessing literacy skills:

They are always thinking of the alphabet. I don’t call it letter of the week anymore. It is just a letter. For letter W, we did watermelon. We cut out triangles like a watermelon slice, we painted it red and green, and I had white stickers that they coloured black for seeds. We had a watermelon to cut up and eat. We also sang “Wheels on the Bus” and lastly we drank water. They loved it. I could tell who was getting the ‘w’ sound and who could recall ‘w’ words.

Diya also contributed the following ideas:

Instead of asking them to recognize letters on paper, you might set up a centre and have the kids come over to play a game and they may use a white board or magnetic letters at that centre and you ask probing questions to see if they are showing literacy skills and letter recognition and sounds….The new assessment approach includes creating an audit trail. An audit trail captures samples of student work to show how the child has developed from September to June. For example, a journal may have drawings where children at first could only scribble or make lines, but after a few months in the journal, you could see that the child was making stick people, and as the year progressed, they were adding more detail in their drawing such as features on the face when they drew a person. This could also be valuable to capture the child’s experiential writing. At first, they
may only write random letters, but over time they write letters in their name and
later they may experiment with using beginning and ending sounds to write.

In addition, teachers are capturing and sharing learning through documentation panels
where photos, quotes from students, sample work, and simple explanations of the process of
learning are highlighted. This adds more value than simply putting up many finished products
that look very similar on a bulletin board. Finding ways for children to individualize their
thinking and creativity in the classroom allows them to express themselves in their own unique
way. Art centres are open all the time, and children rarely all do the same craft.

Less paper-and-pencil assessment and greater use of technology have helped to reshape
assessment in Kindergarten. The use of the video and digital cameras, along with various teacher
apps and the iPAD, allows teachers to make quick notes with lots of visuals of each child’s
artwork. As Diya elaborated:

In the full-day learning you are using more photos and videos to understand the
children’s learning abilities. The video can be played and is more authentic and tells you
so much.

Videos of children involved in play activities present a way to observe the children and create an
electronic portfolio. Often, the play itself explains the context in which children are meeting
specific curriculum expectations, and showing a video during a parent-teacher interview explains
more clearly what the child has been doing in the classroom. Alison also talked about her
experience with using photographs and videos:

This year we used a lot of pictures and videos. You can sit back and watch the
video to make sure that the child is assessed properly. We don’t videotape all the
time that is for sure, because we’re doing much more than that, but we use it a lot
more than we used to. I videotape and watch the kids in the classroom. Photos
Observation is always a great way to assess children. Observing them in play gives a good idea of their approach to learning and understanding. The teacher is always moving around and paying attention to the children. Francis discusses the importance of observation:

We have to observe and walk around to assess them, not just sit at one place. We assess during co-construction, too, to see who is giving the ideas and participating in the discussion. During co-construction, we can see who is getting into it. We let the kids take ownership of building up a centre. You see the excitement and enthusiasm build. You see who is absorbing.

Following instructions and understanding expectations can also be considered a form of learning. Some children follow instructions well, whereas some need reminders. Cassandra described her approach:

Sometimes giving them activities and seeing if they can perform the activity within the steps expected, they may be asked to complete it. I am observing as they perform their activity.

Even during outdoor play, children get opportunities to make choices. Children play and interact differently inside versus outside the classroom. Both are important types of play in Kindergarten, as they help children develop different skill sets. Diya described observing the choices made for outdoor play:

I write notes during outdoor play noting the choices and interests children show, their gross-motor skills and ball skills.
Cassandra commented on the importance of taking the time for one-to-one interactions with the children as a form of assessment. As she explained, the teacher needs to make the time to sit and dialogue with them:

One-to-one question-and-answer period with the child gives you a good perspective of the child’s understanding of the topic. Oral communication as an assessment tool is great. Say within science when they telling me about the life cycle of the chicken. I try to sit down the child one-on-one and have them explain what they are learning and what they know about the cycle. Finally, participation in small group and whole-class discussions tells you more about the child.

In addition, portfolios of sample work are of great value, using checklists is an easy and quick way to make an assessment, and taking anecdotal notes on the spot are also helpful. There are many ways to assess, and more time to assess in a full day of learning. The teacher can really get to know the child, and more records on progress are available to really understand the child. Connecting with parents and developing a rapport to build trust and a sense of community or family, helps build security.

Each teacher adapts to change in different ways, and it is interesting to hear their individual perspectives and specific examples of teaching practices. Through the process of creating tables for coding, the data became more coherent and organized, and this led to the emergence of key themes. The specific quotes within each table give rich data and present the bigger picture, as well as various perspectives on a specific question asked. Drawing out details from the transcripts and capturing data in tables constituted a significant part of the process of data analysis. The process of separating teaching practices from teacher’s challenges with FDK was also informative.
Challenges with Implementing FDK

Implementing policy change such as FDK does not really mean changing practices but contributes to a shift of mindsets. The shift may be gradual for some and quick for others, but for teachers, the journey itself is always ongoing as they are challenged in many different ways. The community of learners, the school administration, the professional training they are given, the leadership and experience of staff, the support, and expectations from colleagues, the materials, budget, and resources are all factors that may be thought about as part of the move toward Full-Day Kindergarten learning. It can often mean taking pieces of the puzzle and figuring out how it will all be put together. No classroom will look exactly alike, but some key elements and challenges may be faced. Highlighting challenges presented by teachers will also identify gaps and areas for making improvements. Below are some challenges identified by the teacher participants with the move toward Full-Day Kindergarten.

There are several challenges that the teachers discussed. The most frequently discussed is the class size. Teachers feel that the class sizes in Full-Day Kindergarten are too big. They feel that class size should not be increased because the physical space has remained the same. There are more people in the same space, moving around more often. It is a busy room. The teachers reported that they need more space and fewer students. The following comments from Alison aptly shed light on these challenges:

To be very honest, the class size that they are suggesting scares the pants off of me. There are 26 or 27 children, but it could go up to 32. I fully support full-day learning, but I think we have to stop and look at the square footage of the classroom. I have a hard time with 27 chairs in the classroom and still building in play centres, floor-based centres to get on the floor to play their train, trucks and plane, and sort things on the rug. And then when 27 are here all day they are here
for lunch which means you need table space for everyone, you need chairs for everyone.

Diya agreed, stating that:

My biggest thing is to reconsider the numbers. There are too many kids in the classroom. An ECE working with me helps me a lot and I spend more time with the children, but over 30 kids is still too many. It’s not because it’s too busy, there are just too many kids that you have to focus on. It is so hard to do your best and deliver an excellent program with too many kids.

Alison suggested that the program should be structured differently, in that Junior Kindergarten (JK) should be for half a day, whereas Senior Kindergarten (SK) should be a full day:

I would say and suggest that they begin with the Junior Kindergarten at half a day see how it goes, you know, they are adjusting. And SK will be a full day. That’s how I see it.

Furthermore, there are more messes to clean up, and deciding who should clean them up becomes an issue at times. Alison commented as follows:

I think they had probably problems with custodial things. In the beginning of the year there are a lots of accidents when the kids [here] are all day. Sometimes they are not the nicest washroom stalls at the end of the day. One day, we had to evacuate the classroom [because the blocks were soiled] and [it] got to be a question—who will clean the blocks? I called the Union but the Union said certainly it’s not my job; even the ECEs said it’s not their job either and what ended up happening is one of the custodians got paid an extra half an hour to come and clean the blocks, but I was told it’s not common practice and would not be happening all the time. I don’t know what is going to happen in the future if it happens again because it seems custodians are not happy because of the extra
clean up. With so many little boys you can imagine [how it is] in the bathroom at
the end up of the day. It needs to be cleaned more than just once a day or just at
the end of the day for sanitary reasons.

The constant moving around in the Full-Day Kindergarten classroom requires teachers to
be more alert and active. They have to make sure no one is getting hurt. There are more children
to watch in a smaller space, so there are more likely to be accidents, especially when they are
there the whole day. Cassandra commented on the challenges of managing the larger number of
children:

You cannot just sit down and focus on one group if you are in charge of the whole
class and you have to watch and are making sure they’re doing okay. You have to
make sure no one is getting hurt.

Cassandra also commented as follows:

It’s too busy in the full day; there are just too many kids that you have to focus
on. There is also so much happening and the children need lots of attention.
Teachers get tired, and the kids get tired too. One more thing to worry about in the
full day is kids falling asleep. The kids are very tired, as the whole day is a lot for
them, they are tired and cranky, and they want to sleep when they get home. I
have a very young poor little guy. He is young. He will be sitting on the carpet
and his little hand goes up and right back down and he is fast asleep. We have
children fast asleep on the carpet.

Teachers find that they need a bigger budget to provide more experiential learning
opportunities. They need more materials to build centres, especially as they are trying to move
away from paper-and-pencil activities. There is definitely a need for different types of materials.
Cassandra talked about how she ordered a light table, transparent shapes, mini chalk boards, and
chalks to add to her classroom.
Communication among the ECE and other teachers, and also with parents becomes more important in a FDK. Communicating with parents is challenging because when there is an ECE in the class, sometimes parents are not sure who is in charge. Alison shared her thoughts and experiences:

I find it’s hard for [me to] communicate because, and I know it’s happened throughout, but you know the parents tell [one of us] something important and I feel it’s very important to make [sure] the other one knows. Again, it is not that easy. I don’t know what the parents say to the early childhood educator sometimes. For example, even in this week one of my parents is in the hospital, I taught the child last year too, and I taught them again this year, and she’s been in the hospital very ill and nobody told me about it until she was out of the hospital, and I feel very bad because I could have called. I could have talked to the child and kept a closer eye on them in the class with emotional and mood swings. I am often wondering what is going on. With two people, parents even get confused with who is in charge.

Kindergarten is very different from the rest of the grades in the school, in terms of both classroom configuration and the way in which the classroom is run. Its uniqueness can present more challenges. The maturity of the children varies a great deal, too. Self-regulation has to be taught and this takes time to develop because many children come into the class unable to do anything for themselves. Diya commented on the challenges further:

There is a huge gap between your immature JK and your mature SK [in terms of] their learning needs, their self-regulation habits, their interests, and abilities. There is a lot going on and it is challenging meeting all their needs. I don’t feel I am meeting all their needs.

Cassandra described the challenges of all-day play-based learning:
Play all day is chaotic. There is very little structure. Sometimes I find it extremely hectic. There’s a lot of movement. There’s a lot noise. That is my feeling on it.

Understanding the role and dynamics of ECE in the Kindergarten classroom has been evolving with each teaching partnership. Bianca commented that the ECE’s role is not very clear, and that often presents a challenge. It is nice to have two adults in the room, but Cassandra remarked that the teacher is the main authority in the classroom, and she needs to establish that early in the year:

I think it still comes down to who is liable, you know the teacher’s role, and it’s not like an ECE. We are essentially liable; it comes right down to the teacher’s responsibility at the end of the day.

Bianca described the relationship between the ECE and the teacher as being difficult because they have different perspectives, different educational backgrounds, and thus, they do not always agree:

We are working as a team, but the relationship dynamic is challenging. We are two different people because I am a teacher and she is an early childhood educator. We’ve got different backgrounds and you know different amounts of education and yet teachers keep referring to the documents. We almost have to be doing to be exactly the same thing. That’s the relationship challenge.

Cassandra commented that planning ahead becomes more difficult when learning is based on child-initiated play; although she can think about units ahead of time, what actually goes on depends a lot on the children and where they want to go with ideas. There are also challenges associated with not having formal circle times. As she explained:

The other thing is you can’t really plan ahead. Before we might spend some time thinking about units ahead, but now it is all child-initiated play and we can’t
really plan ahead. We are not supposed to have circle time, but I don’t agree. There are always hurdles every day.

Given the movement and noise, a quiet space in which to learn is not always available for those who want it as the room is often loud and busy. Cassandra found that there is more chaos, and children are not as able to sit and listen. There are different levels of maturity and different learning styles, but children still need to learn to sit and listen. A lot of time goes in teaching this skill even for a short time:

Sitting is hard for children, but they need to learn to listen to important things. I try to get them to sit for a story, but they are more restless. The kids are not well-trained and it is hard for control. Often when I look at the room there is complete chaos. The behaviours get worse if nothing is done.

Alison commented that the teacher needs to be aware of things the children are not using or getting bored with, and change things often in the classroom in order to keep them engaged and excited. Alison talked about her focus on bringing more interesting things to them, such as bringing in new material and developing centres for specific interests. For example, if children get bored of the construction centre, the educators can think of ways to excite children about learning and change the centres.

Finding ways to effectively manage the movement in the room with more people and less space, finding ways to share resources and gather more materials, along with thinking of effective methods to manage children for the full day away from parents can be challenging. The first month of school, Kindergarten teachers are dealing with so much from both parents and children; it can be a challenging and busy time of the year.
Hearing from each of the teachers and trying to understand the reality of the classroom was a wonderful experience. Having visited each classroom and seen their style of teaching was informative and valuable; this helped me to gain a deeper understanding of each participant’s perspectives and a better sense of a ‘day in the life’ of their classroom.

FDK has brought more access to classroom resources (books, online resources, conferences, workshops, etc.), an increased budget for classroom materials, and more attention to the Kindergarten program from the administrative staff in a school. Some may even say teachers are getting more information and training, but teachers are feeling they are not equipped with the right type of training, and the board is not giving them the expertise they need to manage this new FDK program. Teacher participants feel that they are thrown into a classroom setting that is very different from what they were once used to. They are expected to adapt and learn and make it all happen. The pressure is high and the job of a Kindergarten teacher has become more difficult.

There has been some awareness of the FDK program and direction it is taking—shifting to more child-centred approaches, more movement, choice, and stimulation. However, classroom management issues, difficulty for partnership planning time, difficulty meeting student needs/levels with differentiated instruction, lack of support for behavioural and special needs children, and dealing with transitions smoothly with larger numbers are some of the challenges that teachers are facing with the FDK program.

**Summary and Conclusion**

Integrating new expectations and implementing them in the classroom means changing the way one thinks. Through the process of taking interest and the initiative to learn, one can
broaden perspectives and knowledge. I wore two hats as a teacher and researcher. An important part of the journey for me was realizing each informed the other in my journey. The conclusions, interpretations, and perspectives that formed as I drew conclusions from my findings were making more and more sense as I moved ahead. Sometimes looking from above or from the outside gives a different perspective than looking from the centre or from within would. It was wonderful to have both to rely on in the self-discovery process in my work. In this case, research informed practice and practice informed research. Likewise, teachers continue to reflect on practice in their classrooms.

Next, I will discuss more about the data findings from the eight teachers and how they relate to the literature review and theoretical framework. Weaving teacher’s perspectives, literature and research data highlights key areas. My personal voice and conclusions from findings identify teaching practices which will also be part of the discussion and analysis chapter that follows. Implications of the research findings and suggestions for future research are also included.
Chapter 5
Discussion and Analysis—Connecting Practice with Theory

Introduction

Education is an integral part of childhood, and a strong foundation (Canadian Council on Learning, 1996, 2007; Pascal, 2009a, 2009b) can allow children to reach their highest potential later in their schooling years. The focus of this study was Kindergarten teaching and learning. An examination of different FDK classroom practices as well as a historical overview of Kindergarten learning. Looking at the past, present, and future provided some rich perspectives on the direction in which Kindergarten teaching and learning is going.


It appears that no one theory proved adequate to describe and explain learning and development but each contributed to better understanding specific aspects of it. The Integrated Child Development Model—as presented in this thesis (see Figure 4), creates a landscape to view early years developmental domains and was inspired by the need to connect concepts and
ideas from different educational philosophies and theorists in order to meet the needs of Kindergarten students. The model provides the lens which guides the discussion on teachers’ perspectives on the FDK program in Ontario. Through their lived experiences in the FDK classroom and their openness to share, the teachers provided valuable insight on FDK teaching practices. This research study gives a voice to teachers concerning how children are taught in Kindergarten classrooms in Ontario and also informs educators, policy-makers, and administrators on the FDK program and how it is being implemented in schools.

Connecting with the teachers and letting them provide an understanding of what the FDK curriculum looks like in the classroom as well as share their success stories related to teaching practices broadens one’s knowledge of 21st century Kindergarten teaching approaches. Moreover, hearing teachers’ opinions and getting a sense of their thinking about FDK can be meaningful and insightful. The complexity of this province-wide educational initiative can be further examined by considering the effectiveness of delivering the FDK vision, along with possible concerns, issues, and challenges, which can eventually inform the future direction of the program.

This chapter focuses on the discussion and analysis of research findings and making connections to concepts and theories introduced in the literature review. Connecting practice with theory and weaving the two will clarify some key elements such as play, environmental education, inquiry-based learning, experiential learning, and teacher presence. Teachers’ understanding of play-based learning is influenced by their training, knowledge, skill, experience, values, beliefs, interests, and motivation.

The research questions will guide the discussion in this chapter. The research questions included:
1. What kinds of teaching practices are evident in the Full Day Kindergarten (FDK) ‘play-based’ learning classroom?

2. What are the key elements for consideration in setting up of the FDK classroom?

3. What are teachers’ perspectives of and challenges with the implementation of the FDK program?

To address these questions, I first connect the ideas and experiences of the Kindergarten teachers who were interviewed in this study with key elements that are considered in play-based learning. Second, I address the question by looking at how teachers are implementing the Full-Day Kindergarten (FDK) program. I share the opinions and examples given from teacher participants relating to their implementation of FDK teaching and learning strategies. Third, I consider what challenges teachers face with FDK and then discuss what changes teachers want to see with the Kindergarten program.

In these qualitative case studies, triangulation was used to overcome weaknesses or intrinsic biases that might be a problem if using single methods. The purpose of triangulation in qualitative research is to help increase the richness of the data and strengthen the data results. The methodological triangulation involved the use of more than one method to gather data (such as interviews, observations, artifacts, photographs, and notes), and this provided insight into each teacher participant’s style, philosophy, and practices. Teacher profiles were each represented in individual case studies.

Through this triangulation process, specific key themes that were coded from the research data brought awareness to the attitudes, beliefs, and perspectives of the Kindergarten teachers in different topic areas. By gathering data from interview questions/responses, classroom
observations, notes, and making comparisons between the eight teacher participants, major findings were revealed.

An analysis that includes looking at the interconnectedness of various elements and the overall relationships as well as the unique data findings that stand on their own will be presented. The process of data interpretation and cross-referencing analysis involved the following: finding trends and highlighting responses to specific interview questions; looking for similarities and common themes as well as new information; evidence from classroom practice, artifacts, and different teacher perspectives on a topic.

Teaching Approaches in the FDK Classroom: Play-based Learning

Looking back at theory and connecting it to practice, we can see how classroom teaching practice is developing with play-based learning approaches. As discussed in the literature review in Chapter 2, educator Froebel, the ‘Father of Kindergarten,’ introduced play way back in 1887. Since then, there had been evolving perspectives on what type of play experiences are of most value to children’s development. Froebel’s (1887, 1889) philosophy of education rested play on four basic components: i) free self-activity, ii) creativity, iii) social participation, and iv) motor expression. Scholars such as Dewey (1938) also believed play to be a primary vehicle for mental growth; however, Dewey believed more strongly in the importance of scientific inquiry in play. Therefore, keeping children interested and engaged in play activities that are meaningful means teachers have to think more about the type of play they want to develop, and thought must be given to materials, set-up, and extension of learning during play-based activities.

Gardner (1987) also acknowledged that play experiences bridge and adapt to different learning styles and make sense as a teaching approach in the early years. Furthermore, Piaget (1962), Vygotsky (1986), Bruner (1967), and Sutton-Smith (1997), reinforced play as an
important activity for the development of various skills in a child, including cognitive, social and problem-solving, critical thinking, and imagination. In this research study, all eight teacher participants agreed that play-based learning is an integral part of their Kindergarten program.

Some types of play were common in all classrooms. For example, all eight classrooms had engaged in block play, sand and/or water play, house centre play, and dramatic play. Outdoor play was also integrated in the daily routines twice a day. Some examples of outdoor play activities could include: bringing centres outside for the day, a tent/camping area, gardening, blowing bubbles, art with chalk or soapy bubble paint on the walls, a nature walk, playing at the park, bike and scooter riding, using a wagon, doing hopscotch, playing ball, hula hoops, skipping ropes, as well as engaging in organized sports or cooperative games.

Less teacher-directed learning and more child-centred learning seemed evident in all eight classrooms. Dewey (1938) continued to impress that change brings about new opportunities; by embracing these changes, educators can continue to assist children in making sense of the world. Rather than directly instructing children, educators need to allow children to work collaboratively with others in order to engage their body, mind, and spirit more fully in the learning process, especially during the Kindergarten years. Children are capable of using all of their senses and connecting to the world around them in different ways.

Miller E. and J. Almon (2009) discussed the different faces of play and the different ways in which it can be accessed and integrated into the daily routines in the classrooms. Six classrooms had open access to play dough as well as cut-and-paste with construction paper and crayons. What made each classroom unique were the different types of activity-based centres. Four classrooms had a puzzle centre. Two classrooms had open access to paint and to a puppet centre. The physical learning environment, classroom layout, accessibility for children, and the
variety of materials were different in each case study. Some examples of other play centres included car-and-ramp, construction, art, planting, animal figures and farm-house, and dress-up or dramatic play areas. During this research, there was evidence of the great variety that existed in the type of play as well as the range of materials teacher used in FDK.

The focus and style of each teacher and the flow of the day became more evident during the observation visit, which provided a good opportunity to see, not only how the teachers established rules and routines, but also how they extended learning. Some teachers asked questions to deepen inquiry, shared learning experiences on a daily basis with children, and also focused on the variety and type of materials they were introducing to the children. Other teachers were less involved in interacting with the children and let the children make their own choices throughout the day.

The data findings revealed evidence of Reggio Emilia (Malaguzzi, 1993), Montessori (Montessori, 1967, 1972a, 1972b), and Waldorf (Steiner, 1994) approaches and inspired practices, which transformed classrooms. For example, by using logs for stools, building an outdoor garden or bird houses, and using various play type materials that were open-ended and made with natural materials in the classroom, teachers were able to transform the learning environment. Furthermore, rocks and crystals in baskets, sectional trays for sorting branches, and mirrors for placing materials were at one centre, and books and papers at centres also provided for more open-ended writing experiences. There was also much evidence of the use of various items from nature. For example, some teacher participants encouraged students to use nature in rock art, leaf art, and branch art. In one classroom, a teacher participant often communicated that there is not just one way to do something with the materials. Through this approach, the children are really encouraged to come up with ways to engage with the materials in different ways. It
was also evident that the teacher participants added literacy tools and materials at centres in order to build interest in reading and writing. Very often, the choice of topics was also inspired by the children’s interests in the subject matter.

Regardless of the simplicity in the materials, the children were required to build creativity skills based on what they can do. This means and approach for presenting play in the classroom is unique and meaningful. There is careful consideration of the type and variety of materials to introduce to students and what to avoid in the classroom. The idea of a child (Barr, 2002) as a creative, compassionate, caring, expressive independent thinker was a common value in Reggio-Emilia, Waldorf, and Montessori’s educational approaches, and these similar values are shared among these pedagogical practitioners.

Evidence of deepening thinking through creativity (Bruner, 1976; Schirrmacher, 1998) was visible in arts and crafts activities in several classrooms in this research study. At times, children would use a sponge or a stick to paint; they would also use the bottom of bottles or lids to make circles for different textures. Children experimented with, and mixed, colours; they also introduced various shades, by sometimes using water colours to create art with different tones and colours. A couple of teacher participants used techniques inspired by specific artists or stories they had read. Art was integrated as a follow-up to a nature walk or another experience the children may have been involved with. A couple of teacher participants tried connecting learning to real-life experiences and building awareness of their environment. A few teachers were creating cards, a class mural/quilt/collage, and many simply always had drawing materials such as pastels, pencil crayons, chalk, pencils, and markers available to students daily as their attempt to inspire new creations. One teacher even created coloured paper samples when children
dipped white paper in a tray of boiled blueberries to create blue paper, and onion peel water to create yellow paper.

In one classroom, recyclables were used to create critters and a rainbow made out of coloured wrappers hung on the wall. The awareness of environmental print, and the use of recyclables on the one hand established an increased awareness of reusing items in our environment and on the other hand, encouraged creativity. In another classroom, materials such as buttons, lids, caps, material, cardboard, or sticks inspired creativity and the use of imagination. Many classrooms were making three dimensional art. Artistic expression was visible with the complex block play, Lego models, and use of connectors and / or a combination of the above. In some classrooms, students also worked on projects or self-created mini-books over the week. This allowed them to develop and broaden their thinking and their ideas over the week. The concept of ongoing project work added to the quality of children’s creations and also expanded ideas and thinking.

Play may look very different depending on the various educational philosophies. For example, in a Waldorf classroom, instead of the toy-like materials, home life materials such as knitting materials, table settings, logs, blocks and baking products, are used. Steiner (1994) reiterates that there is also an aspect of Waldorf philosophy that reinforces that children learn best with movement. In the Montessori classroom, the idea of individual learning experiences is prominent and children are working independently on different things, and at their own level, as was evident in many of the classrooms observed. Montessori (1967, 1995) encouraged the use of less plastic and more natural wood materials, including beads, wooden geometric blocks or sorting sticks, and posited that other materials such as puzzles may be more directly connected to the curriculum. Reggio Emilia (Malaguzzi, 1993; Edwards, Gandini, & Forman, 1993) inspired
classrooms to sort colours by the rainbow, use light tables, investigate, and explore with nature materials such as rocks, trees, flowers, and leaves.

**Nurturing Individual Identity**

When we consider Gardner’s (Gardner, 1983, 1999) multiple intelligences, it is clear that one size does not fit all and children have different ways of learning. Teachers in this research study felt that it is important to minimize the time at the carpet and at sitting activities, as this gets children moving, and in turn, helps them learn. More tips and information on the importance of physical activity to improve learning is available on a website for Healthy Families BC at [https://www.healthyfamiliesbc.ca/home/articles/importance-physical-activity-children](https://www.healthyfamiliesbc.ca/home/articles/importance-physical-activity-children). There was a conscious effort to plan the day with time for movement, choice, and both indoor and outdoor play. Teachers were aware that children learn well with movement and interaction. Vygotsky (1934; 1978) and Banchi and Bell (2008) showed that more group exploration, less table-and-desk work, less paper-and-pencil activities, and more inquiry-based activities were embedded in FDK. Furthermore, the data findings revealed that there is a broad spectrum of play-based pedagogy / teaching practices in the Kindergarten classroom and a shift away from only a paper-and-pencil activity approach in FDK to a more play-based and activity-based learning approach.

Each of the teacher participants reported that their experiences with play-based learning approaches had been enjoyable for the children. One teacher mentioned that she felt the kids were getting more through play and were more engaged, excited, and interested. All teachers also indicated that the shift toward child-centred learning, individual inquiry and exploration, and finding opportunities to extend student interests was working well in the FDK classroom. All the teacher participants found that there was an improvement in children’s level of interest, as well
as their level of excitement and engagement. Thus, the shift from instructivist to constructivist seems to bring about positive change. McQuail et al. (2003) emphasize the shift toward process-oriented outlooks and child-centred learning approaches build on the freedom of choice, expression, and interests.

**Play with Multi-layered Facets and Making Connections for the Child**

Teacher participants indicated that from their classroom experiences, play develops a child’s imagination, creativity, literacy, numeracy, social, and problem-solving skills. Play theorist Sutton-Smith (1976, 1996, 1997) advocated for the value of play and its deep connection with children. For example, in role-playing, children are able to discover and pursue what interests them. They learn to cooperate and decide who plays what role, and what should be said. Children take the lead in their learning in many ways. This allows them to build their confidence in talking and performing in a play-based setting, where they can make mistakes, have fun, learn from others, and try new things. Vygotsky (1978) demonstrated that pretend play allowed children to explore everyday situations and social roles. W. Haiget and P. Miller (1993), in their research, proved that by the age of four children are ‘prolific pretenders,’ spending over twelve minutes per hour engaging in pretend play and spending more time in pretend play episodes with peers than in solo play episodes. The data findings from teacher participants in this study confirm the value of pretend play in the classroom. Teachers reported that the dramatic arts centre was a good area for pretend play, but also as students constructed and created things they would engage in pretend play using materials and art created as props.

Interviewees identified several other factors as contributing to effective, comprehensive and quality play experiences. One teacher mentioned the need to integrate more natural science
into the program. Another teacher stated that introducing new materials in the classroom is often important and exciting for the children. Other themes identified included the role of the teacher, the role of the student, integrating activities into play, physical space in the classroom, movement and learning, language, numeracy, boredom in play, intrapersonal child development, and inquiry. It is important to integrate and balance the key elements such play-based learning, inquiry-focus, experiential opportunities, child-centred interests and environmental education in the FDK program.

Furthermore, the play itself is seen as a starting point, and finding ways to develop and extend the learning is something teachers are thinking more about. Integrating subject areas from the curriculum (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2006a, 2010) into play is another goal teachers are working toward as they rethink and reflect on best practices in the Kindergarten classroom. For example, in this study, instead of the paper-and-pencil approach to teaching numbers, and the representation of quantities or patterns, children were encouraged to look for numbers in the environment around them. Some teachers developed more questioning techniques and practices whereby children were asked a couple of questions in a careful way to allow them to continue the natural flow of play. During block play, children were asked about their structure and a connection was often made to a mathematical concept. Sometimes, simply letting children talk freely about their personal creations allowed dialogue and insight about their play experience. In addition, encouraging the children to become more observant and see what was naturally occurring was a new focus in teaching and learning for many FDK teachers.

A peak period for creative self-expression occurs between the ages of 4 and 6 (Schirrmacher, 1998). The arts curriculum is also an important part of the Waldorf (Steiner, 1994) philosophy of learning. Teacher participants also found that it was important to foster
creativity in their classrooms by providing free-flow and plenty of time to access diverse materials such as paint, clay, cut and paste, and drawing tools. Rather than always providing a model for children to copy, teachers tried to foster originality. Furthermore, all teachers in this study discovered that creativity could be expressed in block play. For example, blocks are timeless and classic play materials that all the teachers found extolled benefits for young children. As they concentrated with devotion on block play, they were provided with opportunities for building whatever they wanted, using their imagination. The children were also developing visual-spatial awareness, and perceptual-motor skills as they fostered creativity.

To reiterate, all the teacher participants identified play as an effective and integral teaching practice in the Kindergarten years. Teachers confidently acknowledged the importance of play. All the teachers shared specific examples of play activities and experiences in their classes, and during the classroom observation, there was clear evidence of play-based materials and play-based teaching practices. The study’s findings clearly showed that play-based learning was an integral and important focus in different ways in the various FDK classrooms. In addition, teachers actively experimented with child-centred and inquiry-based learning during their implementation of FDK.

Teachers’ Perspectives on Implementing FDK Curriculum in the Classroom

When examining the teacher’s perspectives on the FDK program, the findings revealed that all teachers felt moving to a full day from a half day benefited the students, especially the SK students. They also stated that with more time, teachers could get deeper into learning, giving children more opportunities for both structured and unstructured play. While teachers felt that students were learning more, they also felt it became more challenging to manage a less
structured Kindergarten program. Three teachers reported that it became difficult to integrate subjects with play. It was not so easy to get on board with the FDK expectations. Many teachers experienced a learning curve at the beginning and a lot of experimentation before eventually developing a good quality Kindergarten program that they could implement and run smoothly. For example, teachers found that they were trying to find effective and creative ways to meet the needs of the curriculum, as well as reach all the different learning needs while trying to honour the natural flow of play.

There are some advantages of FDK as revealed in this research. The majority of the teachers agreed that spending a longer day seems to make a big difference in children’s learning. In a full day, there tends to be more time for creativity, conversation, and context learning, as revealed by the teachers. There is more small-group learning time and less whole-class instruction. Children are moving more freely and in a less structured way, thus can work at their own pace and depth. It was reported by many teachers that in the Full-Day Kindergarten, students spend little time on calendar routines and whole group lessons, and more time on individualized activities. Children sit on the carpet for only 10 minutes at a time to get instruction or participate in a discussion, then spend longer periods on the carpet for story time or for sharing their work. There is awareness among teachers about the importance of choice and movement and building those elements into their FDK program.

In addition, when compared with children in Half-Day Kindergarten (HDK) classrooms, children in FDK classrooms spend more time (in absolute and relative terms) engaged in child-initiated activities (especially learning centres), more time in teacher-directed individual work, and relatively less time in teacher-directed large group setting (Lee et al., 2005). Teachers of FDK expressed higher levels of satisfaction with the program schedule and curriculum, citing
benefits such as: more flexibility, more time for child-initiated discovery learning, and more opportunity for in-depth inquiry and creative activities. Teachers were aware of the need to foster gross, fine, and perceptual-motor skills development in young children. Teachers identified social competence, emotional regulation, and self-expression as emerging priorities in FDK. Correspondingly, Bruner (1967, 1976) reinforced the notion of learning as an active and social process in which students construct ideas and express themselves.

**Teachers’ Perspectives on the Challenges with FDK**

Overall, FDK has its benefits but also its challenges in implementation; many teachers expressed their opinion on this. The majority agreed that class sizes are too big, and the student-teacher ratio ends up being too high. Teacher participants did find it harder to run a quality FDK program with large class sizes, especially because there is such diversity in the student population, considering the many special needs issues and the overall trend toward a higher ESL population in many Ontario schools. Controlling class size is also part of holistic learning in that it reduces noise and chaos and creates a space for quieter learning. All teacher participants agreed that a smaller class size would make a big difference in the quality of education that is delivered. Data findings from this research correlated with other research findings on the impact and importance of class size. For instance, Bascia (2009) also confirmed in her research in Ontario schools that a smaller class size does provide an environment for increased quality of education for students, especially in the early years. Research (Bascia, 2009, UNESCO, 2004) shows evidence of the importance of managing class size effectively to improve the quality of education.
Furthermore, there was concern about the lack of understanding and training around the FDK model. There was a definite shift in the way teachers were expected to go about teaching in the FDK. However, the way they embraced the change and dealt with challenges was unique to each individual teacher. Each teacher had his / her own training, knowledge, and understanding of FDK expectations. In fact, even parents and the administrative team at the school are continuing to learn about FDK. UNESCO (2004) identified teacher training as a key indicator of quality education programs. Therefore, to manage quality of FDK programs in Ontario, teachers should be given more teacher training specifically around the FDK model.

Each had his / her own interpretation of FDK, routines, teaching style, and personal identity as a Kindergarten teacher. At times, the need to shift practice was met with resistance. There was evidence of different teaching approaches from each teacher participant. Nonetheless, the teachers also had different reactions to what they had to deal with in FDK within their own classroom. In general, there was definitely some interest, excitement, and enthusiasm to implement FDK among teachers, but there was also a sense of frustration and even confusion.

The ECE and teacher partnership was a continuous challenge for teachers who were used to planning, teaching, and running their own classrooms. There is a lack of role clarity and there are often tensions among educators; regardless, they are forced to make it work, which makes it awkward and stressful. ECE training is also very different from teachers’ college training. Many teachers were unhappy with the way the FDK model was rolled out and indicated that they needed more continued professional development opportunities and guidance on the best way to build a quality early years program, as well as nurture and manage relationships with the ECE.

Another challenge for teachers is understanding the new FDK curriculum document—*FDELKP* (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2010). Some teachers expressed that the FDK is not
only about play; there is still a curriculum to cover, and this becomes an issue for teachers who are trying to make sure they are meeting all curriculum expectations throughout the year. Interpreting curriculum documents, planning, and developing learning experiences improves with experience and knowledge.

**Building Learning Partnerships and Quality in a Supportive Environment**

Parents are becoming more aware of play-based learning approaches. Instead of having children watch television, they can encourage children to play more at home, to self-regulate and to communicate. Informing and working with parents to let them know about early years centres, community parks and recreation programs, and the value of outdoor experiences for children mean that parents—and not just educators—have a role to play in child development. Quality family life and teaching important values such as respect, kindness, and compassion are equally important in child development. It could mean simply letting children talk after hearing a story and letting them share their ideas and opinions; parents can ask questions at home instead of providing all the answers.

Learning partnerships and community support for early years education have improved with the opening of Ontario Early Years Centres, as well as the seamless and manageable before- and after-school care programs for children. Along with Kindergarten, many Ontario schools provide before- and after-school care in the school. This has made it easier for parents, and the seamless transitions also help children. There is the need to continue strengthening community relationships and connecting families as well as providing support for parents and children. Communication and awareness are especially important as many new immigrant families are adjusting to the educational system in Ontario, and as the population of ESL students continues
to grow. Encouraging children to write their own stories, make books about their life experience, and letting them make dual language books or share their learning in different ways through audio, video, and drawing. Newcomers to Canada are also connected to community resources and teachers can continue to develop classroom strategies for English Language Learners (ELL). Literacy development in multilingual school environment adds to the complexity of teaching and learning, and also means teachers need to celebrate the linguistic diversity and capitalize on it in this move to becoming global citizens.

The awareness of community support services, building of quality relationships and accessing quality resources make a difference in the quality of learning. The special needs support, ESL small group instruction, and speech therapy in addition to the various psychological services that help identify issues and assist children earlier can also address children’s learning needs in a more effective and timely manner. Improving the quality of education also means addressing the needs of children in today’s society and providing the necessary services to students when needed.

The diverse community of learners also means that educators and teachers need to adapt and be aware of teaching practices that are inclusive and address the needs of learners in today’s society. With increased awareness by teachers of the backgrounds and different learning styles of students, differentiated practices become more important as teachers are at the front line of addressing children’s needs. Teachers can be empowered and equipped to refer services and gain more support from administrators and the board by sharing their insight on children in an effective and timely manner so each child can get the support needed sooner than later. This means managing the allocation of both time and money in an efficient manner so children get the
support they need. Everyone’s experience is enriched when children are from diverse backgrounds. A good Kindergarten program honours diversity in its many forms.

Equity needs to be an active part of teaching practices and an intrinsic aspect of the school culture. Equity needs to be embedded in the values and beliefs of individuals and groups. Twenty-first century learning is not only about technological integration and building a green team for environmental education, but also emphasis on social justice, culturally responsive pedagogy and inclusive education. Ontario is multicultural, a great asset, and Canada’s most diverse province and there needs to be a greater evolution of practices to meet the changing societal needs. Schools and teachers can ensure more accountability for achieving equity goals, being actively involved in removing bias, eliminating discrimination, and eliminating barriers. An equitable and inclusive educational system is fundamental to achieving high levels of student achievement. It is recognized internationally as critical to delivering a high-quality education for all learners (UNESCO, 2008).

In 2009, the Ontario government established Ontario’s Equity and Inclusive Education Strategy that reports, “Equity is a condition or state of fair, inclusive and respectful treatment of all people. One must remember that equity does not mean treating people the same without regard for individual differences.” (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2009, p.4). In the past, voices of marginalized groups may have been silenced, but in future generations starting from the Kindergarten years children are learning that their voice counts and their presence is does matter. Diversity in knowledge production, varied opinions, innovative and creative ideas are valued. Diversity is represented in many ways. Furthermore, the Ontario government’s (2009) inclusive education vision considers the diversity of the population:
Diversity is the presence of a wide range of human qualities and attributes within a group organization or society. The dimensions of diversity include, but are not limited to ancestry, culture, ethnicity, gender, gender identity, language, physical and intellectual ability, race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, and socioeconomic status (p.4).

In essence, diversity in Ontario communities is an asset and educators and society at large should understand how it can enrich one’s life and how it truly can give an advantage.

**Enriched and Modified Curriculum Guides Learning Goals**

Research also showed that the FDK curriculum document is guiding teachers and the new version of the *Full-Day Early Learning—Kindergarten Program (FDELKP)* would be helpful. Boards can also consider revising report card systems and updating the format of the report card to reflect the new FDK curriculum. Teacher participants in this study commented that the report card is still the same and that the structure and reporting on student achievement is reflective of the ‘old’ learning expectations. Resources on FDK are also available for teacher support and continue to be helpful. The Ontario government can continue to inform and guide teachers on the FDK curriculum, including studies, reports, website information, and tips for teachers. Continued updates on the Ministry of Education website build more awareness and inform all stakeholders. More communication fosters better relationships to help manage change.

Oral communication, particularly social skills development, constitutes an important part of FDK. Vygotsky (1978) encouraged and emphasized conversation between children to facilitate the acquisition of knowledge and language development. Reggio Emilia (Cadwell, 2003, New, 1993) consistently demonstrated that talking together can help children put ideas into words, increase their ability to use language to explain their thinking, and help them make cheerful social contact with others (Edwards, Gandini, & Forman, 1993, 1998). Teachers can be
aware of the need to increase the amount of talk in the classroom among children whenever possible. Teachers also talked about the importance of building children’s vocabulary.

Teachers are developing language and print-rich environments to provide pressure-free opportunities for experimenting with reading and writing. Storytelling, inferring, predicting, role-play, and finger-play are all enriching literacy learning opportunities in the Kindergarten classroom. Teachers also all agree on the value of books and having them available and connected to learning in the classroom. Children continue to love to hear the teacher read a story during story-time. Elissa read a story about rain in her classroom and it led to various interesting dialogues among the students that extended learning in multiple pathways.

Many Kindergarten teachers want to develop emerging reading skills and experiential writing opportunities. There is a need for balance between an unstructured program and a rich literacy experience for each child in the Kindergarten years. There was some evidence of literacy opportunities in FDK classrooms; various texts were available at different spaces in the classroom (whether at centres, or on the bookshelf), and there were charts written out on stands or in pocket charts, paper and pencil at centres, labels in the classrooms and a word wall. Words and text were visible on the morning message. The idea of more balanced literacy in the classroom may be an area of development for teachers. Dale Willows, Professor of Child Studies Education at OISE, University of Toronto, focused her work (2002, 2008) on literacy education in classroom instruction on reading and writing. Willows (2002) is the school administrator of ‘The Balanced Literacy Diet’ website, which is a useful tool for practical ideas for elementary literacy instruction and describes areas of development and focus, such as building phonemic awareness systematically and sequentially, building print awareness and facilitating letter sound recognition - specifically during the Kindergarten years. Willows (2008) argues that teacher
development is another key factor to reducing literacy failure. Teachers can keep a range of books in the classroom and implement a variety of activities.

Some teachers were also using graphic organizers to discuss a topic and share information. Writing down the students’ thoughts and scribing for them is also part of literacy development in the Reggio Emilia philosophy. The Reggio Emilia-inspired emergent curriculum (Cadwell, 2003) emphasizes the importance of a child’s natural curiosity, independence, and sense of personal wonder. If we want students to produce original thoughts, we need to facilitate learning by infusing more questions than answers and helping children document their thinking.

Balanced literacy initiatives (Willows, 2002, 2008) are important and need to reflect the diversity of a school community. There are many English as Second Language (ESL) learners in the student population. This also challenges the literacy component and teaching approaches. Teachers in this research study often developed a repertoire of chants, rhymes, and songs and let children learn to sing and repeat lyrics to build vocabulary. Finger movements and actions with songs improve children’s memory and make learning more fun. In many Kindergarten classrooms, teachers use sign language, visuals, gestures, and pictures to differentiate teaching and meet the needs of different learning styles. Movement, song, and repetition are effective strategies for early years learning. An integral part of transformational practices involves understanding the learner and shaping teaching practice and approaches.

In future research, examining the literacy component in FDK may provide evidence of best practices and guide teachers through more explicit instruction on what can be done in the classroom. It is important to find out what knowledge teachers have about the literacy goals in the early years, and then see how teachers can be empowered to broaden their understanding and
use of resources to meet the divergent needs of learners in school today. More work can also be
done to gain a deeper understanding of the long-term effects of students within the FDK program
in basic and advanced literacy development, reading, writing, and oral communication.
Therefore, until more research is conducted and reported on the FDK program in Ontario schools
and made available, it will be difficult to see the true effects of this policy change. It would be
interesting to compare the experiences of children in Ontario schools with those of other
provincial schools; it may also be of interest, to consider and examine national and global
teaching and learning plans and practices that build global awareness on early years educational
developments. The novelty of FDK means there are definitely areas for future research within
the classrooms, across the province, and across the nation. Many researchers (Gullo, 2000;
Rothenburg, 1995; Da Costa, 2005) have been comparing the benefits of FDK for JK and SK in
comparison of HDK programs.

Kindergarten builds on children’s desire to make sense of the world. Comparing
quantities and encouraging children to touch each object builds one-to-one correspondence
awareness. The act of moving, aligning, and sorting objects, as well as organizing materials
encourages children to organize their information. Planning experiences where children can
compare two quantities encourages more math talk. In participant teachers’ classrooms, making
the centre with moveable and including interesting manipulatives made it more interesting for
the child. Froebel (1887), with his ‘gifts,’ used geometric wooden blocks and found that the
aligning of blocks was often the basis for the development of simple math and physics concepts.
Montessori (1964) found that the counting of beads and grouping of numbers with visual
representation helped build a solid foundation for number representation that could assist with
mathematical operations later. Some teacher participants did refer to the use of the tens blocks
and tens frame, and they integrated dice or card games with building tens activities. Some
teachers also created math bags with dot plates; children were also engaged in sorting,
patterning, or matching activities using visual representation.

Estimating and determining quantities is always built into early day real-life experiences.
For example, teachers can ask the children, “How many large pails are needed to fill the water
table to the blue line?” First the children guess, then a child comes up to fill it and the children
all count. Another question could be, “How many children are here today?” The special helper
uses the special pointer to count and point to each child sitting in a circle on the carpet. This
child reports the number for attendance purposes, and all children see that counting is important
for everyday life. The teacher can also ask probing questions with calendar routines, for
example, “How many days until our field trip?” In this case, a child comes up to count the
squares and put the sticker on the date for the trip. As in these cases, real-life math learning is
meaningful learning. Francis integrated formal math concepts each morning into classroom
centres. There were sorting biggest to smallest, measuring objects in a basket with paper clips,
filling in missing numbers on a calendar, and ordering number cards.

Problem-solving and reasoning that involve “big ideas” are foundations of mathematics
in Kindergarten programs. They can do this by measuring, comparing, classifying, sorting, and
by answering simple questions and solving simple problems. Teachers can identify, extend,
reproduce, and create a repeating pattern with many types of play materials. Children can thus
learn to describe shapes, size and colour and use math language to explain their thinking during a
one-to-one conference. All five strands, as described in The Full-Day Early Learning
Kindergarten Program – Draft Version, 2010-11,—Number Sense and Numeration,
Measurement, Geometry and Spatial Sense, Patterning, Data Management and Probability—are
introduced and have specific curriculum expectations that teachers are developing in their FDK program.

**Physical Space: Building the Indoor and Outdoor Classroom**

The teacher needs to establish both a physical and the cultural environment in which children have the opportunity to wonder and be curious. In this research study, the majority of teachers were aware of the importance of both the indoor and outdoor classroom. Many teachers were also experimenting with the environment as a third teacher. It is important that more time is given for outdoor inquiry for children. It is vital to support a program that provides children the opportunities for outdoor activities such as gardening and trips to the farm. Thoreau (1999) argued for the value of field experiences and the importance of acquiring the ability to foster inquiry and observations. Thoreau was a man who grounded his thinking in experience with the natural world. Palmer (1998) argued that the development of care for the environment starts in the early years. Educational philosophies, such as Waldorf and Reggio Emilia, transform classroom practice with nature as the basis for developing young minds.

Waldorf education (Steiner, 1994) also integrates subjects and the relevance of the real and natural world. In the Waldorf education system, children spend a generous amount of time farming and gardening during outdoor play. At one school, children also had an outdoor classroom where they had rocks and logs arranged in a circle; they used this space for seating both for small group discussion and whole class instruction. The school developed garden boxes, vegetable gardens, and integrated a rock garden. Some teachers were also taking children to sit in a circle on the grass. Palmer (1993, 1998) supported environmental educational practices and the value of using outdoor classrooms in the early years of learning.
In planning activities throughout the year, teachers often think about what will excite the children and try to relate it to what is occurring in nature at the time of year. For example, in the fall, teachers may integrate nature walks into a study of the change in season. They may bring leaves into the classroom and integrate them into arts and crafts activities. In winter, students build in the snow and do snow and ice experiments to learn about solids and liquids. In spring, the teacher may bring live caterpillars into the classroom and create an environment where children can watch the chrysalis process and the emergence of the butterflies. Teachers may also arrange the physical environment to promote peer interactions and provide a quiet space, areas for investigation, and allow access to materials, equipment, and books. Introducing learning at appropriate times is part of teacher’s planning process. It is important to be aware of integration and making connections in the learning process.

Furthermore, building up centres around the learning is a great way for children to explore and go deeper into learning. When students learned about the life cycle of a butterfly, teachers often brought live caterpillars into the classroom to bring real-life connections to the learning experience. This helped to support the language associated with the investigation, especially for those ESL learners with very little English vocabulary. In Kindergarten classrooms, teachers often try to make a space where children can view live specimens from different angles. A space where children can draw and write about their observations and represent their learning makes learning more engaging as they watch live species. Some teachers find it of value to even add play dough to the science centre so children can try to replicate creatures by studying the parts of insects or live specimen. Children start to add more details when they have objects, insects, or flowers in front of them. A science centre in the classroom is
a place for children to explore and investigate. In this study, teachers would often hang up students’ work to share observations and understanding of living things.

Participant teachers often planned activities to extend play experiences. Teachers would ask probing questions as they went close to observe play. By asking questions such as: “How could you build the tower taller?” and “What did you build?” teachers encouraged children to represent learning and ideas in many different ways. Some examples, such as, drawing about a topic, role-playing it at dramatic centres, and creating things with craft materials to extend learning. Students were also talking about topics with the teacher or peers, sharing their learning with the class, and bringing in materials related to the topic from home. Often, teachers would ask the students, “What do we need to have at this centre?” Teachers would change centres often and add new books or materials to keep them interesting for the children. Vygotsky (1978) believed that social engagement and collaboration with others was a powerful force that transformed thinking. In dialogue, we extend knowledge and learn to think and reflect. Vygotsky (1987, 1986) believed high quality play experiences increased verbalization, language comprehension, problem-solving, questioning, imagination, cooperation, vocabulary, and empathy.

Teacher can respond, challenge, and extend a students’ learning experience in many different ways. For example, talking to children about their artwork draws interesting information about their thinking. Using prompts like, “What does it remind you of?” becomes an excellent way to extend learning. Thinking aloud guides children. Teachers noticed students looking at the pictures in a book, and observing what excited them allowed for dialogue about children’s interests. Teachers discussed how educators could understand more about what experiences the children had and teach them to link their school learning with home life.
Teachers find that explaining vocabulary with visuals is also important in the early years. For example, one student talked about camping, another student talked about the cottage, but some had no idea what these meant because they were not familiar with this vocabulary or experience. The teacher took the time to look up the word on the computer and project it on the screen. She also brought in a story about camping. The student who is new to the country may not be familiar with a ‘camping’ conversation; he therefore needs to develop background knowledge. ESL learners and newcomers are a growing portion of the diverse student population in many schools. Teachers are beginning to adapt teaching styles to meet student needs.

Teachers also look for understanding by interpreting body language and by taking the time to interact informally with each student at least once in the day. For example, during outdoor play, teachers would go up to quieter students who had not shared ideas or talked during class, and talk to them on a one-to-one basis. All students express and share their understanding in different ways. Some are more orally strong, whereas others are more artistic.

Bringing the outdoors in the classroom and creating exciting and interesting learning spaces open the door of inquiry. The excitement of playing and exploring in nature presents endless possibilities and is connected to whole child learning philosophies. Mother Nature, as a playground of learning, provided real-life connections for the students. The classroom is seen as a place to build curiosities, to wonder, and to share thinking. Gardner (1983, 1999, 2011) also identifies ‘naturalistic intelligence,’ where learners relate deeply to nature and learn best in a natural environment. Gardner describes the naturalistic learner as one who flourishes by being able to touch, feel, hold, and try practical hands-on experiences, but generally within the outdoor environment, in nature and with animals. Naturalistic is the most recent addition to Gardner’s theory. It has been met with more resistance than his original seven intelligences.
Gardner (1999), in his book *Intelligence Reframed: Multiple Intelligence for the 21st Century*, individuals who have naturalistic intelligence are more in-tune with nature and are often interested in nurturing, exploring the environment, and learning about other species. These individuals are said to be highly aware of even subtle changes to their environments. Teacher participants also found that some Kindergarten children had more natural curiosities toward worms, snails, and bugs. Some children really wanted to dig their hands in the dirt and touch insects, worms, and living things while others did not want to get their hands dirty or did not enjoy exploring worms or insects.

This research (Cappon, 2006; Pascal, 2009a; Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000) leaves no doubt that early childhood learning and development is vital for lifelong learning. Many previous research studies (Best Start Expert Panel on Early Learning, 2007) have confirmed the benefits of quality early years education, and it is scientifically proven to help improve brain development (Mustard, 2006; Rushton & Larkin, 2001; Rutledge, 2000; Washington, 2002) in children. Many Canadian children are not yet experiencing optimal early learning experiences. We need to pay attention to research conducted on the impact of the full day early learning goals in order to gain a better understanding of best practices in the Kindergarten years. Seeing how teachers are implementing FDK practices in the classroom is insightful.

In the Ministry curriculum, key teaching and learning approaches, such as learning through inquiry, learning in real-life contexts, and learning through exploration, are described as holistic approaches. The aim of early years education is to give children the best start possible (Pascal, 2009a, 2009b; Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000). In the Kindergarten curriculum document, the Ministry stated that most children are naturally curious about their surroundings. They have
an interest in exploring and investigating, to see how things work and why things happen.

Children have an innate sense of wonder and awe and a natural desire for inquiry.

**Integrating Curriculum and Developing FDK**

The Ministry also outlined five areas for developmental consideration: physical health, social knowledge and competence, emotional maturity, cognitive knowledge, and communication skills. In the Integrated Child Development Model, developed based on this current research, I have included “spiritual” as an additional domain. According to the guidelines, the key components of the Kindergarten learning environment are: “the use of space in the classroom and outdoor area; the use of time during the day; and the appropriateness and variety of the resources available, including both people and materials” (Ministry of Education, 2006, p. 22). As the findings of this research have revealed this, it is evident that teachers are making use of the learning environment, the indoor and outdoor classroom space, the considerations for building inclusive, safe, and stimulating spaces to learn and explore.

The use of the PIECE model helped provide deeper understanding of the different domains, as well as the types of teaching and learning practices that support each domain. Furthermore, a better understanding and improved clarity on the role of the educators resulted from the study. Teachers are seen as researchers and facilitators. Teaching practices that take a more transformational approach, rather than a transactional approach (J. P. Miller, 2010, 2011) suggest that teachers are engaging, exploring, and interacting with students more with an understanding that the learning should focus on child interests. Parents gain a better understanding of their role and ways to get involved with their children’s journey. All educators learn and work together through greater collaboration and professional development. Most
importantly, the children learn and explore with deeper understanding as they are learning to be thinkers, problem-solvers, theory makers, leaders, and team members; they are becoming more confident beings along the journey. What is clear is that while on the one hand, it is important to have a better understanding of factors that contribute to children’s early learning and development, on the other hand it is difficult for researchers to isolate the impact of any one philosophy (e.g., Reggio Emilia, Montessori, Waldorf). The adaptation of educational philosophies can vary from teacher to teacher, and no one child is the same as another. Therefore, the learning is always fluid and changing. It is clear that in order to meet the needs of Kindergarten children, learning should be active and requires meaningful participation, stimulation, and engagement from the teacher and learner.

In addition, the Integrated Child Development Model brings awareness of the domains of child development and the importance of the focus on a child-centred approach in Kindergarten program development. The individual teachers in this study integrated elements of practice from different early years philosophies, and educators are building FDK classroom teaching and learning practice with information and resources that guide FDK program development. The teachers are aware of a ‘newer’ way to teach Kindergarten than they may have seen or heard in the past. Through this research, it became evident that there is an increasing awareness of the shift in the role of the teacher as facilitator, researcher and observer. Guided questions deepen learning for the children, unraveling children’s perspectives and scaffolding the learning.

The research findings have revealed the importance of both teachers and ECEs working together in a harmonious way in order to contribute to the quality of the FDK program. The EYE model, in Figure 8, was developed to better reflect and depict the significant role of the teacher and ECE in the FDK classroom and the organic nature of the learning partnership. It also shows
the flow and dynamics of the partnership, which plays such a vibrant role in setting the environment, the tone, the connections, and the beginning journey of school life for the child. The role of the teacher and the ECE in the FDK program must be balanced, nurtured, and maintained over time to sustain the child-centred focus and the development of all six domains. The role and importance of both the ECE and the teacher working effectively together need to be recognized and require teamwork. Hence the circle is shared as two partners meet to complete the teaching component in FDK programs. This is a modification from the original design of the PIE Model, which has been renamed to reflect the early years-education context of the research. Furthermore, after joining the two sides of the outer circle the PIE Model looked like an ‘eye,’ so it made sense to rename the Integrated Child Development Model and call it the EYE Model. The EYE Model integrates and brings together concepts and elements that became important aspects to consider in FDK.

![Figure 8. Early Years Education (EYE-Model)](image-url)
Using the PIECE Model also identifies the five key elements in FDK and can guide teachers as they set up their classroom. The PIECE model also assisted in making sense of the data. The data codes established (such as integrating learning with activities, the physical space, and the role of the teacher), represented some relevant aspects of developing good quality FDK teaching practices. Teacher participants were defining their practice in the classroom by using aspects of these elements, and this model resulted from the research findings. It provided a way of looking more closely at FDK practices. Finding ways to focus on the key components will reinforce the FDK teaching approaches. Play-based Learning, Inquiry-based Learning, Experiential Learning, Child-centred Learning, and Environmental Education define the 21st century learning model for Kindergarten children embedded in the centre as a focus of teaching and learning approaches and the ways to reach the outer developmental domains as well as how the child is nurtured by educators who guide the learning process from the outside.

**Integrated Approaches: Shifting Kindergarten Teaching Approaches with FDK**

Scholars and theorists (Froebel, 1887; Gardner, 1999; Malaguzzi, 1993; Montessori, 1964; Palmer 1993, 1998; Piaget, 1962; Steiner, 1994) acknowledged the importance of early-years education. Identity, child-interests, and self-awareness are also important (Dewey, 1938; Miller, 2011; Miller, 2010; Wane, 2012). As children learn through play, experience and engage in inquiry, children are learning on a deeper level. Findings from the data show that teachers are starting to use holistic teaching and learning approaches, such as inquiry-based learning, to build on children’s spontaneous desire for exploration. In inquiry-based learning, educators facilitate and guide students to become more focused and systematic in their observations and
investigations. The practices in the classroom can vary from whole class, small group, and collaborative inquiry style learning approaches based on interests. Interaction and dialogue improve and allow for sharing thinking. Through the case studies presented in this research, it is evident that there are examples of FDK approaches in teachers’ classroom teaching practice as described in the Ontario curriculum. Implications of this research, including curriculum expectations, will be discussed next.

**Implications of the Research**

According to previous brain research studies (Greenspan & Shanker, 2004; Pascal, 2009a; Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000; Mustard, 2006; Shonkoff, 2006), educational research (Cleveland et al., 2006; Cryan et al., 1992; ELECT, 2006; Pelletier, 2012; Sylva et al., 2004; Vanderlee, 2013), and different educational philosophies around the world, there are great benefits to early childhood education. The big investment in FDK with Bill 242 (Legislative Assembly of Ontario, 2010) has been based on various opinions of professional panels, educators, and researchers. Teachers in this research study all agreed that there are benefits with the FDK program as student achievement and learning are beginning to improve. Therefore, the continuation of the investment into FDK programs is of value.

A summary of key research implications providing quality FDK teaching and learning practices is important and can be based on the following features: (a) learning through play-based, inquiry-based and experiential-based exploration; (b) making the educational experiences child-centred and authentic; (c) building on children’s past experiences, nurturing self-expression and identity; (d) strengthening relationships and connections; and (e) creating
stimulating environments, both indoor and outdoor, for children’s learning and development. This research study highlighted key areas for quality FDK.

This research did confirm that teachers also found improvements in child development, social skills, school readiness, and self-regulation. There was support from educators for FDK. However, many of them feel that FDK needs to be managed better and there needs to be a long-term plan that will allocate funds and ensure that the investment is focusing on helping the children. Older classrooms are being equipped with supplies and new ones are being constructed as an addition to existing school buildings. Current research (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2013; Vanderlee, M. L, Youmans, S., Peters, R., & Eastabrook, J., 2012) on FDK in Ontario is showing that school readiness skills and self-regulation are improving with FDK and children are benefiting from the investment in FDK programs in Ontario.

A major implication of this research is the need to improve the quality of FDK by reducing class size. The children are being placed into classrooms at an early age, but to improve the quality of care, there was a consensus on the need to reduce class size, provide more support for special needs children, and provide more ongoing training for teachers. School boards can also be more aware of the needs of teachers and advocate for smaller class sizes and improved learning partnerships. They also need to be conscious of how money is being spent and allocated. In the end, the children need best practices, quality educational programs, and supportive educators to ensure that they receive the true benefits of early years education. Thus, while the roll-out of FDK is almost near completion, there is still work to be done on effectively managing class size and the long term plans for sustaining this billion dollar investment.

Since the introduction of FDK in Ontario schools, teachers are more aware of 21st century teaching and learning practices such as play-based learning, inquiry-based learning, and
experiential learning. As we build awareness of constructivist approaches in education (Wane, 2010; Miller, R., 1992; J. P. Miller, 2007, 2010), we also build support and confirmation of the positive effects of these approaches to teaching and learning. As the research has also shown, play-based learning is appropriate in Kindergarten. Children learn effectively in play-based learning (Perlmutter et al., 1995; Sylva et al., 2004) experiences. All the teacher participants also confirmed the value of play-based learning as a comprehensive and integrated approach in the Kindergarten years. There has also been some discussion on continuing play-learning approaches in Grade One. Further research and investigation is needed on the possible benefits in later grades. This is an area for future research and practice moving forward.

Administrators, school boards and policy-makers can also support and fund teacher training and provide more professional development opportunities. Pedagogical aspects can be evaluated and developed by providing clarity in the focus and direction of FDK implementation. Principals can learn more about the dynamics of FDK 1 and become better informed about the importance of the Kindergarten years in education. Outreach programs for parental and community involvement can be a priority in the school to build stronger partnerships.

Resources are available for teachers on an ongoing basis and encouraging stakeholders to develop interest and pursue learning about FDK teaching and learning practices on an ongoing basis supports quality initiatives in FDK. The Ministry of Education published a list of resources, at http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/kindergarten/EL2013ResourceList.pdf, available for parents, educators, policy-makers and administrators, and they continue to stay abreast of information and updates on their Ministry of Education website. One key insight in the process of examining FDK research is that the continuous interest in FDK sparks deeper connections and excitement
about how transformational practices can have an impact on both the teacher and the student, and how it prepares students for a life-long love for learning.

Examination of the physical environment of student learning is also critical as we understand the importance of physical space, materials and quality and variety in resources. The attention to both the indoor and outdoor environment at a school could mean more investment in outdoor spaces in education and to encourage more environmental education projects. The systemic monitoring, evaluation and reflection of activities within the classroom can also improve quality and bring attention to best practices. Documenting standards and quality assurance measures can provide consistency and sustainability of quality early years programs.

**Future Research Recommendations**

Looking into the future, we know that individual teacher experiences and qualitative research will help us realize and understand that the Kindergarten teaching practices are shifting. Taking a more in-depth look at equitable and inclusive practices may be one way to move toward more whole child education. Teacher participants did reveal some teaching approaches that engage children and get them involved in more ‘free play’ throughout the day. However, teachers can strengthen the way they teach to reflect greater intercultural understanding as well as culturally relevant and responsive pedagogy that builds identity and inner self development even as young as the Kindergarten years. As Montessori (1964, 1967, 1995) identified, the ‘embryo of the child’ as a core component of the child’s spiritual aspect, and teachers need to be aware of this aspect to better understand the whole child. As the data findings revealed, JK students could start with the HDK program and SK students could be in the FDK. For example,
one teacher stated, “JKs have a harder time with FDK” and another teacher participant said, “JKs do not have as much progress with the full day program.”

Empowering teachers to support the change that is needed is possible by having more comprehensive professional development for teachers. Part of developing the FDK program will also mean attracting and retaining motivated staff and a diverse teaching force, to develop and deliver the program. Quality programs are developed by well-informed teachers. On the one hand, there is increased awareness of the needs for quality FDK programs, but on the other hand, the increasing complexity in establishing best practices leaves much to ponder. Teachers are key in disseminating information on implementation strategies that work best in the classroom and providing information that can address gaps and issues as we move ahead year by year in grounding best practices in the FDK classroom in Ontario.

This research implies that there are many areas for future research initiatives. While policies, procedures, and laws are being put into place, we need to continue examining the classroom practices and stay connected with teachers in order to make our work deeply connected. Supporting teachers to also become researchers is another way to bridge knowledge as we move forward. It is when you begin to see your classroom as an ongoing laboratory. Teachers articulated how insightful it was for them to share their experiences and to have opportunities for their voices to be considered. This was a good beginning and I think there is much more work to be done.

Research on the effectiveness and benefits of FDK can be further studied. Looking directly at how children are improving with academic performance and achievements, and comparing the direct effects of FDK on children’s school life are areas for research. Parents’
perspectives would uncover how home life is changing and the benefits and concerns parents have about FDK. Policy-makers can also gather more data across the province by investing in future research projects about FDK in Ontario. Union perspectives, successes and concerns that are grieved about would highlight more information and areas for improvements. Therefore, teachers’ perspectives, along with other stakeholder perspectives can be grounds for future research direction.

Play involves a joyful engagement by allowing children to follow their natural instincts and letting them move freely. By not imposing the unnatural demand to sit for long periods of time confined to their desks and by recognizing their need to stretch, to walk, and to be free, play permitted the children to make a similar connection between the mind and the body. Play helped to create that sense of freedom and exploration and self-discovery. Play also built on the values of group exploration, cooperating with others, voicing ideas, and thinking. Play also may look different in the future as future generations of play are so heavily influenced by technological advances. Thus, continuing to look at how children are playing and engaging may mean adapting teaching and learning approaches to best fit the Kindergarten learners at that particular time.

Not all the connections associated with curriculum have been discussed with reference to the play themes. However, before concluding this chapter, I would like to make the following observations concerning play. Play should be spontaneous and in the control of the child. Any attempt to coerce the child to connect the play with school subjects would subvert the play, since it would now be the teacher, not the child, who would be determining the direction the play would go. Therefore, while teacher participants are actively integrating specific curriculum expectations set out by the Ministry of Education in Ontario, they need to understand the educational philosophies and the realm of early years practices and how it is important to learn
and improve teaching and learning practices as they reflect on their own practice throughout the school year. Furthermore, giving children endless opportunities to try out ideas and to take risks will encourage them to pursue what interests them naturally at a young age.

FDK teaching approaches are characterized by an integrated and balanced approach that considers individual differences and the dynamics of relationships. As R. Miller (1991; 1992) argues, holism recognizes complexity and the many dimensions and layers in education. Looking at early years education by moving toward a model that can adapt activities and practices from the different educational approaches really works in the best interest of the children. This research shared the teachers’ perspectives of child-centredness, integrated teaching approaches, and FDK focus in Ontario.

**Concluding Comments**

Play is the core of Kindergarten learning. Play facilitates creativity, imagination, the expression of fantasies, and it enables children to deal with frustration and disappointment in a positive manner. When we keep our core strong and allow it to be the basis of our practice, we are building a strong foundation. At this core are teaching approaches in FDK based on key elements such as play-based learning, inquiry-based learning, and experiential learning. Child-centred core values that guide teaching and learning practices enrich the quality of educational programs. Our emotional state also reveals whether what we are doing is blending and fitting to our needs. Play is the landscape, but the child and the teacher support what happens during play and the direction it takes. Piaget (1962) maintains that imaginative, pretend play is one of the purest forms of symbolic thought available to a young child. Vygotsky (1978) extols the value of fantasy play arguing that this is when children are free to experiment, attempt, and try out
possibilities. Play is a central teaching practice in all the teacher participant classrooms, and this research study showed some ways that play is developing in the FDK classrooms in Ontario.

By using a framework to contextualize the data, this research has shown that through play, we are able to meet the needs of the whole child in a more satisfactory way and that there is a spiritual domain that is important to recognize. The spiritual domain defines the uniqueness of each individual; it deepens understanding of the inner being, thoughts, morals, and values. The primary value of education and play lies in their contribution to self-awareness. Play can also help children discover their true selves, albeit in a more implicit manner. First, it provides children with the confidence needed to acquire self-esteem. Second, play facilitates a child’s self-awareness. Through observing play, teachers can learn to care for children, to be mindful of them, and to enhance their own self-awareness.

In conclusion, I maintain that there are three goals of education that must be addressed if we are to provide children with all that they need. First, we have to attend to children’s academic achievement by providing them with an education that will ensure that they acquire the knowledge and skills necessary for success. Second, we must focus on the emotional and social as well as the cognitive domains if we are to serve the needs of the whole child. Third, we have to provide children with the means for self-learning so that they are able to connect with their inner selves. To realize these goals, we must provide a balance of the philosophies and develop integrated and comprehensive practices in the classroom. In the Kindergarten years, we can nurture the joy and love for learning, thinking, creating, and using the imagination. Children are also capable of and can aim at reaching higher potentials.

The Kindergarten classroom will nurture a space for building a sense of wonder, awe, and curiosity. Children are naturally born with many curiosities and educators can build on this.
Educators need to recognize that, in our enthusiasm for high achievement and the development of intelligence, the need for self-realization is crucial and perhaps paramount since so much of a child’s performance is governed by his or her self-concept. Moreover, we can facilitate self-learning by slowing down the pace we have set for today’s students. If we can allow them to enjoy a childhood in which they are free to control their world for at least part of the time, in which they are not solely concerned with the product of their effort, in which they are actively involved in their imaginative pursuits and enjoying the process, we can see the deeper connections being made and the valuable learning taking place.

Education practices include the need to understand the goals of whole-child education. With more emphasis on play-based learning, educators are being more mindful of the whole child as well as the inner soul of a child. Child-centred approaches respect the natural tendencies of young learners and give opportunities for children to grow and develop. The Ministry of Education recognized the need for a balance between teacher-initiated and child-initiated activities:

Each child grows and develops in various interrelated areas—physical, social, emotional, cognitive, and linguistic. In order to address the full range of each child’s developmental needs, the Kindergarten program should provide opportunities for learning, self-expression, self-discovery in a variety of areas—for example, in music, drama, games, language activities, and cooperative activities with peers. Children need opportunities to learn in an appropriate manner and at an appropriate time in their development, and need to be given learning experiences that are within the range of things they can do with or without guidance [in their “zone of proximal development”].

(Ministry of Education, 2006, p.2)
The need to reach a balanced approach is critical because best practices are also part of quality practices. We are faced with a dominant technological culture in the 21st century. Children are using devices, electronics, cellular phones, and computers at younger ages and more often. There is a greater risk of disconnect and imbalance. Therefore, teachers can replenish the school life environment with both indoor and outdoor classroom practice, restore the love for nature and balance, and strengthen body, mind, and soul. More than ever before, we need to focus on laying a strong foundation and establishing fundamental connections that are so important for young minds and still facing the reality of technological stimuli in the environment that children are growing up in these days.

Even if all the teacher participants were not clear about what ‘holistic education’ truly meant, their overall teaching practices reflected holistic educational approaches. As academics continue to advocate, and connect with policy-makers and educators, they can also move forward in the post-modern society with more awareness of truly understanding and defining holistic education. In the end, it really comes down to how well a teacher understands and believes in her work, and the way in which the teacher runs the Kindergarten program. These case studies revealed rich stories and teacher perspectives and how early learning experiences can make children thrive.

Individual teacher’s knowledge, skills, interests, and understanding vary, as do each of their teaching styles. There may be different ways that a teacher develops her Kindergarten program, and there may be emphasis in different areas. Although the task seems simple, teaching young children is actually quite complex. This research reveals more about the complexities. A lot of thought needs to be put into the setup, the materials, the types of activities, and the
resources that can support the learning, understanding the individual interests and needs. Much thought also needs to be put into really tailoring an inclusive program to meet the cultural and linguistic needs of learners.

Teachers build an educational climate that aims to enhance children’s development, to nourish and sustain, grow and satisfy desires for creativity, social interaction, language development, and exploration. Working collaboratively, researchers and teachers can continue to study children, research Kindergarten best teaching practices, and advocate for continued improvements, funding and support for quality educational programs. It is the conscious child that knows how to live in the moment, connect with the present, and flourish from within.

In conclusion, there is no other time in human development when so much can be learned in so brief a period. The period from 3 to 6 years old constitutes truly formative years, marked by intellectual growth, rapid development of motor skills, increased social maturity, and emotional self-regulation. Kindergarten children are excited about the world, alert, high-spirited, and full of ideas and questions. With a renewed and heightened constructivist approach in learning we are mindful of the child and trust and follow their lead. A nurturing environment, with indoor and outdoor spaces, where children can explore, play, and learn in the early years will give them the best possible start in their lives. It is the time for educators to be awakened to the need to connect, thrive and accelerate innovative teaching practices. It is a time to embody, absorb the transforming paradigm and empower with innovation, creation and imagination. As Albert Einstein consciously said, “It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge.”
There’s Nothing in My Bag Today

Today I did my math and science:

I toasted bread,

I halved and quartered.

I counted, measured,

Used my eyes and ears and head.

I added and subtracted on the way,

I used magnets, blocks and memory tray.

I learned about a rainbow and how to weigh.

So please don’t say, “Is anything in your bag today?”

You see, I’m sharing as I play.

I learned to listen,

And speak clearly when I talk,

To wait my turn, and when inside to walk,

To put my thoughts into a phrase,

To guide a crayon through a maze,
To find my name and right it down,

To work with a smile and not a frown,

To put my pasting on my brush away,

So please don’t say, “Is anything in your bag today?”

Remembering how to take my turn,

Helped a friend learn when he was struck,

Learned that water runs off a duck.

I looked at words from left to right,

Agreed to differ, not to fight.

So please don’t say, “Did you only play today?”

(Author Unknown)
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Appendix A
Glossary of Terms

Audit Trail: a collection of work from the beginning of the student year until the end. It includes things like a series of photos of children at play, writing samples, a journal, a portfolio of student work, binder of assessments and logging of one-to-one assessments and conversations with the child.

Co-construction: a way of developing activities and centres where a teacher brainstorms with students to decide centres to create, materials needed, things to do, and what to do. With much child input the teacher facilitates the creation and implementation of a centre in class.

Critical Thinking: thinking about ideas or situations in order to understand them fully, identify their implications, and make a judgement that can guide decision-making. Critical thinking skills include questioning, predicting, hypothesizing, analyzing, synthesizing, examining opinions, identifying values and issues, detecting bias, and distinguishing alternatives.

Differentiated Instruction: a method of instruction in which the teacher considers the needs of each child at his or her current stage of development, and then uses a learning approach with that child that responds to his or her individual needs. As a result, each child’s growth is maximized.

Diversity: differences and uniqueness that each child brings including values, beliefs, culture, ethnicity, language, ability, education, life experiences, socio-economic status, spirituality, gender, and age.

Document Panel: a collection of photographs, student quotes, sample work in order to understand student thinking. It is created by compiling and capturing the process of learning rather than just showing the end product.

Environmental Education: teaching about the natural environment, sustainability of the environment, and how humans can conserve, protect, and manage behaviours to maintain ecosystems, plant, and animal life.

Experiential Learning: making meaning in learning through direct experience and self-exploration. It is more connected to hands-on learning, action and doing.

Fine-Motor Control: control over muscles that regulate small movements of fingers, hands, and wrists. It can be enhanced by activities such as working with blocks, threading beads, drawing with markers or crayons, fastening buttons, snaps, and zippers, cutting with scissors, and doing puzzles.

Focused Exploration: A method of instruction in which children use the materials and equipment available in the classroom in ways of their choosing. The teacher observes and listens while children are exploring, and provides guidance as needed. For example, posing a question, prompt for deeper thinking, or introduce new vocabulary.

Gross-Motor Control: control over the larger muscles in the arms, legs, and torso. Activities to develop gross-motor skills include walking, running, throwing, lifting, and kicking.
**Inquiry-based Learning:** learning through noticing, wondering, playing, exploring, questioning, planning, reflecting, sharing, and discussing.

**Intentional Teaching:** involves educators being deliberate, purposeful, and thoughtful in their decisions and actions. Intentional teaching is the opposite of teaching by rote or using traditional methods simply because things have always been done that way.

**Manipulatives:** objects that children handle and use in constructing their own understanding of skills and in demonstrating that understanding. Manipulatives may also be called concrete materials.

**Modeling:** a demonstration by the teacher of a routine task, or strategy to children. Children become aware of the processes needed to do a task. The teacher may “think aloud” to make the process clearer.

**Observation:** the process of watching, listening, and being attuned to children’s behaviour, emotional states, interests and abilities, and patterns of development in order to meet their needs and evaluate their development and learning.

**Play-based Learning:** a vehicle for learning and lies at the core of innovation and creativity. It is during play that children are most receptive, and play is linked to problem-solving, language acquisition, literacy and numeracy development, and the development of social, physical, and emotional skills. Children manipulate objects, act out roles, experiment with materials, and explore with song, dance, games, toys, and arts.

**Problem-Solving:** students engage in a task or activity that is not familiar and students must draw on previous knowledge and try out different strategies to make connections and reach a conclusion.

**Real-Life Contexts:** originate from the child and comprise all their preschool experiences with family, community, and culture, as well as school-based experiences and media influences.

**Scaffolding:** a process involving the provision of opportunities for play and interaction that relate to children’s experiences and support from educators to help children move beyond their current levels of understanding. The idea that scaffolding is a temporary structure that can be gradually removed to develop students.

**Transformational Learning:** Teaching practices and learning that include changing the way one interprets an idea, experience or interaction with the world.
Appendix B

FDK in Ontario: Information, Reports and Facts

On September 7, 2010, Ontario made history as Boards launched Full-Day Early Learning Kindergarten in 600 schools across the province. Approximately, 35,000 four and five-year-old children benefitted from the first phase of full-day learning as part of the Province’s plan to build a stronger school system and a well-educated workforce. The Province has made a commitment to fully implement the Full-Day Kindergarten Program in all schools by 2015-2016.

For the first time ever elementary teachers and early childhood education teachers were working in partnership to deliver a play-based full-day program guided by The Full-Day Early Learning Kindergarten Program (Draft version, 2010-11) which incorporates principles from the Ontario Early Years Framework. Ontario government investment in early years initiative reached over $1 billion dollars - an increase over 90% since 2003.

There was curriculum restructuring that also led to revised curriculum documents put out by the Ministry of Education. Not only was there was greater accessibility and availability of child-care and education for the early years, there was also more clarity on the content of the program and plans for improved quality of education.

Some useful Ontario early years reports that supported Kindergarten program development included: 1980-To Herald a Child; 1984-Early Primary Education Project; 1994-Royal Commission on Learning; 1998-The Kindergarten Program; 1999-Early Years Study; 2005-Best Start Initiatives; 2006-The Kindergarten Program (revised);

Percentage of Children in FDK Program with phased in roll-out of FDK

• September 2010: 35,000 four and five year olds entered the first year of full-day kindergarten—about 15 per cent of the total kindergarten population
• September 2011: 50,000 four and five year olds enrolled in nearly 800 schools—about 20 per cent of kindergarten children
• September 2012: 1,700 schools offer the program to 49 per cent of kindergarten students—about 122,000 children
• September 2013: 2,600 schools will offer full-day kindergarten to approximately 75 per cent of kindergarten students

Funding Facts:

- $200 million in support from the Ministry of Education for the program in year 1, $300 million in year 2 and $675 million in year 3
- To date, the government has allocated almost $1.4 billion in capital funding to support the implementation of full-day kindergarten
- Research says every $1 spent on early learning repays a seven-to-one return on investment

Appendix C

Ministry’s Commitment to the Full-Day Learning

Early Learning Program – Full-Day Early Learning-Kindergarten Program
Memorandum 2010: EL5 from Grant Clarke and Jim Grieve April 13, 2010

The Ministry is committed to providing a Full-Day of learning to four- and five-year-olds as part of the province’s plan to build a stronger school system and a well-educated workforce. Implementation of the Full-Day Early Learning-Kindergarten Program (Draft version) in selected school sites will begin in September 2010. The program will be expanded in phases and the goal is to implement it in every school by 2015-16. The finalized document for the Full-Day Early Learning-Kindergarten Program will be released in June 2011.

The development of the draft Full-Day Early Learning-Kindergarten Program document involved building on The Kindergarten Program (Revised) 2006 and considering an analysis of the Early Learning for Every Child Today (ELECT) program and other frameworks as well as the advice in Dr. Pascal’s report, Every Child Every Opportunity. The draft program document was completed using the Ministry’s standard approach to curriculum development and the consultation process was expanded to include the Early Childhood Education (ECE) community. An integrated extended day program that is complementary to the instructional day program is also in development. The extensive consultation process included teachers, early childhood educators, principals, program staff, faculties of education, colleges, teacher affiliates, the College of Early Childhood Educators, Association of Early Childhood Educators, and other ministries such as the Ministry of Children and Youth Services.
MEMORANDUM TO: Directors of Education

FROM: Nancy Naylor
Assistant Deputy Minister

DATE: October 27, 2009

SUBJECT: Early Learning Program – Planning for 2010-11 and 2011-12

As announced by the Premier today, the first phase of Ontario’s plan for a province-wide Early Learning Program (ELP) is the implementation of full-day early learning for four- and five-year-olds.

The program will be offered in a number of schools throughout the province starting in September 2010. The goal is to make the program available over time to all four- and five-year-old students. This multi-year, phased-in approach will help ensure a smooth transition to a mature ELP, while recognizing current economic and fiscal realities.

As noted in today’s memorandum from the Deputy Minister of Education, entitled Implementation of Early Learning for four- and five-year-olds: Year One, the purpose of this B-memorandum is to provide school boards with information about the initial planning steps that boards must take to prepare for Years One and Two of ELP implementation (2010-11 and 2011-12). Appendix 1 lists the initial board-by-board planning allocations of ELP pupil places for these two years.

The government has committed $200M in 2010-11 to support the first year of full-day early learning for up to 35,000 four- and five-year-olds – 15 percent of the Junior and Senior Kindergarten (JK/SK) population. This investment will grow to $300M in 2011-12 to expand the full-day program to approximately 20 percent of the JK/SK population. The goal is to have early learning fully implemented in all schools by 2015-16.

As the ELP is a school-based initiative, school boards will have a lead role in achieving the province’s vision for early learning. The Ministry of Education will work with and support school boards in this leadership role. Successful implementation of the ELP will require boards to consult with their school communities and other key partners, including coterminous boards, Best Start networks, and Consolidated Municipal Service Managers and District Social Services Administration Boards.

To support this collaborative approach and address the needs of the childcare sector, the Ministry will also work closely with the Ministry of Children and Youth Services.
A. PROGRAM MODEL

Overview – two basic components

The ELP will be offered during the school year. The program model has two basic components:

1. A core component that will be offered each school day during the hours of the instructional program (for example, 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.). In each classroom, an educator team of one certified teacher and one early childhood educator (ECE) registered with the College of Early Childhood Educators will work side by side to deliver the program.

2. An extended day component that will be available before and after school (for example, 7:00 to 9:00 a.m. and 3:30 to 6:00 p.m.). A student’s participation in this component of the program is at the option of parents and guardians, but boards must offer the program where there is sufficient enrolment to make a program viable. This component of the ELP will be led by ECEs. It will be funded through parent fees set on a cost-recovery basis, with subsidies available for families who need help with the cost. Further information about fees will be provided in the near future.

Class size and child-adult ratio

The class size standard for the ELP will be an average of 26 students on a board-wide basis, which provides for an average child-adult ratio of 13:1.

While this standard gives boards flexibility, boards are expected to conform closely to the standard and organize ELP classes so that almost all these classes have 26 students.

As with current JK/SK class sizes, boards will report ELP class sizes, which will be published on the Class-Size Tracker. However, ELP classes will be excluded from each board’s calculation and reporting of primary class sizes and board-wide elementary class size average. JK/SK classes outside the ELP will continue to be subject to the primary class size standards and will be included in the calculation and reporting of class sizes at the primary and elementary levels.

B. EARLY YEARS LEADER

The implementation of the Early Learning Program is a priority throughout the next year. Each board must ensure that it is assigning sufficient resources to planning, management and reporting activities.

To provide leadership at the board level, the Ministry asks that each board appoint a senior official as its Early Years Leader. The primary responsibilities of the Early Years Leader will be to co-ordinate the board’s implementation of ELP, facilitate board consultations, and act as a link to the Ministry. Boards are encouraged to begin the selection of an Early Years Leader as soon as possible.
Bill Introduction

I am writing to inform you that Bill 242, “The Full-Day Early Learning Statute Law Amendment Act, 2010,” was passed in the Legislature on April 27, 2010. Once in force, this legislation will establish the legal framework governing the long-term implementation of the government’s full-day learning initiative. Specifically, it:

• Requires boards to deliver Full-Day JK/K programs,
• Requires that there be a teacher and early childhood educator (ECE) team in JK/K classrooms,
• Requires boards to deliver extended day programs for four- and five-year old son instructional days, and
• Provides the government with authority to enter into agreements with municipalities, or other persons or entities, to administer subsidies related to the extended day program.

Role Information

Roles and responsibilities of teachers and ECEs
The legislation creates section 264.1 in the Education Act to establish a duty for teachers and ECEs to co-operate and co-ordinate in the following areas:

• Planning and delivery of the JK/K program,
• Assessment and observation of children,
• Communicating with families, and
• Maintaining a healthy social, emotional and learning environment.

Ministry of Education responsibility for child care

The government has announced that is it moving forward with some of the other recommendations in Charles Pascal’s report, With Our Best Future in Mind. A key part of this announcement that impacts most directly on the Ministry of Education is that responsibility for child care has been transferred from the Ministry of Children and Youth Services to the Ministry of Education within the Early Learning Division. The transfer will occur through a phased approach. Effective immediately, responsibility for childcare policy and program will transfer to the Ministry of Education. Contract management will be transferred in fall 2010, and child care licensing will remain with the Ministry of Children and Youth Services, at this time.

The transfer of child care to the Ministry of Education is a significant step in the government’s plan to enhance seamlessness between the two systems and integrate programs and services for young children and their families. Putting the care and education of our children under one ministry will make them more coherent, consistent and responsive to Ontario’s families’ needs.
Appendix D
Letter of Consent

Dear Kindergarten Teachers,

I am a graduate student at Ontario Institute for Studies in Education at the University of Toronto conducting a research study. I am looking for Kindergarten teachers to interview as participants for a qualitative study on best teaching practices in Kindergarten learning. The participation is voluntary. I’m looking to sit down with participants for about 60 minutes to do a voice-recorded interview about everyday teaching practices and experiences in the classroom. I would like to highlight the teachers’ perspective on Kindergarten learning in the classroom.

The purpose of this qualitative research study is to find the best teaching practices in Kindergarten program from the teachers’ perspective. The research is being conducted as part of the doctoral thesis requirement for graduate work at the University of Toronto. With the new Ontario Kindergarten Curriculum document there have been many teachers who are looking closer at teaching practices in their Kindergarten program.

Interviews will be up to 60 minutes and will be arranged at a convenient time and location to teachers. This study has been reviewed and approved for compliance research ethics at the University of Toronto and approved by the school principal involved in the study. Confidentiality will be provided to the fullest extent possible by law. The use of pseudonyms or generic descriptors and no use of actual names will be ensured in reports, publications or presentations. Individual participants will receive a $10 Tim Horton gift card for participating in this study.

The data results generated will be analyzed and used to inform practice by providing a summary of recommendations in a report, used to contribute to academic research in the educational field and complete requirements for graduate thesis work, and eventually be submitted for thesis publication or used for conference or public presentations. The data may also be used as examples during an educational meetings, dissertation presentations, and other general presentations in public educational forums.

The participation in this study is voluntary. Participants may withdraw without penalty and choose not to use their recorded data for up to two weeks after data collection. Data will be stored in a locked file cabinet only accessible to the researcher, and it will be destroyed after 10 years. Thank you for your interest and support in this educational research study.

I am agreement to participate in this research study and am signing below for confirmation.

Signed by: _______________________________ Date: _______________________________
Appendix E

Note to the Principal

Overview of Research Study

This study will provide an overview of teachers’ perspective on Kindergarten. This research study is part of a thesis requirement of doctorate work in education by the researcher. The supervisor of the research is Dr. Njoki Wane at OISE, University of Toronto. She may be contacted by email at njoki.wane@utoronto.ca. Thank you for your interest in this research study.

With your consent, I can coordinate time with your Kindergarten grade-level team and arrange time to discuss this study. I will inform the department head about the project and liaison with him / her directly on this study.

Kindergarten teachers are the key participants in this study. They will participate in a one hour interview at their convenience. An interview sign-up sheet will be completed at the departmental grade-level meeting. Prior to the interview, a Letter of Consent will be signed by each individual teacher who will participate in this study. This will ensure the agreement to participate in this study, and allow the use of data for publication.

Confidentiality

Actual names of individuals or the school will not be used in the study. Any actual names mentioned will be changed to other names. Dialogue transcript will be hand-delivered, and reviewed by participant. Up to two weeks after data collection the participant has the right to withdraw from the study. No transcript will be made until two weeks after the interview. Once transcript drafted, participants will get the opportunity to review it. There will be an opportunity to review and add or delete any information. Transcripts and tapes will be carefully secured in a locked file cabinet to ensure highest standard of confidentiality of information.

Direct Benefits

Being a part of this study is an exciting opportunity to be part of change and future publications on the topic of Kindergarten learning. Each participant will receive a $10 Tim Horton gift card for their participation in the study.

Thank you for your interest and support in this research study. Your time is most appreciated.
Appendix F
Ethics Review Approval Letter

PROTOCOL REFERENCE # 26277

May 9, 2011

Dr. Njoki Wane
Sociology and Equity Studies in Education
OISE/University of Toronto
252 Bloor St. West
Toronto, ON M5S 1V6

Mrs. Ella Karia
Sociology and Equity Studies in Education
OISE/University of Toronto
252 Bloor St. West
Toronto, ON M5S 1V6

Dear Dr. Wane and Mrs. Karia:

Re: Your research protocol entitled, “Kindergarten Teaching Practices”

ETHICS APPROVAL Original Approval Date: May 9, 2011
Expiry Date: May 8, 2012
Continuing Review Level: 1

We are writing to advise you that the Social Sciences, Humanities and Education Research Ethics Board has granted approval to the above-named research study under the REB’s delegated review process. Your study has been approved for a period of one year and ongoing projects must be renewed prior to the expiry date. All your most recently submitted documents have been approved for use in this study.

Any changes to the approved protocol or consent materials must be reviewed and approved through the amendment process prior to its implementation. Any adverse or unanticipated events should be reported to the Office of Research Ethics as soon as possible.

Best wishes for the successful completion of your project
Appendix G
Interview Guide: Kindergarten Teacher Interview Questions

1. Describe the typical day for your students in the classroom.
2. What are the essential elements of a play-based Kindergarten program?
3. What are your best and most effective teaching strategies/lessons? Give specific examples.
4. What changes in Kindergarten teaching practices occurred for you over the past year?
5. What advice would you give other teachers who are teaching Kindergarten?
6. What aspects of the FDK program would you want to see changed in the future?
7. What are the pros/cons of the current Kindergarten curriculum?
8. What is important in Kindergarten assessment and how do you assess student learning?
9. What are key elements of quality FDK teaching and learning practices?
10. What do you think of FDK?
11. How do you think the half-day Kindergarten compares to the full-day Kindergarten model?
12. What are the challenges in the classroom you face as a Kindergarten teacher?
13. What is holistic learning? What is most important in holistic educational practices?
14. How does full-day Kindergarten integrate holistic learning into the curriculum?
15. What is your knowledge and understanding of holistic teaching practices in your classroom?
Appendix H
Observation Checklist: FDK Classroom Visit

Date of Visit: _______________  School: __________________

Teacher Name: __________________ No. of Students: ______

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Observation Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entry Routine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom Management Strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Engagement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of Activities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Focus of Teaching Practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence of Connections to FDK Curriculum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sketch of Classroom Layout: (On Reverse)